QUIT BLOCKING MY POSTS SATANIC NESARA
FULFORD is full of shit and running for his life cause he
got caught trying to sell out HUMANS to the BLACK
DRAGON society. HE IS A VAMPIRE traitor rich boy
pervert who disrespects WOMEN when he refers
to bush wacking. HE IS A LOSER.
HERSTORY /DOC // PDF/ 2012 MANUAL //URGENT AUDIO / JUNO 1-7 2012 // 8-15//16-21 //22-30 /
/ MAYDAY // / APRIL FOOLS 1-7 2012 // 8-15 //16-23 // 24- 30 // MARCH 2012 // AQUARIUS
2012 //JANUS 2012 / / mail edition - / http://www.scribd.com/jrgenius // //DEACTIVATE
ARCHONS // Canada's Dirty Secret / //FRENCH HWK // PISTIS SOPHIA // WAMPUM, REAL
PENNIES ACCEPTED. / COOP TRADE BARTER

http://7thfire.biz/06152012.htm

FRIAday 06 08 2012- FREE us from the BLAH BLAH BLAH
BEAST 666

http://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2012/05/21/ben-fulfordtime-for-china-to-stop-supporting-fascist-us-regime-may21-2012/#comment33894 //http://www.fcm2012.com/chat.html //http://www.blogtalkradio.com/fre
edomreigns/2012/05/30/drake // http://www.fcm2012.com/main.html //http://w
ww.fcm2012.com/240512.mp3 // http://www.ladydragon.com/ // http://www.fr
eedomreigns.us/
NESARA DECEPTION / WANTED BOUNTY HUNTERS / eCONoMEEs
// haarpharperhitlernwo / WARNING // Ottawa T Party 2012 card

blahbeast666 - http://7thfire.biz/blahbeast666.htm
555 is the NARROW GATE that LEADS to EDEN. 666 is NESARA,
ATON and SATAN KUMARA eden555 // KING CITY, Ontario,
Bohemian Grove CANADA Project Clean Up your MESS 7thfire.biz

http://7thfire.biz/BLAH BLAH BLAH BEAST 666.doc

555 is the NARROW
GATE that LEADS to
EDEN. 666 is
NESARA, ATON and
SATAN KUMARA
http://7thfire.biz/06072012.htm

eden555 http://7thfire.biz/ede
n555.htm

THORSday 06 07 2012 HAMMER the
CHURCHES and STATE with ACCOUNTABILITY and EVI
DENCE of RAPE and GENOCIDE

BULLSHIT ALERT = NESARA= SATAN KUMARA = 3 d BEAST
BRIBE = 666.

queerhammer http://7thfire.biz/queerhammer.htm

I TOLD U SO... NOW U are ACCOUNTABLE! ACCOUNTABLE WAGE SLAVES- Juno
2012 / MAYA EMAIL / APRIL EMAIL //March- 2012
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time, messenger of the gods of OLYMPUS and the god of art, trade, law,
magic, science, the moon, wisdom, writing and travelers.

THE FOLLOWING HAS BEEN SENT OUT FROM THE ITCSS
(INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL INTO CRIMES OF CHURCH &
STATE).

The Egyptians claimed he was the

Rev. Kevin Annett has requested for people to forward
to him any names and photos of child raping priests,
for his archives and action list."Kevin
Annett" hiddenfromhistory1@gmail.com Messages for
Kevin Annett can be left at
1-386-3235774
(USA)
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archive
s/RBN-BACKUP/commercialFree.html

son of the sun god, Ra. In Greece he was the underworld

god Hades’ guide who summoned the dead to a place called Tartarus that has
been associated with ‘hell’. In Greece, he reported directly to the commander of the Greek
gods, Zeus who gave him his winged sandals. He also helped theMother Earth goddess

of Egypt, Isis, revive her dead husband Osiris after he had been killed by another god
Set. This ‘death’ of Osiris represents the darkness or ‘ignorance’ or lack of
ILLUMINATION of mankind that he can become God, the real One. Essentially it’s
the symbolic story of Adam and Eve being ejected from the
original Heaven, the Garden of Eden, and becoming the race of
humanity that we are all now a part of.
named

Hermes is the second son of Zeus and Maia. His
brother, Apollo, is in some stories his greatest
competitor.

// See the evidence of Genocide at www.hiddennolonger.com and
at the website of The International Tribunal into Crimes of Church
and State at www.itccs.org . Watch Kevin's award-winning
documentary film UNREPENTANT on his
website www.hiddenfromhistory.org

http://voices.yahoo.com/greek-mythologys-hermes-his-aliases-mercury-thoth1349711.html?cat=37 // http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermes_Trismegistus //http
://www.theoryoflivevolution.com/files/IV_1ThothHermesMercury.pdf // http://w
ww.myastrologybook.com/Mercury-Hermes-TrismegistusThoth.htm //http://rundonotwalk.blogspot.ca/2008_03_20_archive.html // http://www.glebedigital.co.uk/blo
g/?p=5354 // http://www.pagannews.com/cgi-bin/sabbats1.pl?Lughnasadh // http://butterflytethy.blogspot.ca/2010/09/clever-mercury.html // http://educationepicenter.net/thoth/thoth/ //http://strangeye.blogspot.ca/2010_03_01_archive.html // http://www.crystalinks.
com/mercury.html // http://lotuspond.silentblue.net/tarot/major-arcana/1-the-

Canada's Dirty Secret / //FRENCH HWK /
// tworowwampum //http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%20HO
ROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/

Hidden from History: Upper Canada Rebellion 1837 / Hidden from History Why We Need a Republic of Canada, Now //

magician/

// http://illuminatusobservor.blogspot.ca/2010/09/mercury-key-to-decoding-philosophers.html //

Toronto Street News - United Church / Bob Bowman story

MARdi 06 05 2012- SOO SAULT SIOUX....not YOU! soosaultsiouxnotu http://jrgenius.ca/soosaultsiouxnotu.htm

SOOtoday.com removed this NOTICE very
quickly. DELETED MY PAID AD and ACCOUNT ( uR
FINISHED! TARES)

MERcredi 06 06 2012 = 6/6/5 = 17 = 8 (
infinity) MERCURY MERLIN THOTH
HERMES HUMP DAY

SAULT this WEEK will not even POST my AD WAMPUM, REAL PENNIES

hermeshump - http://7thfire.biz/hermeshump.htm

ACCEPTED. / COOP TRADE BARTER

Egyptian god Thoth, Greek god Hermes, Roman god Mercury Thoth/Hermes is known as the eye of Horus, the lord of
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me that I WOULD have to pay and the HUMANE SOCIETY WOULD
NOT PAY. I called the SAULT HUMANE SOCIETY. They are not
investigating and told methat I would have to cover the costs of THEIR
ABUSE to ROMEO. THEY SAID HE HAD A COLD and he was
not abused. ...BYE BYE LOSERS! ANIMAL KILLERS!

ANIMAL ABUSE by SAULT HUMANE
SOCIETY BYE BYE LOSERS!
ANIMAL KILLERS! BYE BYE
LOSERS! ANIMAL KILLERS! BYE
BYE LOSERS! ANIMAL KILLERS!

T Archibald (agent) KNOWS that my late ROMEO was MURDERED outside my
house by a BLOW to the HEAD. I told her theFREEMASONS are always
lurking around my house trying to KILL me. If they can't hurt me, they will HURT THE

WHAT CONNECTION is it
with SOOtoday.com and ANIMALS? SOOtoday.com at the HUMANE
SOCIETY? or SOOtoday.comconnected to SATANIC SATURNIAN
JESUIT BLOOD RITUAL FREEMASONRY and actually
protecting the BASTARD who hurt my animal? BYE BYE LOSERS!
ANIMAL KILLERS! felineline http://jrgenius.ca/felineline.htm

ONES that I LOVE.

MOONday 06 04 2012 = 6/4/5= 15= 6 666 PSYOPS and the SIN
GOD moondogsin http://jrgenius.ca/moondogsin.htm
AVOID TELEVISION and anything viral. IT
IS ALL PSYOPS and MIND CONtrol
( GOVERN the MENTAL).

on 06

02 2012 SOOtoday.com removed this NOTICE very quickly. I
Reposted 06 04 2012 and my account was deleted.

May 24 my cat was captured and
brought in to the humane society. He
was not injured when captured. At
the humane society, hereceived
several blows to the face, obviously
with a harness on, since the broken
tissue and nose reflect ABUSE to my animaldone by a
HUMAN. My cat is incredibly gentle. He continues to suffer from his injuries,
after paying $170 to rescue him. I have reported this incident. Unfortunately,
the HUMANE SOCIETY investigates these criminal offences. We will not
get anywhere, until we change the sewer system that enslaves us all.
MEEGWETCH. http://8thfire.biz, jrgenius@yahoo.com \\

COMPLIMENTS of HARPER and
the BILDERBERGS.

FUNDED by the SIN SLAVE SEWER SYSTEM. $$$

( 06 04 2012- 11 am -HUMANE
SOCIETY gave me a Prevention of Cruely
form, to have the vet check him by JUNE 7. T
Archibald (agent)told me that the SPCA would
pay for it at that time. I made the Doctor's
appointment. The vet called me back and told
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LUKA ROCCA MAGNOTTA, PAUL BERNARDO, KARLA
HOMOLKA and the NEW WORLD ORDER
SATURNday 06 02 2012 ALISON REDFORD, STEPHEN
HARPER and the BILDERBERGs in VIRGINIA REPUBLIC .
ritualmurders http://7thfire.biz/ritualmurders.htm

HOW is BOB RAE related to PAUL
BERNARDO? ( secret daddy?)

ALISON REDFORD LOOKS like a CLONE of the AUSSIE
BILDERBERG MEAT PUPPET JULIA GILLARD. LIZARDO (lillibet) must
like that LOOK!

The mailing of body parts to Canada's two main
political parties - There is an undeniable
political dimension to the mailing of the
foot toConservative Party headquarters and
the hand to Liberal Party headquarters. Does
this represent the physical dismemberment of Canada to usher in the North
American Union.

hope my TWEETs didn't disturb your
GENOCIDE CELEBRATIONS.
Alison Redford heads to Virginia
financial conference //

Exactly, how many coincidences do we need to prove a connection
between Bernardo and Magnotta? Bernardo and Magnotta look alike,
bothhave Italian names. They are both Scarborough boys, both
used multiple aliases, both dismembered their victims, both made snuff
films, both are linked to Homulka who is probably lover and mom
to Magnotta, and they both dyed their hair and adopted different looks to
evade detection. I don't think the satanic MK-ULTRA boys are going to get
away with this little satanic game. This one is going to come out in the
mainstream. How can it not? They've been too cocky and audacious and in our
faces with this one and we've seen the pattern of satanic BS too many
times. http://www.shak
esaspear.com/ //http://7thfi
re.biz/LUCAROCCAMAGNOT
TA.htm ///

Alison Redford At Bilderberg: Alberta Premier Attends Shadowy
Meeting Of Global Influence-Wielders - Wildrose Opposition Leader
Danielle Smith says Redford's taxpayer-funded trip to the Bilderberg
conference near Washington, D.C., will serve only to beef up Redford's
resume. Smith says Redford would better serve Albertans by staying in
the province to meet federal NDP Leader Tom Mulcair.Mulcair has
questioned the overall benefit to Canada of the oilsands and is to tour the
development near Fort McMurray on Thursday.
ENJOY the CLONE CRUSADES! WHO IS GONNA PAY for this PARTY? NOT
ME! ...SPAMMED ALBERTA, and CANADIAN LEGISLATURE.
ILLUMINATI SEX SLAVES for BILDERBERG etc
blindlight http://7thfire.biz/blindlight.htm

luka rocca magnottaRussian Male Russian
form of Lucas 'light' //
Your number
is: 5 /RITUAL SACRIFICE ofJUN LIN- Practical endeavors, status oriented,
power-seeking, high-material goals. Your number is: 8
http://7thfire.biz/LUCA ROCCA MAGNOTTA, PAUL BERNARDO, KARLA HOMOLKA and the NEW
WORLD ORDER.doc /
http://serenitystreetnews.com/Luka-Rocca-Magnotta-Paul-Bernardo-Karla-Homolka-and-the-New-WorldOrder.pdf/
http://www.scribd.com/doc/95771605/Luca-Rocca-Magnotta-Paul-Bernardo-Karla-Homolka-and-the-NewWorld-Order
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ILLUMINATI ( NEPHILIM VAMPIRE TRINITY = SATURN/ SIN/ ATON = 666
= 1/3 fallen angels = BLACK MAJICK )
= BLINDED BY THE LIGHT of YALDABAOTH / DEMIURGE
7thfire VAMPIRE BBQ MAYA 2012 Queen Elizabeth,Phillip Duke of Edinburgh
and Prince Charles are the worst depraved perverts doc
http://7thfire.biz/CRAMNOTE 7thfire VAMPIRE BBQ MAYA 2012 Queen
Elizabeth,Phillip Duke of Edinburgh and Prince Charles are the worst depraved perverts.pdf

Hundreds protest Pope's silence on missing girl kidnapped for Vatican
sex parties -Emmanuela //Catholic Church Scandal: 15 yr. old missing
girl kidnapped for Vatican sex parties - priest admits (THIS is
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ANOTHER FALSE PROPHET in the VIDEO ( FALSE JESUS CHRIST, but it
exposes the vatican anyway. DEVILS are all CONSUMING EACHOTHER as
PROPHESIZED.

depraved perverts all showing off for the celebrities that go there, Elizabeth has the children there call
her "lillibet" and does ungodly things to them, some she fakes being nice to, some she is terrible
to, cutting them with swords while they scream, the decent people that are there against their
will are afraid to say anything against them, most have their children there as a kind of hostage, to be
torn apart if they even think of informing anyone, but as they have been torturing me terribly anyway

ITALY - May 27, 2012 --- Thousands gathered in protest at the Vatican during
the Sunday Angelus, outraged due to the recent discovery of what happened with

Emmanuela Orlandi.
Emmanuela Orlanda is a 15 year orld girl who disappeared in 1983 in
Rome. Two priests have just admitted that the teenager was abducted for Vatican sex
parties, then her body was disposed of. One of the priests that spoke out is Father Gabriele Amorth
(The Vatican's leading exorcists who has performed over 70,000 exorcisms). The

- Elizabeth had princess Diana Spencer killed by having someone shine the brightest light
known to mankind through the window side on to the car, they swerved away from it and hit the divider,
it was no paparazzi. Diana survived though, and while either on the way to or in the hospital was
injected with a high concentration of salt which is near undetectable and died. She did this because Diana
was going to marry an Arab. Diana hated them, knew about the cloning
stuff and wanted nothing to do with it, but was afraid of being killed so said

outspoken priests also admitted it was vatican gendarme (police) that
would recruit the GIRLS for these sex parties.

Beware: The catholic church is the most criminal
organization in existence.

nothing

For more information, please visit: http://www.vaticancrimes.us, http://protegeatushijos.org and
http://www.retelabuso.blogspot.it

SATANIC ILLUMINATI- The Committee of 300 agenda
is being implemented through artificially constructed
financial instruments and money laundries, and through
wars, invasions and state-sponsored terrorist atrocities
such as the post-WW2 conflicts in Korea, Vietnam,
Cambodia, Bosnia, Iraq, Afghanistan and Libya, and the
false-flag attacks of 911 (pre-planned demolition of Twin
Towers in New York - more here) and 311 (the pre-planned
nuclear tsunami in Japan - more here).
http://www.zimbio.com/Illuminati/articles/24umDBB_Tzm/PRINCE+H
ARRY+SATANIC+ILLUMINATI

http://donaldmarshallclone.blogspot.ca/search/label/Donald
Donald Marshall sex clone slave FULL STORY HERE - - ring leaders- royal family
of England,... yes Queen

-C.S.I.S Canadian intelligence are all involved, including a lot of Commissionaires
and Prime Minister Steven Harper himself, They do what Elizabeth says, seem to follow
her every whim without question. -Vladamir Putin loves to put the fear of torture and death
into people but is essentially a cowardly pervert himself.

Elizabeth,Phillip Duke of Edinburgh

Prince
Charles are the
and

-The Canadian government was trying to lower the amount of
prostitutes on the streets, (also Elizabeth hates prostitutes) so they had
a man named Robert Pickton start killing them and feeding them to
pigs on his pig farm, they had a camera set up in the upper corner of a
room in his house and recorded him hitting them in the head with a
hammer,(a ball-peen hammer) they took the recordings and all watch them at the cloning
station, Elizabeth loves watching it, says she has a maccabre fascination with death,
Prime minister Steven Harper knows all about it, has seen the recordings and
cheers as the rest of them do.
-they torture animals too, the more the animal screams the
more their god Yahweh supposedly likes it.
- they clone people from all walks of life there and chain them
down to stainless steel corpse tables or drug them so they can't
move, send people into the room dressed up as aliens hollywood quality
makeup and make them think they're having an alien abduction,
they even dye chicken skin grey and stretch it over a mask for realism, perform medical "experiments"
on them cutting them up, perverts anal probing them and raping they're limp bodies, these victims
wake up and think they've been abducted by aliens but don't
know where to turn, and are embarrassed, the victims even sometimes
try to videotape themselves while they sleep, to prove theyve been taken, to
no avail, they're not taken, they've been cloned by the
most disgusting perverts in the world... the scum even
videotape these abductions to watch later as sick demented porn,... this

worst of them,
unbelievable
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happens more often than you can imagine, they just keep doing it to

random people over and over

and over...
- Queen Elizabeth looks like a kindly little old lady and this can't be true you couldn't be
more wrong, she is the worst human being I have ever seen or heard of. It's so sad to see these
women and children brought there, sitting in the center dirt naked afraid crying, raped
and beaten for sport of the rich and famous.

FRIAday 06 01 2012 = 12 = 3 TRINITY = FAITH, HOPE ,
LOVE
agapeamor3 http://7thfire.biz/agapeamor3.htm

- I'm an imprisoned slave, in the
worst nightmare situation. I told Nicole
Leone (Madonna) that I was

going to tell everyone what she
used to do to me for songs
throughout my life, She told me
VERY specifically to say in my
letter here "She is not afraid" no
one will believe me and nothing
will come of this. I beg you to help me prove her wrong.

8th fire SAULT SIOUX SOO EDEN ANISHINABE AVALON
cANADaStreetNews // KING CITY, Ontario, Bohemian Grove CANADA
Project Clean Up your MESS 7thfire.biz

(WAR against the MACHINE) Accountability meter has EXPIRED. TIME to get the PROBLEM
FIXED with HUMAN HELP.

-please help me for pity's sake, I realize what this sounds like but I can only say what I know. It's supposed
to sound absurd, it's they're best defence, They've chained me to a cross and cut me up burned me
and stuff, like a crucifixion with extra torture while they all watch blank faces, some crying some just
staring at their feet, Some actually masterbate in their seats while this is going on and I'm screaming.
They don't seem to get tired of it, like its some kind of religious ceremony.

BYEBUYBEAST666 http://7thfire.biz/BYEBUYBEAST666.htm

Banquet Feast 2012 NEW YORK
YORK REGION OTTAWA KANATA

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/Donald Marshall sex clone slave.doc
The Secret Satanic Conspiracy Behind Madonna’s Halftime // Pandora’s Box, Ray
J-Little Lucifer, Young Buck, Clive Davis & the Assassination of Whitney Houston
//
http://naturalplane.blogspot.ca/2012/02/just-facts-madonnas-secret-satanic.html //
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.wordpress.com/2012/03/11/pandoras-box-ray-j-little-lucifer-young-buckclive-davis-the-assassination-of-whitney-houston/

THORsday 05 31 2012 - ( JEUDI) JUPITER/ ZEUS - CUT the
TIES to SIN and SATAN NOW! thorcutties
http://serenitystreetnews.com/thorcutties.htm

ZOMBIE ATTACK in Miami man eats face like cannibal even after multiple shots
fired. Apocalypse 2012 //

DEACTIVATE ARCHONS // Social Media: Preparedness 101: Zombie
Apocalypse // AERIAL VACCINES AND NANO DELIVERY SYSTEMS THE WAY
FORWARD // http://www.raboral.com/pdf/raboralfaq.pdf // Woman with rabies dies at
London hospital // Police: Hackensack Man Stabbed Himself, Threw His Skin And
Intestines At Officers // http://www.drcarley.com/ //
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Jupiter (mythology) - Jove (LOVE) is the king of the gods and the
god of sky and thunder, his sacred tree is the OAK, his primary
sacred animal is the eagle. HE is divine witness to oaths, the sacred
trust on which justice and good government depend. In the later
Capitoline Triad, he was the central guardian of the state with Juno (HERA) and ATHENA.
-ZEUS was the chief deity of Roman state religion throughout the Republican and Imperial
eras, until the Empire came under Christian rule ( ATON/ amen RA)
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-MAYA- is the principal deity that manifests, perpetuates and governs the illusion and
dream of duality in the phenomenal Universe. For some mystics, this manifestation is real.
Each person, each physical object, from the perspective of eternity, is like a brief, disturbed drop of water
from an unbounded ocean. The goal of enlightenment is to
understand this—more precisely, to experience this: to see
intuitively that the distinction between the self and the Universe is
a false dichotomy. The distinction between consciousness and
physical matter, between mind and body (refer bodymind), is the
result of an unenlightened perspective. Divine Mother (Devi), or
Devi Mahamaya, concept of Hinduism, Shakti, Durga. Maya, in
Her form as Durga, was called upon when the gods and goddesses
were helpless against the attacks of the demon Mahisasura. The
combined material energy of all the gods, including Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva, created Her. She is thus
said to possess the combined material power of all the gods and goddesses. The gods gave
her ornaments, weapons, and her bearer, the lion. She was
unassailable. She fought a fierce battle against the demon
Mahisasura and his huge army. She defeated the demon's
army, killed the demon, and hence restored peace and

MERCREDI 05 30 2012 = ( HERMES = THOTH = TRUTH =
ALCHEMY = ENLIGHTENMENT = ADAM KADMON )
solsunlite - http://7thfire.biz/solsunlite.htm
LUMINARY ( MOONGODDESS TRADITION ) DEFINED- a person of
prominence or brilliant achievement // a body that gives light; especially : one of the
celestial bodies // a person who enlightens or influences others // a famous person //
Literary something, such as the sun or moon, that gives off light /
/ http://www.scribd.com/doc/95229733/CRAMNOTE-7thfire-VAMPIRE-BBQMAYA-2012-Queen-Elizabeth-Phillip-Duke-of-Edinburgh-and-Prince-Charles-Arethe-Worst-Depraved-Perverts

order to the world. Thus She is, even now, the
protector of the Universe, which is lying in her lap.

and you

If U no for sure what you can and cannot handle,
are clear about what your boundaries are, and you are certain about

where you would like to take a step up next in your life - to change a destructive or worn
out habit, pattern or dynamic that has been getting in your way ~ then it means that all the
experiences that throw you down, knock you out of balance or hurt you, will begin to
cease and you can really begin to create a clear version of your reality, that reflects your
soul essence, heart and Spirit nature - rather than an artificial or unconscious version that
does not support you, an illusion that reflects back bewilderment and confusion - that
leads you further into despair when you begin to see no promising destination ~ except
for Waking up and getting out of the game...

7thfire.biz // KALI MAA / tworowwampum // HUMAN
HELP // 8thfire.biz / WHITE BUFFALO WOMAN
WANTED BOUNTY HUNTERS
COMMUNITY CURRENCY, WAMPUM, REAL PENNIES and
OLD MONEY ACCEPTED

3rd HIDDEN PROPHECY of FATIMA= the Catholic people will WAKE UP, COME to THEIR
SENSES and destroy the SATANIC ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
by ripping the PRIESTS APART LIMB BY LIMB on VATICAN HILL. (
Priests= POLITICIANS + PASTORS funded by $$$ SIN and SATAN ) .
GATHERING of the BRIDE (DIVINE FEMININE= HEART) (CHRIST
CONSCIOUSNESS) IN CANADA, little ROMA will become NEW YORK,
YORK REGION, OTTAWA KANATA KINAKWII NATION. NAMASTE
and MEEGWETCH!
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Goddess tradition ( EVE) vs evitapendragon ( LILITH)

Money Masters [Full Documentary] // Hollywood's Satanic Agenda...VERY
Eye Opening..// Was 911 a Masonic Ritual Sacrifice? // While You Were
Sleeping (Full Documentary) HD // Invisible Empire: A New World Order
Defined Full version //

Sophia /Magdalene / EVE /Tetragrammaton / LUNA
EMMANUEL/ ADAM / SOL (God with us)
Text of The Third Secret of
Fatima http://www.marianland.com/thirdsec.html ;

ATON NATO SYRIA playlist

Mary is the Ark of the New Covenant GOD's
NAME is EMMANUEL/ ADAM KADMON. JESUS (PINDAR) is the son of the DEVIL (
DRAKEN) adamgodwithushttp://serenitystreetnews.com/adamgodwithus.htm
http://7thfire.biz/05312012.htm
// Three Days Darkness, Garabandal, Akita // Secrets of Fatima by Mother Angilica // FATIMA,
THIRD SECRET OF FATIMA REVEALED // // Third Secret Of Fatima According To Fr. Malachi
Martin //Malachi Martin: Christ's Design for His Church // Malachi Martin The Storm Breaks //
Malachi Martin - Tempters Hour Pt 15 // Malachi Martin - Kingdom of Darkness Pt8

MOONday 05 28 2012 - MOONDOGGIE- (PROTOCOLS OF SIoN)
= NATO /ATON/ SATANIC / SATURNIAN MASONIC ETHNIC
CLEANSE of REBELLIOUS EArthlings that will oppose the NAZI 666 NEW
WORLD
ORDER! moonsinsunaton http://www.7thfire.biz/moonsin

SUNday 05 27 2012 Alternative MEDIA
FAILS to DEFINE the 2
paths to
FREEMASONRY WHITE ( + ) andBLACK (
). whiteblacksquare http://7thfire.biz/whiteblacksquare.htm
555 – Adam Kadmon – Keys Of Enoch – light body in physical form http://5dterra.wordpress.com/2012/05/27/555-adam-kadmon-keys-of-enochlight-body-in-physical-form/

sunaton.htm

WHAT's with SYRIA? SAME as with LIBYA,
IRAQ, AFGHANISTAN, PAKISTAN...etc.
(WORLD ARMY / UN / NATO / BLACK POPE /
ATONists / SIoNists)

Gorilla199 -HE IS DANGEROUS. MASSIVE DISINFO
HERE. BLOCKING my comments! He DEMONIZESand FAILS to
DEFINE BOTH FORMS of MASONRY. EVE ( GODDESS TRADITION/
HUMAN/ OLYMPIAN) vs LILITH ( EVITA/ DEMIURGE/
YALDABAOTH/ Nephilim/ MOLOCH) http://www.youtube.com/user/gorilla199
http://5dterra.wordpress.com/2012/05/27/gorilla199-he-is-dangerous-massive-disinfo-here-blocking-mycomments-he-demonizes-and-fails-to-define-both-forms-of-masonry-eve-goddess-tradition-humanolympian-vs-lilith-evita-demiurge/

- SAME INVADERs / SAME RITUAL
SACRIFICES to their goDs.( SATURN/ SIN/
ATON) WAKE UP!

Helios ( MERCURY/ HERMES/ GOOD SUN/
Wednesday)

- (JOHN BAIRD has been tweeted! FURTHER
DENIAL = PROJECT CLEAN UP YOUR MESSSYRIA BOUND!) http://7thfire.biz/johnnytweet.htm

is NOT ATON (Aton. AMEN ra, DARK SUN/ SUNday)
YOU ARE A LIAR GORILLA199

Illuminati a myth ? Volume 1 and 2 // The Illuminati 2-The Antichrist
Conspiracy / G. Edward Griffin - Creature From Jekyll Island MONEY
SIN SYSTEM// Illuminati -The Music Industry Exposed [Full Length] // The
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liberated from a world that is basically deceptive, oppressive and evil.
Mary Magdalen, of early Judaeo-Christianity,
the HIERODULAI, became defamed as harlots, whores or scarlet women, by end of
the 6th century. She is often portrayed in a red cloak over a green dress of fertility. Jesus
called her Apostle of the Apostles. As a head sister Mary was entitled to wear black, like the
The red cloaked priestesses such as

The Book Of Enoch

priests of Isis, and there are many statues of BLACK MADONNAS with black hands and faces in France,
in churches on pagan sites dedicated to Isis

Manly Palmer Hall by
MPHarchive http://www.youtube.com/user/mpharchive?feature=results_main
Manly P. Hall - Astro-Theology- ( All 5 Parts in FULL) // Manly
P. Hall - The Mystery & Meaning of the Ancient Rituals
FULL // Manly Hall - Mystical Life of the American
Indians // Manly Hall - Spinal Column & the
Kundalini // Magnetic Fields of the Human Body and Their
Functions // Initiation of the Pyramid. Manly P
Hall // Orientation of the Hermetic Philosophy - Doctrines of Hermes
Trismegistus //

Mary the mother of Jesus, the token woman in the Roman and Orthodox church,
was therefore only permitted to be portrayed wearing blue (heaven) and white
(purity)! Earlier she wore a red dress - her mother st anne wore a red
dress (love) and greeen cloak (rebirth). Protestant
religions ignored her completely.
Many of the learned women who led the groups that were formally described as heretical,
promoted teaching based on the instruction from the ancient Judaeo-Christian Therapeutate
(hence THERAPY) at Qumran, to which Jesus belonged. The Therapeutate formed the early basis
for the Knights Templar, Hospitalers, St John, Rosicrutians, Red Cross...
and were persecuted (with wise women, Jews, Cabalists (and Sufis), dualist
Cathars persecuted in the Albigensian Crusades, hermetics (from Hermes
Trismegistus), Masons who originally included women,
Rosicrutions and alchemists who practiced sacred sex similar to Tantrism) as witches
by the Catholic Inquisition and Puritan WITCHFINDERS, oddly united. Women known to
take part in a religious service were denounced as whores and sorceresses by
both extremes. http://www.mcs.ca/vitalspark/2020_schools/314gdes00.html

NAG HAMMADI CODICES found near Qumran (like the Dead Sea scrolls), ancient
centre of the Essenes, thought to have been written by Valentinus from Christian and Coptic texts,
were a reflection of Platonism and Eastern dualism religion, Zoroastrianism. They have brought
additional Gospels to the fore including that of Mary Magdalen - her true importance is said to
have been excluded from the Bible by Peter (and the Roman Catholic Church) who denied
Christ and detested women, especially educated ones, seeing them as the gateway to the Devil,
even denying they had souls.
According to Gnostic tradition Mary

and Athena, and some cults are also associated

with LILITH. Wisdom (Sophia) is black having existed in the darkness of Chaos before creation.
TheBLACK VIRGIN or Earth Goddess, Erzulie (her avatar a water snake) is worshipped in Voodoo, a
mixture of Roman Catholicism and West African tribal religions (their priestesses are called
Mambo/Manbo. Ogu, a warrior, is St James the Great.) Black Virgins are found on every continent
including the Indian AMARI DE and SARA-KALI, the Indian goddess worshipped by
gypsies in France as the Black Virgin Mary.

Magdalen was associated with wisdom
Athena to the

(Sophia) represented by the sun, moon and halo of stars, becoming

Greeks. The female gnosis of Sophia (mother of Zoe (Life, thought to be EVE and Pandora), one of
the AEONS, gnostic creators of all things, daughters of Barbello) wasdeemed to be the Holy
Spirit, represented on Earth by Mary Magdalen.
GNOSTICISM (knowledge opposite of agnostic) was the esoteric cult of divine knowledge, a synthesis
of Christianity, Greek philosophy,
Hinduism, Buddhism and Mystery
cults of the Mediterranean - elements
found in philosophies from early
asceticism to modern existentialism.
The essence was that the inner
spirit of humanity must be
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The Marys (with her brother and sister Lazarus and Martha),
fled into exile in France, after they had supported Jesus during the
crucifixion and resurrection (the men were not present), arriving
at Les Saintes Maries de la Mer, (Three Marys of the sea, Tres
Matres) Mary Magdalen bearing the child of Jesus, his
daughter Tamar. Said to have been the Gnostic wife of Jesus she
later bore him a son, Jesus. To early Jews celibacy was an
anathema and Magdalen is the only woman not descibed as
'mother of', or 'wife of', indicating a woman of substance,
and entitled to annoint with precious oils. They were
accompanied by their servant Sarah the Egyptian, the black
goddess of gypsies.
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An association between Mary and the sea grew up, as well as with the HOLY GRAIL which they
brought with them - the chalice (and horseshoes) also represented to the cultists the uterus, the wine the
menstrual Star Fire/Gold of the Gods/Vehicle of Light of alchemy and Kundalini (hence vampirism),

Atonism 5/6. //Akhenaton and the Myth of Israel. Atonism 4/6//
/ Akhenaten and Hijacked History. Atonism 6/6 //

andMATRILINEAL inheritance. Both the Jews and the Catholics considered women
a threat to patrilineal inheritance, however, many churches dedicated to 'Notre Dame'
were built in France in the Middle Ages (often on sites dedicated to pagan goddesses like Isis,
Diana and Athena like St Sulpice in Paris). The Gothic arches with rose window at the apex depicted the
much feared female sexuality. Matriarchs have always been influential in Jewish and Catholic families.
(Matrilineal societies have existed in Assam, parts of Africa (a continent where female circumcision is
practiced), North America, the South Pacific and Australia.) Some of the most
distinguished Christian Mystics have been women, such as St Hildegard, St
Catherine of Siena (patron saint of young girls) and St Theresa of Avila.

SATURNday 05 26 2012 = 5 8 5= 18 = 9 TIME to BURN your
BRA on TIME CURRENCY! YEE HAA!
timeburnbratime http://7thfire.biz/timeburnbrati
me.htm
Toronto rallies in solidarity with Quebec students
and against Bill 78 on 100th day of strike (M22)

In addition to the connection to the sea there was a connection to water - la
Dompna del Aquae, Mistress of the Waters. To the Gnostics and Celts,
venerated females were associated with lakes, wells, fountains and springs. Mary
Magdalen was buried at Aix (Acqs - water) en Provence, and royal descendants in
Grail lore became known as Fisher Kings, the Merovingians. In Arthurian legend
the Lady of the Lake is translated into Britain and the gallant knights of the
Age of Chivalry idealised women with courtly
love and troubadors. http://www.mcs.ca/vitalspark/2020_schools/314gdes00.html

TorontoStreetNews // wearechangetoronto.org

U get WHAT U PRAY
FOR! PURITY and TRUTH. (NARROW GATE
555) or LILITH and LUST (WIDE ROAD 666).
Separation of WHEAT and TARES has begun! NO
FENCE SITTING. narrow555 http://7thfire.biz/narrow555.htm
FRIAday 05 25 2012 = 5 7 5 = 17 = 8 moon =
WHITEs were in aMERIca long
before the Columbus INVASION and MASS

THE WINNERS = war scrolls 7thfire.biz

GENOCIDE. adenaredeemahttp://www.7thfire.biz/ade
naredeema.htm

Illuminatreee.info Sept 2011 aka Sangrailian ( KEEP and EYE
on LILITH cause ALTERNATIVE MEDIA is IGNORING THIS.)

Native Americans have said of the old giants, "...Their
hair was yellow and of fine texture..."

evitapendragon // http://femaleilluminati.com/

Tsarion- NATO ATONists by 7thfire.biz
Michael Tsarion. Judaism, Vatican, Freemasonry. Illuminati. Atonism 1/6.
Red Ice Creations // Rise of Priestarchy. Atonism 2/6. Red Ice Creations
// Biblical Covenants. Atonism 3/6 //// Psychology. Moses and Akhenaton.
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Adena culture- The Adena culture was a Pre-Columbian Native American
culture that existed from 1000 to 200 BC, in a time known as the early Woodland Period. The Adena
culture refers to what were probably a number of related Native American societies sharing a burial
complex and ceremonial system. The Adena lived in a variety of locations, including: Ohio, Indiana,
West Virginia, Kentucky, and parts of Pennsylvania and New
York.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adena_culture
AVALON AWAITS Canada Street News // Moon Goddess vs MOONdog SIN MARduk and
MOLOCH Serenity Street News
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DNA Diana Lucifera OWL LUNA D INANA Firekeepers Daughter Liberty
MOUND BUILDERS OF WISCONSIN- Adena Berbers looked toward the sky for their gods and around
their mounds are found "Sacred Circles" which served as holy "meeting places" for their people. The
Adena society was not an organized 'state,' but rather 'a state of nature mitigated by hereditary
saints...anarchy mitigated by holiness!'
The archaeologists have found that the men buried
in Adena mounds were those who 'established
their utility to the community through ritual
powers and mechanisms of economic exchange.
He can be "holy" if he has "baraka", (divine
powers, "charisma" in the theological sense),
has magical power, is good and pious, generous,
hospitable and peace-making. He
accepts donations from those who seek his
blessing. "The marabout is not a warrior, but he
provides political leadership in times of crisis or
to resolve disputes between warring factions" (Ref:
Ernest Gellner, Saints of the Atlas)
This appears to be the PRECISE ROLE of those buried in the Adena mounds.
Some of the mounds were used as a burial place for important people in their society. On the other hand,
the common people were usually cremated after death. The size of the bodies found in the mounds
indicate that these people wereuncommonly large, over six feet tall with powerful builds.
http://www.burlingtonnews.net/centerindians6.html // http://www.scribd.com/doc/44972142/AVALONAWAITS-Canada-Street-News-Dec-2010 // http://www.scribd.com/doc/61468260/Moon-Goddess-vsMOONdog-SIN-MARduk-and-MOLOCH-Serenity-Street-News-08022011 //

Noel Perdurabo Transmutation Sorcery Video // NEVADA512 ( beware of
soulscalping witchcraft demonic possession in these videos)
FREE us from the BLACK WIDOW, LOCUST, LIZARD
and MAGGOT QUEENs from the ABYSS! abyssbugs
http://7thfire.biz/abyssbugs.htm
MOONSINNER http://7thfire.biz/MOONSINN
ER.htm

Zombie - Trinity Marie Marion 3N1 DRACO FLY
BETHSHIVA SOULSCALPED MArch 21 2012
PROJECT CAMELOT, ICKE, MAXWELL, RIFAT and RENSE know
about these
characters.http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/PROJECT%20CAMELOT,%20ICKE,%20MAXWELL,%20RIFAT%20and%20REN
SE%20know%20about%20these%20characters..doc

evitapendragon - LILITH is PLANNING on KILLING off HUMANS NOW. THE WAR is
ON! http://www.youtube.com/user/sangrailian1

SANGRAILIAN DELETED MOST OF HER VIDEOS so they are all on MY
CHANNEL freedomroad888 channel //evitapendragon
Tonya (Treee) Tonya Elizabeth Stracener
Kane (ARACHNID-BLACK WIDOW HYBRID
) MOTHER of VAMPIRES (LILITH) /

8th fire SAULT SIOUX SOO EDEN ANISHINABE AVALON cANADaStreetNews // The Secret
Maps of the Knights Templar and Holy Grail in America

Trinity MARIE Marion (FLIES) ISHtar IsisMarch 21 IMPLANTED with
LIZARDO) http://7thfire.biz/Zombie - Trinity Marie Marion

http://7thfire.biz/05232012.htm
3N1.flv).

http://www.scribd.com/doc/91317979/FREE-us-from-the-BLACK-WIDOW-LOCUST-LIZARD-andMAGGOT-QUEENs-from-the-ABYSS

MERCREDI 05 23 2012= 5 5 5 = 15 = 6 -

Robert Morning Sky Holy Cannabalism, Eucharist

SAVE US FROM 666 LIZARD FALLEN
ANGEL DRACO VAMPIRE- Michael
NOEL PRESCOTT aka Noel Perdurabo
babblingbeast666 http://7thfire.biz/babblingbeast666.htm
666 BELIAL BABBLE sent to jrgenius channel // STAY AWAY from this
DEMONIC BUNCH! \
21
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MARdi - 05 22 2012- 5 4 5 = 14 = 5 Adam Kadmon =DNA cellular
interface to our Light bodies memory of our true Divine form

the Gnostic conception of the Godhead is required, both in its original essence as the
its debased manifestation as the

crystalcrowd http://8thfire.biz/crystalcrowd.htm

True God and in

false or creator God.

Deity-The Gnostic God concept is more subtle than that of most religions. In its way, it unites and
reconciles the recognitions of Monotheismand Polytheism, as well as of Theism, Deism and Pantheism.

Adam-Kadmon Man - Keys Of Enoch - We are moving to
the Adam Kadmon body of light. It is anintegrated light body
in physical form. It has NEVER been done before, anywhere in the
universe.
The galactic wars were fought over this Adamic seed, and the DNA
components. This will re-activate through the awakening of the Mstra molecule as we assume our roles of Priests and Priestesses of
Light within theUniverses of God.

In the Gnostic view, there is a true, ultimate and transcendent God, who is beyond all created
universes and who never created anything in the sense in which the word "create" is ordinarily
understood. While this True God did not fashion or create anything, He (or, It) "emanated" or brought
forth from within Himself the substance of all there is in all the worlds, visible and invisible. In a
certain sense, it may therefore be true to say that all is God, for all
consists of the substance of God. By the same token, it must also be
recognized that many portions of the original divine essence have
been projected so far from their source that they underwent
unwholesome changes in the process. To worship the cosmos, or
nature, or embodied creatures is thus tantamount to worshipping
alienated and corrupt portions of the emanated divine essence.

Aeons, intermediate deific beings who exist between the ultimate,
Anthroposophy embraces a spiritual view of the human
being and the cosmos, but its emphasis is on knowing, not
faith. It is a path in which the human heart and hand, and

True God and ourselves, comprise the realm of Fullness (Pleroma) wherein the potency of divinity
operates fully. The Fullness stands in contrast to our existential state, which in comparison may be
calledemptiness. http://www.salemctr.com/newage/center29.html // http://www.keysofenoch.org/ // http://
www.keysofenoch.org/html/overview.html// http://www.keysofenoch.org/html/dna_divine_names.html // h
ttp://ascensionhologram.ning.com/profile/Fredaricka //http://www.spiritmythos.org/holy/light/kadmon_td.h
tml

especially our capacity for thinking, are essential. It leads, in
Rudolf Steiner's words, "from the spirit in the human being to the spirit in the
universe," because only if we first come to experience the spirit in
ourselves can we know the cosmic spirit. But anthroposophy is more than self-

Gregg Braden - The 7 Essene Mirrors // A message to Light workers,
Indigos, Rainbow and Crystal Children

development. Through it we recognize our humanity. Humanity

(anthropos) has the inherent wisdom (Sophia) to transform
both itself and
theworld. http://www.mcs.ca/vitalspark/2020_schools/304anth00.html
John 1.1 : “In the beginning was the WORD, and the WORD was with God, and the WORD was God”,
which cites a creative act with the WORD which comes from the Divine Yod-Heh-Vav-Heh as the God
code within creation. After the first primal ‘Word Spirit’ table, the sequencing continues, ultimately to
build the matrix table of DNA nucleotides which, in turn, code for the amino acids sequences, while the
other faces of the square (cube) add additional mathematics and sound vibrational sequences.

MOONday 05 21 2012- MOONTIME GRANDMOTHER
NOKOMIS moonmama http://8thfire.biz/moonmama.htm

Like Buddhism, Gnosticism begins with the fundamental recognition
that earthly life is filled with suffering. In order to nourish
themselves, all forms of life consume each other, thereby visiting

Honoring the Divine Mother: The Feminine Energy of
God - the all-encompassing love of a Divine Mother never turns away from her children. If we
choose to yield to the love of the Divine Mother, gone are the old teachings that we are bad, born
with defects, sins, etc., and that we must repent in order for God to love us. We can imagine

pain, fear, and death upon one another (even herbivorous animals live by
destroying the life of plants). In addition, so-called natural catastrophes —
earthquakes, floods, fires, drought, volcanic eruptions — bring further
suffering and death in their wake.

Mother Sekhmet~ The Black Madonna, is representative of the Universe. If you go inside the

the loving care of a mother who will never turn away from her child, even when that child does things
that may be inappropriate or unacceptable.

The blame for the world's failings lies not with humans, but with the creator.
Since — especially in the monotheistic religions — the creator is God, this Gnostic position appears
blasphemous, and is often viewed with dismay even by non-believers. One may begin to recognize that it is
in fact the most sensible of all explanations. To appreciate it fully, however, a familiarity with
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womb space of Mother, from which all Creation is born, you will find Galactic Centre. It is the Scorpi
Black Hole that we go through to enter the Anti-Matter Universe. There we see a
perfect Divine Blue Print of the Matter Universe, Nebadon, there. It is Nebadon in
perfection, in the Light as it should be.
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Mother Sekhmet represents the great Mother Warrior Goddess who comes at the beginning and the end
of every Yuga, which is a 26,826 year cycle, otherwise known at this present time cycle as the Kali-Yuga
orbit around the great

central sun, Alcyone. Mother Sekhmet and her twin flame, Lord
Alcyone, have come here at this time from an Anti-Matter Universe to our Matter
Universe to balance out the masculine and thefeminine. At this moment in time, the masculine on
this planet is totally out of balance and the feminine have been raped,
pillagedand plundered to a most critical point. Things are so out of
balance on this planet that prejudice, hatred and war have smothered
out peace, harmony and love. Mother Sekhmet has come to correct this
inequality. She has come as goddess Ma’at (Justice, or Order) /Warrior Goddess. The
dark controllers of our planet, —the wayward children, have usurped the free-will of
others and are causing, chaos, destruction, mass
genocide. http://organiccosmos.ning.com/page/the-4-ms //http://organiccosmos.ning.com/profiles/blogs/honoring-the-divine-mother-the-feminineenergy-of-god

2. Eat a healthy, vegetarian diet, consisting mainly of fresh, organic, non
GMO fruits and vegetables! The bodies ability to heal and reverse the
damage of fluoride poisoning is greatly accelerated when we consume foods
that cleanse, rather than foods that build up.)
3. Meet your daily requirements of essential fatty acids through raw foods!
(Coconut, avocado, sesame seeds, nuts, superfoods like acai and goji berries,
etc.)
4. MEDITATE! The guided meditation shared here is ideal for the
decalcification process, as it focuses on third eye awareness, and thereversal
of verbalized thought process. Do it as often as possible, and look forward
to vivid dreams, deep meditations, spiritual joy, and a natural ease of life.
When the pineal gland is working properly, life is bliss!

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nokomis

Cure all Illnesses in 3 minutes!!! Spread LOVE not HATE!!! // // Why did
they delete this from the Secret? // The Cure of All Disease //
Decalcify Your Pineal Gland! A guided meditation to unblock your Ajna
Chakra, Third Eye
Women in India wearing a bindi, the dot that is
placed just above the nose, in the middle of the
forehead between the eyebrows. Through tradition,
the bindi is said to stimulate the third eye. The third
eye meditation helps awaken the inner eye, your
innate psychic abilities. Some of the most common
traits associated with this chakra are the insight,
intuition and imagination. It basically forms a bridge between the mind,
body and spirit.
You can decalcify the pineal gland,
and restart your natural production house
of seratonin, melatonin, and DMT.

SUNday 05 20 2012 - CAMP DAVID,
PRINCE CHARLES, NATO,
EARTHQUAKES, VOLCANOES, RITUAL
SACRIFICES and ILLUMINATI chuckiesbac
khttp://www.7thfire.biz/chuckiesback.htm
ancestral links to Vlad the Impaler, the 15th century- Dracula //
Prince Charles and Camilla’s royal tour to honour service by
Canadians? // PRINCE CHARLES IS GAY OPEN POST // Antichrist
Identified From 666 and Revelation
13? // PRINCE CHARLES -THE
FUTURE KING?
HERE COMES the ANTICHRIST!

RED
DRAGON! Veil_of_Invisibility

Simple steps to decalcify:
1. Stop consuming fluoride in all it's forms.
(Reverse osmosis water filtration, fluoride
free toothpaste, mouthwash and gum.)

Prince William's Darkest
Secret - Diana and Kate's
Royal Mistress
Bloodlines http://www.wireservice
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.ca/index.php?module=News&func=display&sid=6633

Most Evil Women In History - Bloody Mary Tudor // KING IN SATAN’S
SERVICE // PRINCE HARRY AND THE SATANIC ILLUMINATI //

FREE us from the EARTH CHANGES, SOLAR ECLIPSES, POLE
SHIFTS and incoming SPACE JUNK spacerock http://7thfire.biz/spacerock.htm
05 20 2012= 5 2 5 = 12 = 3= May 20 Solar Eclipse // NATO summit // 3 days
of Darkness !!!
Mother Sekhmet: 13th May 2012. http://organiccosmos.ning.com/profiles/blogs/greetings-

555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555
RETURN of the DIVINE FEMININE = Return of the FAMILY = Healing
Circles = Round Tables = COOPs -BARTER - TRADE

this-is-mother-sekhmet-reporting-from-niburu-happy-moth

no Hierarchy = no Kings = no Queens = EAGLE + CONDOR =
UR aMERIca

Athabantian Caution- posted on May 17, 2012 - We believe
next
few days. It will be centered off the northwestern coast
of the United States. It will affect the coast and
somewhat further inland. We can not predict the full affects of
that a major geological event for your planet may occur within the

Goddess tradition

Three Days of Darkness: The Great Chastisement? -

this undersea movement.
Conditions appear to be such that a major disruption could occur along

http://www.grantchronicles.com/three_days_of_darkness.htm

edge of the Juan de Fuga Plate where it intersects
Plate, many miles off the coast. There are
stresses building there that may cause an earthquake of some
magnitude and a resulting tsunami — if they are released
the

the Pacific

David Icke The Murder of Princess Diana The Truth About The Royal
Family

in a violent manner. There is the possibility that they may be released more gradually and little will be
disrupted. It is not clear to us how things will proceed from this point forward.
It is a natural phenomenon that is part of Earth’s adjustment of her physical form. It involves no
nuclear reactor such as was the case off Japan.

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/
7thfire.biz // KALI MAA / tworowwampum // HUMAN
HELP // 8thfire.biz / WHITE BUFFALO WOMAN

Banquet Feast 2012 NEW YORK YORK REGION OTTAWA KANATA

WANTED BOUNTY HUNTERS
COMMUNITY CURRENCY, WAMPUM, REAL
PENNIES and OLD MONEY ACCEPTED
SUNday 05 13 2012- 5 U get WHAT U PRAY FOR! PURITY and
TRUTH. (NARROW GATE 555) or LILITH and LUST (WIDE
ROAD 666).
Separation of WHEAT and TARES has begun! NO FENCE
SITTING. narrow555 http://7thfire.biz/narrow555.htm
THE WINNERS = war scrolls 7thfire.biz

FRIAday 05 18 2012= 5 9 5 = 19 = 10
27
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http://geodesicdomes.ca/ // http://www.cjfearnley.com/fuller-faq-4.html // http://www.geodesicgreenhouse-kits.com/ //

GONE GARDENING... gonegardening http://www.8thfire.biz/gonegardening.htm
http://www.domes.ca/
m/ //

HOMEWORK-PLANT SPUDs with BUDs CITY WIDE, while
the PUPPETs pop PROZAC and FUND BOGUS PENSIONS PLANs!

// http://www.domehome.com/ // http://www.desertdomes.co

4/24/2012 — Two stars — very bright
unknown at this point — need to
Identify if

I TOLD U SO... NOW U are ACCOUNTABLE!
ACCOUNTABLE WAGE SLAVES- APRIL

EMAIL/ / MAYA EMAIL / March2012

possiblehttp://sincedutch.wordpress.com/2012/04/24/4242012-two-starsvery-bright-unknown-at-this-point-need-to-identify-if-possible/

2012 - MESSAGE OF THE MAYA 9TH
WAVE // DOMA 2012 PLAYLIST
SATURNday 05 12 2012 - Making electricity from urine-Mining urine is far
greater value than mining gold or oil... but people are afraid of it. They
don't understand it."
peepower - http://www.8thfire.biz/peepower.htm

(WAR against the MACHINE) Accountability
meter has EXPIRED. TIME to get the PROBLEM FIXED with HUMAN
HELP.

Garden Gurus 8thfire.biz playlist

BYEBUYBEAST666 http://7thfire.biz/BYEBUYBEAST666.htm

REPTOIDS and the GREYS feed on your FEAR. Square
houses, triangle roof tops, enable them to SUCK out
your LIFE FORCE.

KING CITY, Ontario, Bohemian Grove CANADA
Project Clean Up your MESS 7thfire.biz

MOON MATRIX. WAKE UP! CN TOWER =
PHALLUS ENERGY () DOMEZAPPERSOULUTION http://7thfire.biz/DOMEZAPPERSO
ULUTION.htm

PARASITES like mosquitoes die in high frequencies.
FRIAday 05 11 2012 =12 = 3 = FREE

DEACTIVATE those
VAMPIRES. http://www.toolsforhealing.com/products/Zapper/Articles/Clark_frequencytable.p

US from the CLAWS and CROSSES of
VAMPIRES and DRACO
CANNIBALS rikclayriphttp://www.7thfire.biz/rikclayrip.htm
the VATICAN

df // http://www.island.net/~zapper/ //http://www.parazapper.com/ // http://zap.intergate.ca/ // /

Rik Clay’s interviews on Red Ice Radio - All
Four Hours

SOULution= GEODESIC GREEN HOME DOMES. NOW NOW NOW.
More triangles, the higher the Frequency.

Rik has suggested that the 2012 Olympic site is
being prepared as the New Jerusalem by the New World
29

30

Order and suggested it may be possible that a staged alien invasion will be used at that time
to unite humanity under the new world order.
WAS RIK CLAY SACRIFICED FOR THIS 2012 END TIMES VISION?
YOU DECIDE
Why is it both the Beijing and London Olympic logos can be arranged to form the word "Zion"?
Was Rik

Clay murdered shortly after releasing all this explosive information about a
Prince William the new messiah?

possible royal family conspiracy to make

SUICIDE??? August the 28th. His ashes were scattered upon Ilkley Moor,
overlooking the town above Rocky Valley, Thursday the 11th
of September, 2008.

the chronology of tyranny, timelines, the rise of empires around the world and we look back into history to
discover the roots of tyranny and dictators. We begin the first segment to talk about the origins,
the psychology of Akhenaton, the dragon court, Akhenaton as Moses, the origins of Monotheism, Freud,
Solar Cultism, Amenism & Atenism, Egypt, the Bible, biblical characters as Pharaohs of Egypt, Sol
Invictus, Zoroastrianism, Mithraism and much more. We begin the
second segment to talk about the Exodus & the Hyksos. We then move on
to discuss the Invasion of Atonism in Britain & Ireland. We talk about
the Knights Templar and the Masons. We end the second segment to
specifically look into the timelines, the dates of rise and fall of Empires,
movements and invasions. In our final and third "bonus" segment we dive
deeper into the Druidic and Irish symbolism that are prominent
throughout the world today. We look at some of the symbols of Politics,
Science, Christianity, Royalty, America, Nazi Germany, the UN and
much more. Do not miss this program!
http://www.redicecreations.com
http://www.michaeltsarion.com

http://2012rising.com/article/the-death-of-rik-clay-conspiracy-occultism-etheobotany-2012-and-personalsanity

Red Ice Webcast - Michael Tsarion - Brotherhood of Death - Part 1 - Masonry & Judaism - Hr 2
We are going to examine freemasonry, the roots, masonry and the connection to Judaism, symbolism, the
Royal connections and the question of hierarchy. We'll look into: Catholic Orders and Fraternities,
Holarchy versus Hierarchy, Imperialism Old and New, Colonization, The Rule of Psychopaths,
Origin of the Jews, the Gaonim, the Sadducees, Zadokites, Essenes, Cistercians, Templars, Teutons,
the etymology of the name David, the Dividers, Masonic Symbolism, the Twins, the Tree of Life
Symbol. Further ahead in the series we'll discuss corruption and masonry and also the fascinating ripper
case and the connection to masonry

http://www.rikclayfoundation.org/rik-clay.html

-BELLIAL LYING MEDIA still spinning
the PsyWar - Wake
UP! bellbullshit http://7thfire.biz/bellbullshit.htm

This is part two of our series with Michael Tsarion on the Brotherhood of Death. Go to
redicecreations.com to watch part one. In part two we look at the Question of Antiquity, The Catholic
Fraternities, Alleged Rivalries, Knights Templar. We'll also look into: Masonic Symbolism, Catholic
Fraternities, the Knights Templar, the Nazi Connection and much more.

REMEMBER it is all PSYOPS MIND
CONTROL PROGRAMMING on TEEVEE. WATCH
ANALYTICALLY!

Tsarion- NATO ATONists by 7thfire.biz
TREASONOUS INVADERS and DANGEROUS MURDERERS and RAPISTS. ...GET

OFF

OUR LAND!
PRINCE Charles and CAMILLA INVASION coming
to CANADA CORPSE SOON ( Get out the ORGONE
MASTERS!)

German Journalist Exposes Al Jazeera // // From Chemtrails to PseudoLife: The Dark Agenda of Synthetic Biology

MOONday 05 07 2012 =17=8 LONDON LIES, WASHINGTON WARS, ROMA's BLOOD
SACRIFICES and ZIONs NEW WORLD ORDER

2012 - The Future of Mankind 3:24:48 - 3 years ago
Michael Tsarion gives a talk at the Granada Forum in Los Angeles, 2006

bloodroyalsatanist http://www.7thfire.biz/bloodroyalsatanist.htm

Join us for an excellent three part live program with Michael
Tsarion, author of The Irish Origins of Civilization. We discuss
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Psychotronic (or Mind Control, Electronic, Directed Energy, Neurological,
Non-lethal) Weapons.
http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/Psychotronic (or Mind Control, Electronic, Directed Energy,
Neurological, Non-lethal) Weapons..doc
http://5dterra.wordpress.com/2012/05/07/london-lies-washington-wars-romas-blood-sacrifices-and-zionsnew-world-order-2/

A communication system for submarines / A source of field-aligned ionospheric VHF reflectors / A way to
improve satellite links
A planetary x-ray machine / A plot to depopulate the Third World
A means of creating power blackouts at will / Electronic warfare
Tesla's wireless power transmission /Tesla's secret death ray
Searching for space aliens / Killing space aliens /
Killing off the militias / Keeping them awake at night (through RF head rectification) / Enforcing the New
World Order / Creating nuclear-scale explosions // Weather modification/ CIA mind control / Brain
wave modification // The end of HF radio // The end of wildlife in Alaska // The end of atmospheric
ozone // The end of thehuman race // The end of Earth itself http://www.elitesideeffect.com/haarp.php

EARTHQUAKES and VOLCANOS ONLY GETTING
STRONGER!
DON'T BLAME MOTHER EARTH for all this CRAZY
WEATHER. BLAME your GLOBAL GANGSTER godless
GOVERNMENTS, who control your weather thru HAARP.

Do the
Research. http://merlintm.eth7.com/haarp.htm
l // http://www.bariumblues.com/haarp1.htm //http
://www.freedomsphoenix.com/Article/0868392011-03-31-japans-earthquake-natural-orengineered.htm //http://www.thelivingmoon.com/4
5jack_files/03files/HAARP_Project_Vandalism_I
n_The_Sky.html // http://www.davidicke.com/hea
dlines/65051-geometric-modulation-increasing-the-power-ofhaarp // http://rezn8d.net/2012/01/04/haarp-the-worlds-sexiest-energyweapon/ //http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=7561 // http://w
ww.polar.umd.edu/haarp/haarp.html /// http://usahitman.com/madridhaarp/ //http://prof77.wordpress.com/wtf/strange-satellite-image-downloaded-from-austrailian-weathersite/ // http://www.esotericonline.net/forum/topics/haarp

Dear WAGE SLAVE- Black OP's Projects were
funded by YOU and are being used against
YOU! You're NEXT- if you don't WAKE UP!
HAARP is a weapon of mass destruction. Radio Waves strong enough to
cause earthquakes are controlled by the U.S. military.
HAARP can shift the NEW MADRID and San Andreas FAULTS, leaving
aMERIca DISABLED. No
coincidence.

Weather Warfare: Beware the US military’s experiments with climatic warfare by Prof. Michel
Chossudovsky

PDF

HAARP stands for High Frequency
Active Auroral Research Program. It is
funded by the US navy, US AirForce, Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and
our Govt.
- HAARP has be used for multiple purposes. Its basic
concept is a giant antenna,utilize a large amount of
power,and shooting beam powers into the upper
atmosphere. Thus being able to change and manipulate weather through the ionosphere. How much
power is needed to modify weather? To say the least it can beam more then
1.7 gigawatts (billion watts) of radiation into the ionosphere. It is the
opposite of a radio. It transmits the powers instead of recieving. It heats the
upper atmosphere, after effecting the ionosphere, the radiations come back
to earth and form long waves. The waves then enter the ground, the
oceans, even our bodies. These people have the power to not only create
but dismantle storms such as tornados, hurricanes, etc..

German Journalist Exposes Al Jazeera // HUMANS into
ROBOTS with Chem Trails, Smart Meters, HAARP,
Reproducing in CANDIDA // BAKING SODA Kills
CANCER,1of2 Matches NC Dr 30years ago. He Cure his
CANCER 5 days // How To Make Baking Soda Molasses Cancer
Protocol Solutions// Cancer is finally cured in Canada but Big Pharma
has no interest, watch it 'till the end! // Cancer the Forbidden Cures - Full
Documentary // Secrets in Plain Sight 1-23 (Full video) /// Annunaki Don't Watch this Film 480p semi-HD original version //

It is believed that HAARP is also:
An ionospheric heater / A research tool / A military test bed
A tax-subsidized boondoggle / A directed-energy weapon

http://femaleilluminati.com/
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PLANS at CANADA's SATANIST GROVE- KING CITY ONTARIO. LIZARD
CROWN INVASION. evitapendragon

Michael Tsarion - The Irish Origins Of Civilization Excerpts
Full 10 hour DVD Series available from: irishoriginsofcivilization.com In his companion DVD Series to The Irish Origins of Civilization
(Volumes 1 and 2), Michael Tsarion discusses thehistorical

significance of ancient Ireland and takes us on a truly
fascinating journey through time, from theEmerald Isle to Egypt and
back again full circle. Along the way we are introduced to the Druids and
also to their destroyers, the Atonists. We discover the origins of the world's most
powerful secret societies and the New World Order they labor to create. We discover secret
facts about the royal dynasties of Britain and Europe, the Empire of Rome, and
about Masonic influence in America. Featuring over 560 illustrations, and rare source
material, this DVD series dramatically revolutionizes our view of history and explains what
can be done to combat the tyrannical forces that have long conspired to undermine truth,
freedom and justice. Also seehttp://www.michaeltsarion.com

CONRAD BLACK HANGS with PEDOPHILE SATANISTS in
the BROTHERHOOD of DEATH! evitapendragon
ARE U THINKING that you will continue KILLING
INNOCENT PEOPLE in KING CITY, after CALIFORNIA goes
under the OCEAN?

Thank You Michael Tsarion for your TRUTH!

NOT! (we have a HEMP
PARACHUTE waiting for U when you
return)
SATURNday MAYDAY 05 05 2012 (5)= tonight. 555

SUPER
MOON ! PRAY IT FORWARD
LORD BLACK is BACK in
TOWN! maydaymaydayblackday http://7thfire.biz/maydaymaydayblack
day.htm

http://7thfire.biz/COMMUNITY CURRENCY, WAMPUM, REAL PENNIES
and OLD MONEY ACCEPTED.htm

- According to media magnate and permanent Bilderberg member
Conrad Black, the ban on reporters "makes discussion more intimate and candid.
There are no massive indiscretions, but the exchanges can be quite heated." This is a
polite way of saying that members can secretly speak their minds about whatever grandiose
schemes of world conquest they envision themselves as having the divine right to
execute, without fearing that their words will ever be heard by the public. "It was from
Bilderberg that our company's eventual vocation as an international newspaper
organization arose." This tactic is very similar to the Non-Attribution Rule used at
Council on Foreign Relations meetings, which prevents statements made by attendees
from being reported in the media. Many media CEOs, news anchors and influential
members of the press fill seats in the CFR

KING CITY, Ontario, Bohemian Grove CANADA Project Clean Up your
MESS 7thfire.biz
MAYDAY 05 01 2012 LIZARDO gives special
permission for CONRAD BLACK SATANIST
VAMPIRE LIZARD HYBRID toSUCK THE
LOOSH off the RAINBOW ANGELS in
CANADA AGAIN.
BILDERBERG LORD SATANIST ) (Atheist turned ROMAN
CATHOLIC)

CHURCH OF SATAN NEWS (Media Mafia1) Fascism The Cartels Church of
Satan // Conrad Black joins Satan's big rear-covering job // The Satanic Bumblebee —
Conrad Black on the Church and her enemies…

"Black Plays Host to World Leaders."1996 Bilderberg Conference - 30th May 2nd June, CIBC Leadership Centre,

CONRAD BLACK to be released from USA PRISON to return to CANADA
CORPSE to resume BOHEMIAN GROVE RITUALS / NEW WORLD ORDER
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Toronto, Canada http://www.bilderberg.org/bildlist.htm

societies, banks, businesses, political parties, security agencies, media owners, and so
on. But its basic structure and Agenda remains very simple.

Bilderberg Meets Secretly in Toronto - Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce
Leadership Center (nicknamed the “Bohemian Grove of Canada” ) on the outskirts of
King City, a suburb of Toronto. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Kingbridge_Centre
- As far as global politics and finance go, the Bilderberg
is the top of the pyramid, the all-seeing eye gazing
upon the construction of a New World Order . This
one-world system of governance, lurking in the shadows cast
by flowery language about our new “global village,” will
transfer nearly all economic and political power into
the hands of a small group of the world elite.

The centre of the operational web is the City of London with interlocking leaderships in places like
France, Germany, Belgium, Switzerland, Italy and the United States. These are
the spiders in the web with the City of London, ‘New Troy’, the most important.
From this centre the Global Agenda and policies are administered and their ‘branch
managers’ introduce those policies in each country. So if it suits the Global Agenda
to crash the US dollar, the Mexican peso, the South African rand, or the Far East
stock-markets, the branch managers in those areas will take the action necessary to
do that.
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/biggestsecret/biggestsecretbook/biggestsecret13.
htm

-ROTHCHILD, ROCKEFELLER, other 13 ILLUMINATI SATANIC
BLOODLINES and the oil industry were well-represented at Bilderberg meetings.

Bilderberg discussed
global control of the air,
water and public health,
as well as the possible multi-billion dollar sale of the
Canadian government-owned electric utility Ontario Hydro.

The 21 Satanic Points // The Mendes Collection A Playground for the Wicked... //
Conrad Robury- Black Book of Satan // The Bilderberg Group
- The Invisible Power House - // An analysis of Bilderberg Meetings 1995-1999,
edited by Daniel Pouzzner /// An Examination of Satanic Black Magic

http://www.bilderberg.org/bildlist.htm

Your fault humans- Illuminatreee blames all PART 2 OV 2 ( LILITH is NOW FULLY
DEMONICALLY POSSESSED.)evitapendragon

TREASONOUS INVADERS and
DANGEROUS MURDERERS and
RAPISTS. ...GET OFF OUR

"The High Priests of Globalisation"

LAND!
PRINCE PHILLIP and CAMILLA INVASION coming to CANADA CORPSE SOON ( Get out the
ORGONE MASTERS!)

Transatlantic power élite's secret Bilderberg conferences & state terror research
http://www.bilderberg.org/

MAMA is gonna SHAKE her FLEAS and poliTICS off SOON! EARTHQUAKES and VOLCANOS
ONLY GETTING STRONGER!

ELITE ETHNOGRPAHY- According to
Conrad Black, the Bilderberg, "was set up
in the mid-fifties by Prince Bernhard of
the Netherlands.... [Meetings] normally
include senior officials of the
governments of all the countries
represented, with a wide swath of
enlightened business, academic, media
and military leaders...
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_bilderberg_11.htm

The network today - After thousands of years of evolution, the reptilian network is now a vast
and often unfathomable web
of interconnecting secret
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2012 Predictions and future possible SUDDEN DEATHS - Death and Health Watch
Sylvester Stallone, Arnold Swarzenhagger, Annette Funicello, Penny Marshall, Hillary Clinton, Doris Day,
Dario Franchaetti, Clint Eastwood, Willie Nelson, Paul Tracey, Brittany Spears, Latoya Jackson, John
Walsh, Steven Harper, Burt Reynolds, David Hasselhoff (The Hoff),
Bernard Madoff, Ex-President Mubarak of Egypt, Rupert Murdoch, Mickey
Rooney, Phyllis Diller, Carol Channing, Lauren Bacall, Loretta Lynn, Fidel
Castro, Hugo Chavez, Billy Graham, Jerry Lewis, Kirk Douglas, Joanne
Woodward, Debbie Reynolds, Barak Obama, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Dick Clark,
Nelson Mandela, Larry King, Jimmy Carter, Barbara Bush, The Duke of
Edinborough, Shirley Temple, Bob Barker, Keith Richards, Barry Manilow,
Jackie Stallone, Charles Manson, Nancy Reagan,
Ryan Seacrest, Leaders in Syria and Iran, Lindsay
Lohan, Charlie Sheen, Bill Clinton, Howie Mandel, Hugh Hefner, Danny
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Glover, Betty White, Prime Minister of Australia, Woody Allen, Daniel Craig, Michelle Pfeiffer, Sharon
Osborne, Michelle Williams, Heidi Montague, Dick Cheney, John Travolta, George Bush Sr., Regis
Philbin, Robin Williams, Natalie Portman, George Bush Jr., Taylor Swift, Tony Bennett, David
Letterman, Justin Beiber, Ru Paul, Selina Gomez, Tippi Hendren, Melanie Griffith, Mick Jagger, Ed Asner,
Sean Coombs (Puff Diddy), Karl Lagerfield, Michael Douglas, Kreskin, Donald Trump, Cloris Leachman,
Queen Elizabeth, Chaz Bono, Madonna, Pink, Harry Belafonte, Mary Tyler Moore, Princess Fergie, Shia
La Bouef, Alice Cooper, Carol Burnett, Steven Tyler, Mark Anthony, Gordon Lightfoot, Avril Lavigne,
Prime Minister of England, Chris Angel (Mindfreak), Ronnie Hawkins, Alex Trebek, Jay Leno, Paul
McCartney, Anderson Cooper, Robert Evans, Barbara Streisand, Sir Richard Branson, Prince William,
Prince Harry, Nicole Richie, Simon Cowell, David Copperfield, Desi Arnaz Jr., Ralph Lauren, and Ernest
Borgnine.It does not mean the above mentioned will pass but they might have to watch their health
and also watch for danger in their life. http://www.psychicnikki.com/predictions.html

then to add more elevation or milage for safety as soil can melt. As we mentioned when detailing changes
for the Great Lakes, the area of Wisconsin and upper Michigan will be splitting open, which
is the trend in place already. Sault Saint Marie is positioned where Lake Superior drains,
and this of course is where a widening split can be expected. There can also be local
tearing, as we have described for Wisconsin, which will be ripped down along the Green Bay peninsula.
Stretch areas have silent quakes, as these crevasses just open up with little warning, as occurred recently on
the Michigan peninsula. If anything, Lake Superior will ultimately be lower, due to the locks
being broken, though the torrential rains following the pole shift will create temporary flooding
everywhere. The rise in sealevel elevation to 675 feet will of course not affect the lands around the
Great Lakes, which are at a higher elevation. Thus, except for local sloshing and the tearing that can be
expected from a widening Seaway, your area will have a relatively uneventful pole shift
experience. http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx038.htm

http://prorev.com/elitethnog.htm // http://www.conspiracywatch.net/2011/01/bilderberg-groupconspiracy.html // http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/audio%20urgent/ //
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conrad_Black // http://sinistar666.wordpress.com/2009/05/29/the-21-pointsof-satanism/ /// http://goatofmendes.ning.com/group/themendeslibrary/forum/topics/the-black-book-ofsatan //
http://api.ning.com/files/y9tP2SFBIi9q*Fveg4MhNfA0XkfD2brYORS7kfG8H4TqKCQYu3BVbnUZfK1f
6M8aPhB9EKoa4M0yKledPWX8kNo*zXSE34Mq/BlackBookofSatan.pdf //
http://www.apfn.org/apfn/bilderberg.htm // http://www.true-facts.co.uk/articles/ddd-400.html //
http://fakeapoc.blogspot.ca/2011/10/conrad-black-joins-satans-big-rear.html //
http://fullcomment.nationalpost.com/2011/10/08/conrad-black-amanda-knox-and-the-slow-but-steadywheels-of-italian-justice/ // http://fratres.wordpress.com/2010/12/16/the-satanic-bumblebee-conrad-blackon-the-church-and-her-enemies/ ///
http://www.luckymojo.com/esoteric/religion/satanism/ona/onastnblkmgk.html //
http://www.whale.to/m/media.html // http://dagobertobellucci.wordpress.com/2011/10/page/56/

GET READY HUMANS APOCOLYPSE NOW! // THE SHIT IS GOING DOWN:
American scientist admits the existence of Reptilians.

3rd HIDDEN PROPHECY of FATIMA= the Catholic people will WAKE UP,
COME to THEIR SENSES and destroy the SATANIC ROMAN
CATHOLIC CHURCH by ripping the PRIESTS APART LIMB
BY LIMB on VATICAN HILL. ( Priests= POLITICIANS +
PASTORS funded by $$$ SIN and SATAN ) .

GATHERING of the BRIDE (DIVINE FEMININE=
HEART) (CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS) IN CANADA,
little ROMA will become NEW YORK, YORK REGION,
OTTAWA KANATA KINAKWII NATION. NAMASTE and MEEGWETCH!
Goddess tradition ( EVE) vs evitapendragon ( LILITH)
Sophia /Magdalene / EVE /Tetragrammaton / LUNA
EMMANUEL/ ADAM / SOL (God with us)
Text of The Third Secret of Fatima
http://www.marianland.com/thirdsec.html ;

8 (MOON) infinity of AGAPE
AMOR agapeamor888
http://7thfire.biz/agapeamor888.htm

Mary is the Ark of the New Covenant GOD's NAME is EMMANUEL/ ADAM

SUNNY TIMES, HEAVEN is NORTH of 7, See U at the NEW YORK
YORK REGION, OTTAWA KANATA KINAKWII NATION tworowwampum

KADMON. JESUS (PINDAR) is the son of the DEVIL ( DRAKEN)
adamgodwithus http://serenitystreetnews.com/adamgodwithus.htm

// Three Days Darkness, Garabandal, Akita // Secrets of Fatima by Mother Angilica
// FATIMA, THIRD SECRET OF FATIMA REVEALED // // Third Secret Of
Fatima According To Fr. Malachi Martin // Malachi Martin: Christ's Design for His
Church // Malachi Martin The Storm Breaks // Malachi Martin - Tempters Hour Pt
15 // Malachi Martin - Kingdom of Darkness Pt8

Advice on Locations
SIOUX OTTAWA KANATA
KINAKWII- be 50 feet above the lake
level and 10 miles from shore for
lake sloshing, and if you are not on rock
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HEXAGON, SOUL SUCKERS, DARK ENERGY, NEG ( -) , ELECTrons, ANTI
CLOCKWISE, ARCHONS, DEMIURGE, Ialdabaoth http://7thfire.biz/orgonemasters.htm
DEACTIVATE ARCHONS

REPTOIDS and the GREYS feed on your FEAR. Square houses,
triangle roof tops, enable them to SUCK out your
LIFE FORCE.
MOON MATRIX. WAKE UP! CN TOWER =
PHALLUS ENERGY (-) DOMEZAPPERSOULUTION

Star Warriors Hopis and the Greys (MIB) PLAYLIST

http://7thfire.biz/DOMEZAPPERSOULUTION.htm

written by (suppresssed) ROBERT MORNINGSKY and read
by Dana Horochowski
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/esp_vida_alien_2
0b.htm

PARASITES like mosquitoes die in high frequencies.
DEACTIVATE those VAMPIRES.
http://www.toolsforhealing.com/products/Zapper/Articles/Clark_frequencytable.pdf //
http://www.island.net/~zapper/ // http://www.parazapper.com/ // http://zap.intergate.ca/ // /

SOULution= GEODESIC GREEN HOME DOMES. NOW NOW NOW. More
triangles, the higher the Frequency.
http://geodesicdomes.ca/ // http://www.cjfearnley.com/fullerfaq-4.html // http://www.geodesic-greenhouse-kits.com/ //
http://www.domes.ca/ //
http://www.domehome.com/ //
http://www.desertdomes.com/ //

HERSTORY /DOC // PDF/ 2012 MANUAL //URGENT AUDIO / / MAYDAY 1-7 // 8- 15 // 16-23 //
24-31 // / APRIL FOOLS 1-7 2012 // 8-15 //16-23 // 24- 30 // MARCH 2012 // AQUARIUS 2012 //
JANUS 2012 / / mail edition - / http://www.scribd.com/jrgenius // PAGE 1 // PAGE 2 // PAGE 3 // PAGE 4
// PAGE 5 // PAGE 6 // PAGE 7 // PAGE 8 // PAGE 9 // PAGE 10 //PAGE 11 // PAGE 12 // PAGE 13 //
PAGE 14 // PAGE 15 // PAGE 16 // PAGE 17 // PAGE 18 // PAGE 19 // PAGE 20 //DEACTIVATE
ARCHONS // Canada's Dirty Secret / //FRENCH HWK // PISTIS SOPHIA

4/24/2012 — Two stars — very
bright unknown at this point —
need to Identify if possible
http://sincedutch.wordpress.com/2012/04/24/4242012-two-stars-very-bright-unknown-at-this-point-needto-identify-if-possible/

http://7thfire.biz/7thfire04302012.htm

2012 - MESSAGE OF THE MAYA 9TH WAVE // DOMA 2012 PLAYLIST

SUNday 04 29 2012- 4/11/5= 9/11= 11 PATTERN of HORRIFIC VEHICLE
CRASHES announced on BELIAL PROPAGANDA NEWS this weekend KILLING
SEVEN.
sundogday
http://serenitystreetnews.com/sundogday.htm

DEACTIVATE ARCHONS

DEACTIVATE ARCHONS NOW!!! (
CLOCKWISE (+) ORGONE
MASTERS) - SATAN SATURN 6

Prince WILL I AM arthur Pendragon and his
SCARLET COUSIN KATE celebrate HITLER's and
THEIR WEDDING ANNIVERSARY 04 29 2011

pointed stAR of DAVID HEXED
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HERE COMES the ANTICHRIST!

MARdi 04 24 2012= 4/6/5 = 15= 6
555666ritualNEWS

RED DRAGON! Veil_of_Invisibility

http://7thfire.biz/555666ritualNEWS.htm

Prince William's Darkest Secret - Diana and Kate's Royal Mistress Bloodlines
http://www.wireservice.ca/index.php?module=News&func=display&sid=6633

555 666 RITUAL in CANADA AGAIN- 24
BURNED announced on the 24th.

REMEMBER it is all PSYOPS MIND CONTROL PROGRAMMING on TEEVEE.
WATCH ANALYTICALLY! http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychological_Operations_(United_States) //

SICK SOUL SCALPED MEDIA cartels enjoy
describing the BURNING CARNAGE as
DRACO LONDON,
WASHINGTON, OTTAWA and
ROMA suck in the LOOSH! (not for long LOSERS... CANADA is
AWAKE!).

PsyWar - Wake UP!
Bronx Zoo car crash kills 7 people Seven people are dead after a van careened off the
Bronx River Parkway and fell 100 feet into the Bronx Zoo
today.
Head-on crash on deadly Alberta highway kills seven - A
Fort McMurray pastor, his wife and son have been identified
as three of the seven victims killed in a devastating head-on
collision in northeastern Alberta, and his other son is one of
only two survivors.

MORE HAaRPER WEATHER WARS on the EAST COAST.

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/head-on-crash-on-deadlyalberta-highway-kills-seven/article2416528/

MOONday 04 23 2012 =4/5/5= 14= 5 555 RITUAL FIRE at PRINCE
GEORGE, British COLUMBIA.

RITUAL MURDER memorial shown on TEEVEE for Alan Little, 43 (7 SUN) today. Little had been
with the company for 18 years, the last two as a supervisor.
Allan Morin, whose arms were burned like "charcoal" from the elbows down, described how he
survived in the heart of the explosion, Tim said. Allan Morin, 56, has been placed in an induced coma
which is expected to continue for a week, said his son, who has been keeping a bedside
vigil.

OTTAWA will be ripped in 2 by the POLESHIFT! BYE BYE
WASHICU! HELLO KANATA REPUBLIC!

7 SUN 8 MOON theme- BC Coroners Service says Alan Little, 43 (7 SUN) of Prince George
people who were working at the mill when a explosion and fire ripped through it around
9:40 p.m ( 13), He worked as a shift supervisor. Little died from his injuries at the University Hospital
of Northern BC around 5:30 a.m.(8)
Prince George sawmill 'ball of flame' kills 1, injures 24.
was one of 25

http://www.news1130.com/news/local/article/354984--explosion-and-fire-at-prince-george-sawmill-killsone-man // http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/story/2012/04/24/bc-prince-george-millfire.html?cmp=rss

The mill where his dad worked for 38 years - all of his life - was considered a safe
workplace, said Morin. But considering the explosion at a sawmill in Burns Lake
three months ago, Morin is now looking for answers."I just want to know how it
happened," he said. "There's never been a really bad accident there - no one has got
seriously hurt. And all of a sudden there's two people who lost their lives
and there's others fighting for their lives [who are] burned," said Morin.
http://www.vancouversun.com/didn+want+that/6521654/story.html#ixzz1tTn0yR9c

who is prince george? In one year, there were three kings. George V died, his oldest son Edward
became King Edward VIII, then quit, and so his younger son Bertie became George VI, making
Elizabeth, his daughter, the future Queen Elizabeth. Princess Diana looks like Prince George and his
wife Marina.

Harper's Conservatives win secrecy award (REWARD- Free HEMP PARACHUTES at PROJECT
CLEAN UP YOUR MESS)

Illuminati III Murdered by The Monarchs
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Prince William's Darkest Secret - Diana and Kate's Royal Mistress Bloodlines Princess Diana was supposed to be from the Spencer family, and only very
distantly related to Prince Charles when she married him. But the man in this
photo is Queen Elizabeth's uncle, Prince George, Duke of Kent.
And the woman in this photo is George's wife, Marina, who was the first
cousin of Prince Philip. Prince William's mother, Princess Diana, was very
closely related to Queen Elizabeth, we can start to look at all the pictures and
evidence along the way, to find out what genetic secrets were really behind the
recent wedding of William to Kate Middleton, now called Catherine,
Duchess of Cambridge.
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- Marina, potentially Diana's secret grandmother, was first cousins with Prince Philip, Prince Charles'
father. That would make Diana and Charles second cousins.

http://7thfire.biz/7thfire04302012.htm

SATURNday 04 28 2012 = 4/10/5 -= 19 = 10

-It makes sense, I suppose, that a royal family which claims to be descended
over thousands of years from people like King David (in the bible) probably
have a few tricks up their sleeves for not collecting a lot of in-laws to water
down the royal blood. So, instead, they use incest, or the practise of having
family members have children with each other, to keep their blood royal.
-Prince William is clearly Diana's biological son. He may have been chosen
from many sons that were created from Diana and Charles', um, parts. You
know, through in vitro. But he also resembles Charles enough at certain angles to make it safe to say that
the royal family was aiming for being able to show the public the actual son of Charles and Diana. It's not
that often that a person is a dead ringer for their great-great-great-great-grandparent. But it's almost got
no chance of NOT happening if that grandparent is secretly the ancestor of almost EVERY person in
the family tree.And this isn't just chance. It turns out that by switching babies, Diana's mother was
therefore carrying many of the same genes as Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip had passed on to
Charles.

Here's the conventional, or public, version of the
family tree - child: Prince Charles parents: Queen
Elizabeth and Prince Philip / grandparents: Bertie (King
George VI) and Elizabeth the Queen Mother; Prince Andrew of
Greece and Princess Alice // royal great-grandfathers: King
George V, King George I of Greece
And here's the secretly possible family tree for Diana if her
mother was George and Marina's- child: Diana , parents:
Frances and ? , grandparents: Prince George and Princess Marina, royal great-grandfathers: King
George V, King George I of Greece See? The same two royal great-grandfathers for Charles and Diana,
making them AT LEAST second cousins. The next question is who was the real father of Diana, because
it sure wasn't the one who was publicly said to be.
http://www.wireservice.ca/index.php?module=News&func=display&sid=6633

FREE us from the DRACO VATICAN VAMPIRES of
SATURN and SONs. SATURN (lord of
the rings 9 ) and his 2 DARK
SUNs ATON and SIN saturnaliasun http://
7thfire.biz/saturnaliasun.htm

UNREPENTANT: KEVIN ANNETT AND CANADA'S (NATIVE
PEOPLES) GENOCIDE: 1 of 1 FULL
UNREPENTANT: Kevin Annett and Canada's Genocide
Award-winning documentary film on Canada's Dirty Secret - the
planned genocide of aboriginal people in church-run Indian
Residential Schools - and a clergyman's efforts to document and make
public these crimes.
First-hand testimonies from residential school survivors are interwoven with
Kevin Annett's own story of how he faced firing, "de-frocking" , and the loss of
his family, reputation and livelihood as a result of his efforts to help survivors
and bring out the truth of the residential schools. This saga continues, as Annett
continues a David and Goliath struggle to hold the
government and churches of Canada accountable for
crimes against humanity, and the continued theft of
aboriginal land.
UNREPENTANT took nineteen months to film, primarily in British Columbia and Alberta, and is based on
Kevin Annett's book Hidden from History: The Canadian Holocaust. The entire film was a self-funded,
grassroots effort, which is reflected in its earthy and human quality.
Official Site: http://HiddenFromHistory.org NativeTube: http://natube.magnify.net

http://hiddennolonger.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/NoLonger-Hidden-Part-1.pdf
Silent Warriors - "Unrepentant - Canada's Genocide"
“And many shall follow their pernicious ways, by reason of whom the way of TRUTH shall be evil
spoken of.” 2 Peter 2:2
What do you think of this information, and the qualifications of the people involved?
http://patriotsquestion911.com/engineers.html or http://www.ae911truth.org/info/24
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The eternal social struggle toward liberty was founded in the “West” on: Natural, US Constitutional,
British Common Law, and is now thwarted by a “Post 911” zero tolerant, artificial legislative law.
Under philanthropic tyranny, historically established, foundational, non legislated, US Constitutional, and
Canadian Common Law was incrementally replaced here in Canada beginning in 1982.

ABYSShttp://www.scribd.com/doc/91317979/FREE-us-from-the-BLACKWIDOW-LOCUST-LIZARD-and-MAGGOT-QUEENs-from-the-ABYSS
DOC // PDF

Governments removed our “bit” from their “jackass” mouth. Deceptive, “democratic”, socialist,
legislative dictators abandoned their official oath to the creator, and the defender of our faith. This
oath of office was their commitment to hold forth truth, freedom, as well as serve and protect
the people of this country. Unfortunately this is no longer the case. Under penalty of death, many have
taken a secret oath to “fall down and worship the
devil” (Matthew 4).
In exchange for the kingdoms of the world and the
glory of them, they treasonously implement the great
architect of the universe’s initial economic plans for
population control. Under the guise of global
philanthropy, radical “sustainable”, “peace” and
“safety”, international treaty statutes, rapidly became a
new, uneconomic, zero tolerance law. These laws
again jump started that old “Ordo Ab Chao” program,
railroading society onto the fast tracks of economy
trashing, and job killing.

Sangrailian-Lilith-Black-Widow-Genocide-Pindar-Draken-Lizardbeth666-Michael-Noel-Prescott-Child-Sacrifice-ScarletWomen http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/Sangrailian-Lilith-Black-Widow-Genocide-Pindar-Draken-Lizardbeth-666-Michael-NoelPrescott-Child-Sacrifice-Scarlet-Women.pdf

http://www.scribd.com/doc/89690516/Sangrailian-Lilith-Black-Widow-Genocide-Pindar-DrakenLizardbeth-666-Michael-Noel-Prescott-Child-Sacrifice-Scarlet-Women

History shows, promises for peace and safety through bureaucratic constructs, inevitably lead to
“sudden destruction”(1 Thessalonians 5:3).
The wolves in sheep’s clothing are no longer hidden,but increasingly in plain sight. “By

Illuminati a myth ? Volume 1 and 2 // The Illuminati 2-The Antichrist
Conspiracy / G. Edward Griffin - Creature From Jekyll Island MONEY
SIN SYSTEM// Illuminati - The Music Industry Exposed [Full Length] // The
Money Masters [Full Documentary] // Hollywood's Satanic Agenda...VERY
Eye Opening..// Was 911 a Masonic Ritual Sacrifice? // While You Were
Sleeping (Full Documentary) HD // Invisible Empire: A New World Order
Defined Full version //

SOOO MUCH DRAMA and BLACK MAJICK
on my servers today. CAN't even post the
PICS. MOONSINNERhttp://7thfire.biz/MOONSINNER.htm

their

fruits ye shall will know them”(Matthew 7 15:20).
. “Know the Truth, and the truth shall make you free.”(John 8:32).
Sincerely, SIR GEO, Owen Sound, Ontario

Zombie - Trinity Marie Marion 3N1 DRACO FLY BETHSHIVA
SOULSCALPED MArch 21 2012

tworowwampum

CANADA CHILD TRAFFICKING by DRACO VATICAN VAMPIRES
playlist.
PROJECT CAMELOT, ICKE, MAXWELL, RIFAT and RENSE know
about these characters.
FRIAday 04 27 2012 = 4/9/5 = 9/9-= 18 = 9 FREE us from the BLACK
WIDOW, LOCUST,
LIZARD and MAGGOT QUEENs from
the ABYSS!

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/PROJECT%20CAMELOT,%20ICKE,%20MAXWELL,%20
RIFAT%20and%20RENSE%20know%20about%20these%20characters..doc

evitapendragon - LILITH is PLANNING on KILLING off
HUMANS NOW. THE WAR is
ON! http://www.youtube.com/user/sangrailian1

abyssbugs http://7thfire.biz/abyssbugs.htm
SANGRAILIAN DELETED MOST OF HER
VIDEOS so they are all on MY CHANNEL freedomroad888
channel //evitapendragon

http://www.scribd.com/doc/91317979/FREE-us-from-the-BLACK-WIDOWLOCUST-LIZARD-and-MAGGOT-QUEENs-from-the47
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I HAVE ALERTED ALL AREAS of the SYSTEM. http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/AprilFOOLalertlist2012.doc

Locust Queen Matriarchy-Orion
Snake Queen Way Maiden/
Mother /Crone.=
Supriem David Rockefeller, 666, Pindar and Treee
Sherrie Lea Laird (Locust
Queen) /
Michael Noel Prescott 666.
SUPRIEM DAVID ROCKEFELLER,

Tonya (Treee) Tonya Elizabeth Stracener
Kane (ARACHNID-BLACK WIDOW HYBRID ) MOTHER
of VAMPIRES (LILITH) /
Trinity MARIE Marion (FLIES) ISHtar Isis- March 21
IMPLANTED with LIZARDO) http://7thfire.biz/Zombie - Trinity

-The spirit of the Anti-Christ is
ever more powerful, and it is
drawn closer and closer towards
the Earth, where it shall have its
final death throes. But in those
death throes it will take many
down with it, and they will not find the Kingdom to be
inherited, but must repeat again that great cycle of
time that is now culminating in the scene upon your Earth
world. Brother Philip, quoted in Secrets of the UFO, Don
Elkins and Carla Rueckert. Pg
97http://www.cosmicharmony.com/LightWorkers/ETWisdom/ETWisdom.htm

Rev. 17:12-14 the ten horns (kingdoms) will
rule with the Beast (Pope). They have one
purpose and will give their power to the beast.
The Jesuits are in command of :The
Sovereign Military Order of Malta, ScottishRite Shriner Freemasonry, The Order of
the Illuminati, The Knights of Columbus, The Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, B'nai B'rith, The Nation
of Islam and its private army called "The Fruit of Islam", The MafiaCommission, Opus Dei along with a
host of lesser Brotherhoods....... NOTE: The Jesuits are in control over all these societies and more. And
it is for one man....THE POPEhttp://babylonmysteryreligion.com/Secret%20Societies.htm

Marie Marion 3N1.flv).

PRINCE WILL I AM ARTHUR PENDRAGON and
his SCARLET COUSIN KATE
Brian Golightly Marshall Fried Chicken
Yahweh Jesus (whatever),
Tiffany Honholt- LILY mother of baby Lucifer.

Bodies After the Net Part 3 http://www.evpreversespeaking.com/2010/01/23/our-bodies-after-the-netpart-3/
There are lots of people, mostly New Age proponents, talking about
our bodies before and after ascension. Sheldon Nidle, who channels
the Galactic Federation (he thinks) is
giving information on how life will be just
before the massive landing and first
contact. He continues with life after
contact. Unfortunately, his contacts were
the reptilians and I’m sure he is still
getting pre-programmed audio

The Locust Horde was a race of reptilian humanoids that until
Emergence Day, appears to have remained in the
subterranean regions of Sera. The Locust Horde has
decided that its secondary goal is the extermination
of the human race down to every man, woman, and
child. The Locust Horde's primary goal is to
populate the surface of Sera. The Locust wage a
tactically beneficial war of genocide against the
Humans due to the existence of a civil war between
the Locust Horde and the "Lambent Locust." This
civil war has been going on for an undetermined amount of time, and is gradually forcing
the Locust out of the Hollow and into a war with humanity over who controls the surface
world. http://gearsofwar.wikia.com/wiki/Locust_Horde

The first reversal shows us how they work on people’s egos. Sheldon is a
“spokesman” and intermediary between the Galactic Federation and his eager followers. This is a
very heady experience. The reptilians know how much we love to be special.
http://www.evpreversespeaking.com/2010/01/23/our-bodies-after-the-net-part-3/

GET READY HUMANS APOCOLYPSE NOW! // THE SHIT IS GOING
DOWN: American scientist admits the existence of Reptilians.
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127 Galactic Federation of Light and the Reptilian Bodyguards FWD to 7:50 min
Now, in essence, what the Galactic Federation of Light within existence was, was Anus bodyguards
and protectors of his creation as Earth and as the Dimensions.

So, the White Light was the essence of the dimensional existence, which ensured that the moment a being
crossover they were immediately programmed and enslaved to the White Light manifestation.
DesteniProductions DesteniProduction Desteni join the forum at http://www.desteni.co.za for discussions
Sananda and the 'Ascended' Masters : Self Serving Beings?

So, lets say you had Earth, and the dimensional existence in
between Earth, and of course, as it was designed, the multiple
different dimensional planes. So, you can say the Earth was in the
middle -- and then, there were thousands upon thousands of
dimensional planes -- and that was the establishment of Anus
kingdom reigning over both Earth and Heaven, within which
all human beings was accordingly
enslaved.
Now, the Galactic Federation of Light was the spawn--if you want to refer to
it that way--of the White Light. Now, we have done video interviews on the
White Light specifically. The White Light was the God design within this
existence, within the dimensional existence. So, the White Light was the base
program foundation of this entire existence, also, accordingly which kept
everything intact, in place. So, if you take the White Light, for instance, it
permeated and infiltrated within everything of existence, both Earth and the
Dimensions, and in the Dimensions, it was illustrated as this white wall, which stretched infinitely,
horizontally and vertically and was the presentation of the Almighty, the Creator, the God. Now, of
this, the Galactic Federation of Light was established.

As a result, from Orion and by the Orion scientists, the beings known as Kuthumi, Dwajl
Kuhl, Serapis Bay, Hilarion, Paul the Venucian, El Moreya, St. Germain, Lady Nada,
Maitreya, Melchiezedek, Vishnu, and Rama came to Earth. These
beings were invited to hold the vibrations necessary to build the slave
embodiments utilizing a total of 12 tones of creation that were electrical in
nature. Additionally, a being known asSananda was imported to oversee
all other beings holding the vibrations for the Annanuki slave race upon
Earth.
The slaves were programmed to worship these beings as "god" in the
non-physical. It is perhaps for this reason that so many humans upon the spiritual path
continue to worship such beings to this day. The slaves were programmed to be owned
by the gods in physical form whom were the Annanuki.
http://home.tiscali.nl/gibbon/ssoa/sananda-and-co.htm

Now, the specific task of the Galactic Federation of Light was to ensure that everything remained stable
within Anus kingdom as Heaven on Earth. In other words, here on Earth, you had human beings within a
Unified Consciousness Field, which was established as a gridline structure, which literally ran within
and throughout each human being, literally forming, like, an entire gridline structure around the
world, and then human beings with Mind Consciousness Systems of course, you know, walking around
in this world, experiencing their pre-programmed life experience.
Then, you had the dimensional existence. The dimensional existence was a bit different. The moment you
crossed over and experienced yourself in the dimensional existence, which consisted of the essence of
the White Light, you were immediately transformed, so to speak. In other words, lets
say you have your mind consciousness system manifestation within your mind. Now,
liquefy that and make it white, and spread it out through an entire area -- and that
would be the dimensional existence. So, literally, when you step into the Dimensions,
you were already stepping into a liquefied presentation of a mind consciousness
system, and you would literally immediately be enslaved to a pre-programmed
existence, even in the Dimensions.
Now, of course, Anus followers and worshippers
were resilient to the effect of the dimensional
existence, because they had specific frequency enhancers placed
within the centre of their being/ mind placement, which would send
off a specific frequency, which would create, like, an aura presentation,
which would protect them from the dimensional existence, to not be
effected by it. But, when beings crossed over, of course, they were
[gestures awe] ah, beautiful, lovely, magnificent, great, Im in Heaven experience. Except if you, of
course, had become a demon, because then, youre within this reality, within this realm, amongst
human beings.
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2012 - The Future of Mankind 3:24:48 - 3 years ago
Michael Tsarion gives a talk at the Granada Forum in Los Angeles, 2006
Red Ice Live - Michael Tsarion - Chronology
of Tyranny PLAYLIST
http://www.redicecreations.com
http://www.michaeltsarion.com
Join us for an excellent three part live program
with Michael Tsarion, author of The Irish
Origins of Civilization. We discuss
the chronology of tyranny, timelines, the rise of
empires around the world and we look back into
history to discover the roots of tyranny and
dictators. We begin the first segment to talk
about the origins, thepsychology of Akhenaton,
the dragon court, Akhenaton as Moses, the
origins of Monotheism, Freud, Solar Cultism,
Amenism & Atenism, Egypt, the Bible, biblical
characters as Pharaohs of Egypt, Sol Invictus,
Zoroastrianism, Mithraism and much more. We
begin the second segment to talk about the
Exodus & the Hyksos. We then move on to
discuss the Invasion of Atonism in Britain &
Ireland. We talk about the Knights Templar and the Masons. We end the second segment to specifically
look into the timelines, the dates of rise and fall of Empires, movements and invasions. In our final and
third "bonus" segment we dive deeper into the Druidic and Irish symbolism that are prominent throughout
the world today. We look at some of the symbols ofPolitics, Science, Christianity, Royalty, America, Nazi
Germany, the UN and much more. Do not miss this program!
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Red Ice Webcast - Michael Tsarion - Brotherhood of Death - Part 1 - Masonry & Judaism - Hr 2

point — need to Identify if possiblehttp://sincedutch.wordpress.com/2012/04/24/4242012two-stars-very-bright-unknown-at-this-point-need-to-identify-if-possible/

We are going to examine freemasonry, the roots, masonry and the connection to Judaism, symbolism, the
Royal connections and the question of hierarchy. We'll look into:Catholic Orders and Fraternities,
Holarchy versus Hierarchy, Imperialism Old and New, Colonization, The Rule of Psychopaths, Origin
of the Jews, the Gaonim, the Sadducees, Zadokites, Essenes, Cistercians, Templars, Teutons, the
etymology of the name David, the Dividers, Masonic Symbolism, the Twins, the Tree of Life Symbol.
Further ahead in the series we'll discuss corruption and masonry and also the fascinating ripper case and
the connection to masonry
This is part two of our series with Michael Tsarion on the Brotherhood of Death. Go to
redicecreations.com to watch part one. In part two we look at the Question of Antiquity, The Catholic
Fraternities, Alleged Rivalries, Knights Templar. We'll also look into: Masonic Symbolism, Catholic
Fraternities, the Knights Templar, the Nazi Connection and much more.

MARdi 04 24 2012= 4/6/5 =
15= 6 555666ritualNEWS http://7thfire.biz/55566
6ritualNEWS.htm

555 666 RITUAL in CANADA AGAIN24 BURNED announced on the 24th.
SICK SOUL SCALPED MEDIA cartels
enjoy describing theBURNING
CARNAGE as DRACO LONDON, WASHINGTON,
OTTAWA and ROMA suck in the LOOSH! (not for long
LOSERS...CANADA is AWAKE!).

Mercredi 04 25 2012= 7 SUN - REPTOIDS and the GREYS
feed on your FEAR. Square houses, triangle roof tops,
enable them to SUCK out your LIFE FORCE.

MORE HAaRPER WEATHER WARS on the EAST COAST.
OTTAWA will be ripped in 2 by the POLESHIFT! BYE BYE
WASHICU! HELLO KANATA REPUBLIC!

MOON MATRIX. WAKE UP! CN TOWER =
PHALLUS ENERGY () DOMEZAPPERSOULUTIONhttp://7thfire.biz/DOMEZAPPERS

MOONday 04 23 2012 =4/5/5= 14= 5 555 RITUAL
FIRE at PRINCE GEORGE, British COLUMBIA.

OULUTION.htm

PARASITES like mosquitoes die in high frequencies.
DEACTIVATE those
VAMPIRES. http://www.toolsforhealing.com/products/Zapper/Articles/Clark_frequencytable.p
df // http://www.island.net/~zapper/ //http://www.parazapper.com/ // http://zap.intergate.ca/ // /

SOULution= GEODESIC GREEN HOME DOMES. NOW NOW NOW.
More triangles, the higher the
Frequency.http://geodesicdomes.ca/ // http://www

7 SUN 8 MOON theme- BC Coroners Service
says Alan Little, 43 (7 SUN) of Prince George
was one of 25 people who were working at the mill
when a explosion and fire ripped through it around 9:40 p.m
( 13), He worked as a shift supervisor. Little died from his injuries at
the University Hospital of Northern BC around 5:30 a.m.(8)
Prince George sawmill 'ball of flame' kills 1,
injures 24. http://www.news1130.com/news/local/article/354984-explosion-and-fire-at-prince-george-sawmill-kills-oneman //http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/britishcolumbia/story/2012/04/24/bc-prince-george-mill-fire.html?cmp=rss

.cjfearnley.com/fuller-faq-4.html // http://www.geodesicgreenhouse-kits.com/ //
http://www.domes.ca/ // http://www.dome
home.com/ // http://www.desertdomes.com
/ //

Illuminati III Murdered by The Monarchs
who is prince george? In one year, there were three kings. George V died, his oldest son Edward
became King Edward VIII, then quit, and so his younger son Bertie became George VI,
making Elizabeth, his daughter, the future Queen Elizabeth. Princess Diana looks like Prince George
and his wife Marina.

4/24/2012 — Two stars —
very bright unknown at this
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DEACTIVATE ARCHONS

Prince William's Darkest Secret - Diana and Kate's
Royal Mistress Bloodlines - Princess Diana was supposed to be
from the Spencer family, and only very distantly related to Prince Charles
when she married him. But the man in this photo is

Queen Elizabeth's

uncle, Prince George, Duke of Kent. And the woman in this
photo is George's wife, Marina, who was the first cousin of Prince
Philip. Prince William's mother, Princess Diana, was very closely related to
Queen Elizabeth, we can start to look at all the pictures and evidence along
the way, to find out what genetic secrets were really behind the recent wedding
of William to Kate Middleton, now called Catherine, Duchess of
Cambridge.

DEACTIVATE ARCHONS NOW!!! (
CLOCKWISE (+) ORGONE
MASTERS) - SATAN SATURN 6
pointed stAR of DAVID HEXED
HEXAGON, SOUL SUCKERS,
DARK ENERGY, NEG ( -) , ELECTrons, ANTI CLOCKWISE,
ARCHONS, DEMIURGE, Ialdabaoth http://7thfire.biz/orgonemasters.htm
DEACTIVATE ARCHONS

- Marina, potentially Diana's secret grandmother, was first cousins with
Prince Philip, Prince Charles' father. That would make Diana and Charles second cousins.
-It makes sense, I suppose, that a royal family which claims to be descended over thousands of years from
people like King David (in the bible) probably have a few tricks up their sleeves for not collecting a lot of
in-laws to water down the royal blood. So, instead, they use incest, or the practise of having family
members have children with each other, to keep their blood royal.
-Prince William is clearly Diana's biological son. He may have been chosen from many sons that were
created from Diana and Charles', um, parts. You know, through in vitro. But he also resembles Charles
enough at certain angles to make it safe to say that the royal family was aiming for being able to show the
public the actual son of Charles and Diana. It's not that often that a person is a dead ringer for their greatgreat-great-great-grandparent. But it's almost got no chance of NOT happening if that grandparent is
secretly the ancestor of almost EVERY person in the family tree.And this isn't just chance. It turns out
that by switching babies, Diana's mother was therefore carrying many of the same genes as Queen
Elizabeth and Prince Philip had passed on to Charles.

Star Warriors Hopis and the Greys
(MIB) PLAYLIST
written by (suppresssed) ROBERT
MORNINGSKY and read by Dana
Horochowskihttp://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/e
sp_vida_alien_20b.htm

Here's the conventional, or public, version
of the family tree - child: Prince Charles parents:
Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip / grandparents: Bertie
(King George VI) and Elizabeth the Queen Mother; Prince
Andrew of Greece and Princess Alice // royal greatgrandfathers: King George V, King George
I of Greece

04 18 2012 = 4/9/5=9 HYBRID HUMAN?? and SHETU
LIZARD ( AKA GREYS) igigishetu http://7thfire.biz/igigishetu.htm

THESE PERVERTS are LYING to YOU. THEY SERVE
ROMA and gave you your RA LEGIONS of BLOOD
SACRIFICE and FLESH EATING. GEN 6:6 – SHETU MEN
IN BLACK, FREE MASONS,
IGIGI http://5dterra.wordpress.com/2012/04/18/these-perverts-are-lying-to-you-they-

And here's the secretly possible family tree
for Diana if her mother was George and Marina's- child: Diana , parents: Frances and ?
,grandparents: Prince George and Princess Marina, royal great-grandfathers: King
George V, King George I of Greece See? The same two royal great-grandfathers
for Charles and Diana, making them AT LEAST second cousins. The next question is
who was the real father of Diana, because it sure wasn't the one who was publicly said to
be. http://www.wireservice.ca/index.php?module=News&func=display&sid=6633

serve-roma-and-gave-you-your-ra-legions-of-blood-sacrifice-and-flesh-eating-gen-66shetu-men-in-black-free-masons-igigi/

FRIAday 04 20 2012- FREE us from the NEW MOON RITUALS of
the VAMPIRE ILLUMINATI (VELON/ REPTILIANS) and SHETI
LIZARDS (GREYS)greyvelonvampireshamballa http://7thfire.biz/greyvelonvampireshamballa.htm
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Black Pope
readings http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%20HOROCHO
WSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/
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The Rainbow Warriors

-

THESE PERVERTS are LYING to YOU. THEY SERVE ROMA and gave you
your RA LEGIONS of BLOOD SACRIFICE and FLESH EATING.
GEN 6:6 - SHETU MEN IN BLACK, FREE MASONS, IGIGI
The Zetas talk about What are Hybrids and Why Hybrids are being produced from a
combination of Zetan and human genetics; how this is not the First Time Homo Sapiens
has been genetically engineered; whether Non-Zetan Hybrids are being produced; how
the hybrid program is in operation only in the Good Old USA but Special Children are
being born worldwide; how there is a Cataclysm Link to the pending Pole Shift; what
the Time Frame is; why many abductees report that the Zetas seem to be Stepping Up
the Pace; why isolated Hybrid Colonies will develop; and how Intermarriage with
humans the hybrids consider their Team Mates will eventually occur. The Zetas talk
about how the hybrid program runs in the Family Line and why are there No Elderly in
the hybrid program but there are sometimes Prebirth Agreements; how abductees are
sometimes given a formalIntroduction to their offspring; how they feel about
the Pregnancies that they lose or resent their lack of Custody Rights; what the Father
Donors experience; why Extended Families are unlikely to occur, and how the
ZetasCherish Children.

LIARS ( 4d rapists and human
harvesters) http://www.zetatalk.com/myths/m00.htm ask PHIL SCHNIEDER (RIP)

There are at least 133 Deep Underground Military Bases in America
alone and well over 400 worldwide. Hundreds of thousands of men,
women and small children are brutalized, tortured, programmed,
experimented upon, and killed in many of those underground
facilities (and taken by aliens) which often are shared with incredibly
malevolent alien beings who literally eat human beings.

MARdi April 17 2012 = 04 17 2012 = 4/8/5 = 17 = 8= infinity Could

Fracking

Earthquakes
Shake aMERIca?? YES. occultquake
s http://7thfire.biz/occultquakes.htm

DIRTY DRACO CARTELs CONtinue to
DESTROY MOTHER EARTH. LOOKs like
this PLANET will be renewed by FIRE and
WATER soon.
http://canadians.org/water/issues/fracking/ind
ex.html

work for .....

LORD OF LIGHT Asmodeus The Devil is known by many different names,
here we have listed most of the common ones by which he
isknown. http://www.cleveleys.co.uk/paranormal/devils_names.htm

Most Canadians oppose natural-gas 'fracking'
In B.C., 67 per cent support moratorium on controversial extraction method in shale
deposits. "One of the biggest concerns are the impacts on water sources, in terms of potential
contamination and the amount of water that's used for fracking, but there's also greenhouse
gases and then impacts on public health ..."
The energy industry's method of extracting shale gas sees a mix of water, sand and chemicals
pumped kilometres underground into drilled wells to break apart shale rock formations, freeing gas to
rise to the surface. Critics have connected the practice to groundwater contamination,
earthquakes and soil contamination.

ZETA RETICULA- DO NOT TRUST the service to
self ET's. ZETA's serve MARDuk and want your DNA to
make BIO ROBOTS.
LORD MARDUK ASMODEUS and the DRACO have reengineered
them to be SLAVES, so BEWARE. THEY are mostly machines. NO
SOULS and want YOURS!
BEWARE BEWARE BEWARE of the easier softer way.
THEY WILL SEDUCE U with TECHNOLOGY, CHIP U and BYE BYE to
your SOUL. http://serenitystreetnews.com/Warning.pdf
The Story of James Casbolt & Project Mannequin http://educateyourself.org/mc/casboltintro08sep08.shtml

Read
more: http://www.vancouversun.com/technology/Most+Canadians+oppose+natural+fracking/6107022/st
ory.html#ixzz1sKMeyWQl //

http://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/story/2012/04/17/environment-fracking-earthquake-studies.html

‘Quake’
hit Christchu
rch at
11.30am on 04 17
2012 = 4/8/5= 17 (8 infinity )
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-A magnitude 4 earthquake struck Christchurch on 04 17 2012 morning – but this one

will be man-

made.
The “earthquake” is to strike at 11.30am, at QEII Stadium, at a depth of up to 12km. The jolt is part of
tests by the Earthquake commission into whetherliquefaction-prone land in the east of the

city can be repaired.
About 25 small underground explosives are to be placed up to 12 metres deep and set off to simulate an
earthquake of about magnitude 4. EQC Canterbury events manager Reid Stiven told Radio New
Zealandthe shaking from the earthquake will go on for about 10 seconds, and will be felt up to 10km away
from the site. Mr Stiven said a report into the possibility of repairing the land should be completed within
about eight weeks. http://www.nzherald.co.nz/earthquakes/news/article.cfm?c_id=184&objectid=1079949
9&ref=rss

http://stateimpact.npr.org/pennsylvania/2012/01/23/could-fracking-earthquakes-shakepennsylvania/ // http://stateimpact.npr.org/pennsylvania/2011/09/22/burning-question-where-are-pas-deepinjection-wells/ //http://www.water-contamination-from-shale.com/wyoming/residents-of-wyomingfracking-community-reportillnesses/ // http://money.cnn.com/2011/12/09/news/economy/epa_fracking_wyoming/index.htm //http://w
ww.propublica.org/article/epa-finds-fracking-compound-in-wyomingaquifer // http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-12-08/gas-fracking-chemicals-detected-in-wyomingaquifer-epa-says.html

SUNday 04 15 2012 = 4/6/5=
6/9=15=6 polewheatkinakwii http://7thfire.biz/polewheatkinakwii.htm
ALL
for JAHBULON http://serenitystreetnews.co

Explaining Deep Injection Wells’ Link To Earthquakes

m/indexjahbulon.htm

Natural gas drilling is causing earthquakes. It’s not hydraulic
fracturing or fracking, that’s causing the tremors, but rather the deep

JahBulOn

injection wells that deposit used fracking fluid, brine and
chemicals deep underground. How does this happen? As NPR
explains, the fluid can act as a catalyst when it comes into contact with
a fault.
The high water pressure basically separates a fault that has locked in place; the fault moves and creates
a quake. right next to one of the largest oil and gas plays in the country, a “swarm” of 183 small quakes
near Dallas that took place in 2008 and 2009.
http://stateimpact.npr.org/pennsylvania/tag/deep-injectionwells/
-The oil and gas industry uses injection wells to dispose
of waste water, which has a high salt content, as well as
chemicals and heavy metals. Much of the frack water
produced in Pennsylvania gets trucked toOhio, which has
more disposal wells. Water can also be treated at private
treatment facilities. The process cleans most of the water,
but at least some smaller amount of fluid still needs to be
injected back into the ground. Prior to 1985, operators were
allowed to dispose of brine in the state’s waterways. No fracking is permitted with deep well
injections. The wells are cased, and the waste water is sent thousands of feet below the surface, usually
to a sandstone, or limestone formation.

We oppose the SAALM (supreme
Annunaki assembly of Lord Marduk)
brotherhood. The SAALM brotherhood has until Dec
22nd 2012 to bring about the formation of a one world
government under their ruler (an ancient Annunaki king
called Lord Marduk LORD OF LIGHT Asmodeus. Part
of their plan is a massive reduction in the planets population to bring the
numbers down to a level they can control and then impose a slave
society. SAALM call this the FINAL SOLUTION.

SAALM NWO ILLUMINATI JESUitS VATICAN
MARDUK RA
JahBulOn

-The New Year’s Eve earthquake that shook Youngstown, Ohio measured 4.0 on the Richter scale. The
tremblor was the largest of a series of quakes that had been rocking the area around Youngstown for
several months and are blamed on a deep injection well. No fracking happens at deep injection wells.But
fracking wastewater is sent down those wells at high pressure as a method of disposal. “The sandstone
doesn’t want to accept this waste very easily,” says Armbruster. “So you have to use a lot of pressure to
force the waste into the sandstone.” When that pressurized fluid came in contact with a fault, the earth
started to shake.

I believe Lord Marduk is in fact the real physical
personage of the Antichrist, [ and the King of Kings
prophesized in the infamous Protocols of Zionplan,
which has been perfected through the ages
through Lord Marduk, his two sons and the global
masonic apparatus ]. I personally believe Marduk will
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use Accelerated Learning technology to manifest 'miracles' and amaze
the uneducated public exactly as prophesied according to scripture (see the
books of Daniel and
Revelations). http://z13.invisionfree.com/THE_UNHIVED_MIND/index.php?showtopic=17599

LORD OF LIGHT Asmodeus The Devil is known by many different ZETA
RETICULAsnames, here we have listed most of the common ones by which he is
known.http://www.cleveleys.co.uk/paranormal/devils_names.htm

DO NOT TRUST the service to self ET's. ZETA's serve
MARDuk and want your DNA to make BIO ROBOTS.
LORD MARDUK ASMODEUS and the DRACO have
reengineered the to be SLAVES, so BEWARE. THEY
are mostly machines. NO SOULS and want
YOURS! BEWARE BEWARE BEWARE of the easier
softer way. THEY WILL SEDUCE U with
TECHNOLOGY, CHIP U and BYE BYE to your
SOUL. http://serenitystreetnews.com/Warning.pdf

to JAMES COBOLT - Zetan craft is ours - the chip we had implanted in you
allows clear tracking and processing of your bioplasmic consciousness in 4D
Hologramatic Space Time. The craft is NOT CIA - our structure is private, self
financed, and serves Lord Marduk - king of Kings as prophesized in
our Protocols of the Elders of Zion, ours is a clear blue blood lineage that
descends from Babylon, its purpose to establish a One World Aryan
elite with the Nordic "Jew" Lord Marduk as our King of Kings. We are
financed privately, as you correctly understand, through the global drug and
arms trade. Our nexus of control is global and spans the seven contents from
Mt Ziel to Geneva to Dulce to Midlands to
Tibet. http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/archivos_pdf/SAALM01.pdf
THE ZETA RETICULI INCIDENT http://www.nicap.org/articles/hillzeta.htm
James Casbolt : PROJECT IBIS (The Life and Times of Michael
Prince) http://projectcamelotproductions.com/interviews/james_casbolt/james_casbolt.html
Bavarian Illuminati vs true ISRAELites http://7thfire.biz/

The Story of James Casbolt & Project Mannequin http://educateyourself.org/mc/casboltintro08sep08.shtml
- There

are at least 133 Deep Underground Military Bases in
America alone and well over 400 worldwide. Hundreds of
thousands of men, women and small children are brutalized,
tortured, programmed, experimented upon, and killed in
many of those underground facilities (and taken by aliens)
which often are shared with incredibly malevolent alien
beings who literally eat human beings.
People simply don't understand just how technologically advanced the
NWO is compared to the civilian sector. We aren't talking about fifty years ahead, we're talking about
one thousand years ahead. Cloning, total mind control, invisibility, anti-gravity,
free energy, age regression, soul transfers, extended life spans, time travel,
space portals, ability to cure any disease, time machines, etc. are already in
the hands of the NWO and their military lap dogs. We are living in a make-believe
world of pretend democracy while being lied to by pretend representatives, pretend
media, and pretend leaders, of which a large percentage are working on behalf of the NWO to destroy
this country and usher in the satanic One World
government.http://sanityforsuperheroes.blogspot.ca/2012/04/story-of-james-casbolt-project.html
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SATURNday 04 14 2012- HAARPer and
OBAMAnation in COLOMBIA, selling out
NORTH aMERIca to 666. Stephen Harper At
Summit Of The Americas: Exclusion Of Cuba,
War On Drugs Dominate Discussion. SECRET
SERVICE BOYS in SEX SCANDALS on
TAXPAYERS
EXPENSE.http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2012/04/14/summi
t-americas-harper-resources-economy_n_1425289.html

FRIAday 04 13 2012- FREE our SOULS from the IMPENDING POLE
SHIFT! MAY we be ONE HUman FAMILY.
-TITANIC ritual obsessions on belial
TEEVEE. EARTHQUAKE on the EAST COAST of
CANADA. HAARPer is planning MASS
GENOCIDE! http://sincedutch.wordpress.com/2012/04/
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ROTHCHILD BANKING SYSTEM is going to be SUBMERGED by
WATER soon!

AGENDA. April 12 2012). tsunamiusahttp://7thfire.biz/tsunamiusa.htm
NATO and EAST COAST of USA may be wiped out by a TSUNAMI to stop
the continued SATANIC GENOCIDE. URGENT AUDIO

FIND your HEART GATE, RESIST CARNEL THOUGHTS. Your soul
will be tested. MOST will FAIL.

Mardi 04 10 2012 = 10 ATEN ATON NATO ATOM (dark sun)
EARTHQUAKES , and VOLCANOES GLOBALLY roaring from
the ABYSS! http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/

EARTHQUAKES , and VOLCANOES roaring from
the ABYSS! http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/

THE GREATEST SPEECH // Rites of Saturn
LYING CTV WEATHER CHANNEL fails to discuss DELIBERATE
HAARPed TORNADOs in Oklahoma.
THORsday 04 12 2012- Keep an EYE on the ARMAGEDDON
PLAYERS. SOUL
SCALPING of
HUmans, DRACO
666 BEAST
BRIBE and SCARL

4/7/2012 — Tornadoes hit HAARP ring area from 24 hours ago = Central
Texas tornadoes
SHUT the TEEVEE and COMPUTERs OFF, BEFORE THEY DIGITALLY
MUTATE U WITH VIRTUAL DNA into a ZOMBIE.
DON'T BREATHE the AIR- CHEMTRAILed BARIUM/ALUMINUM
OXIDES with viruses WILL KILL U.

ET
WOMEN armageddonalert http://7thfire.biz/
armageddonalert.htm

COMPLIMENTS of your NAZI WORLD
GOVERNMENT of VAMPIRES.

ALL
for JAHBULON http://serenitystreetnews.com/i
ndexjahbulon.htm

Bill Ballard ~ April 11 2012 HAARP-Generated 8.1 Earthquake Over
Indonesia - Today (April 11 2012) similar to the Mexico quake on 3/20/12 we
seem to have another man-made HAARP-generated tectonic warfare
earthquake. This is getting too obvious. This Earth and humanity is being
destroyed by the powers that be. It is time to wake up to the facts! Pay
attention & get involved in what is going on! The tell-tale signs of HAARP
man-made quakes are: the usual 10Km depth (sometimes and more recently
a rash of 9.9Km); the appearance of rainbow clouds just before the quake
happens.
Mercredi 04 11 2012 =4/11/5=
9/11= 11 ( Bad
day for MONEY and TSUNAM
Is.PLANNED INVASION of
SYRIA on ZIONIST
HELLARY Clinton's
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DRACO vs ( SIRIUS) NIMROD MARDuk RA ( gag!) Draconian Reptilians (Alpha Draconis)
Controlling human elites, institutions & financial systems,
militarism, creating a climate of scarcity, struggle and
insecurity, harvesting humans, manipulating Grays and Earth
Reptilians.

Sirians (Sirius B) Participate in technology exchange
programs that promote military cooperation to potential extraterrestrial threats. Those from Sirius B
have come here and really messed with our heads, and they are the ones who originally gave our
government the Montauk technology. This appears to be aimed at promoting military cooperation to
potential extraterrestrial threats against Earth, both through subversion and external intervention.
The global problems that the humanoids from Sirius B have contributed to include:covert weapons
research, use of exotic technologies, and abuse of civilians used in time travel experiments. http://themissing-piece.com/sirius-b-aliens/

prisons of Iraq, you are witnessing the exact
procedures and protocols of the MKultra programming, right in your face. See,
they need to BREAK YOU DOWN SEXUALLY. Then build you back up, gay, angry,
When you see those pics and films from the

soulless, and willing to do anything YOUR HANDLER TELLS YOU TO DO OR
ELSEhttp://www.whale.to/b/sodomy_q.html
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SATURNday 04 07 2012= 7/9 = 16 = 7 SUN in
SATURN. PREPARE for RITUAL SACRIFICES
from VATICAN
VAMPIRES. romalondonwas
hingtonhttp://7thfire.biz/romalondonwa

POSSESSED eCONoMEEs - COME HOME to AGAPE AMOR
7thfire.biz

shington.htm

SUNday 04 08 2012- 17 = 8 (MOON) infinity of AGAPE
AMOR agapeamor888 http://7thfire.biz/agapea

( STEPHEN HARPER's
gods) - ALL
for JAHBULON http://serenitystreetnews.com/indexjahbulon.htm

mor888.htm

SUNNY TIMES, HEAVEN is NORTH of 7,
See U at the NEW YORK YORK REGION, OTTAWA KANATA
KINAKWII NATION tworowwampum

CTV spin- Stupid bull about a Japanese ghost ship being blown up in the
Pacific, so prepare for ENGINEERED
TSUNAMIs.http://www.ctv.ca/CTVNews/TopStories/20120406/us-sink-japanese-ghost-ship-tsunami-120406/

Advice on Locations

More fracking /HAARPing near OKLAHOMA ammunition plant.
OBAMAnation NAZIs are about to BLOWup
aMERIca.http://sincedutch.wordpress.com/

SIOUX OTTAWA KANATA
KINAKWII- be 50 feet above the
lake level and 10 miles from shore
for lake sloshing, and if you are not on rock

BLOOD RITUAL- US FIGHTER JET 18 (9) smashes
into VIRGINia BEACH
Apartments. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article2126223/Virginia-beach-plane-crash-F-18-hits-apartment-building.html

then to add more elevation or milage for safety as
soil can melt. As we mentioned when detailing

URGENT AUDIO

changes for the Great Lakes, the area
of Wisconsin and upper Michigan
will be splitting open, which is the trend
in place already. Sault Saint Marie is positioned where Lake Superior drains,
and this of course is where a widening split can be expected. There can also be

72 Demons of the Goetia

local tearing, as we have described for Wisconsin, which will be ripped down along the Green Bay
peninsula. Stretch areas have silent quakes, as these crevasses just open up with little warning, as occurred
recently on the Michigan peninsula. If anything, Lake Superior will ultimately be lower,
due to the locks being broken, though the torrential rains following the pole shift will
create temporary flooding everywhere. The rise in sealevel elevation to 675 feet will of course not
affect the lands around the Great Lakes, which are at a higher elevation. Thus, except for local sloshing
and the tearing that can be expected from a widening Seaway, your area will have a
relatively uneventful pole shift experience. http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx038.htm

FREE us from NATO, UNITED NATIONS,
NASA, VATICAN, CITY of LONDON
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OTTAWA WASHINGTON ROMA ZIONist
ISRAEL, 666$$$999

HAARPer invades SYRIA with NATO, UN, VATICAN,
FRANCE, LONDON LIZARDO, Great SATAN
You have been
TWEETED! http://platform.twitter.com/widgets/follow_button.1333526973.html#_=1333657
027272&id=twitter-widget-

APRIL FOOLS 1-7 2012 http://7thfire.biz/7thfire04072012.htm

0&lang=en&screen_name=DanaHorochowski&show_count=false&show_screen_name=true&size=m

FRIAday 04 06 2012 - 6/9

“Annan has a Security Council mandate and it is up to the UN Security

=15=6 666nopeaceplanET http://ww

Council to decide who is complying with this plan and how,” he said.

w.serenitystreetnews.com/666nopeacepla

At the “Friends of Syria” meeting in Istanbul over the weekend

nET.htm

Western and Arab nations agreed to ask the UN to set a deadline for

FREE us from NATO, UNITED NATIONS,

Assad to comply with Annan’s Syria peace plan. 666

NASA, VATICAN, CITY of LONDON OTTAWA

The plan includes demands for ceasefire, the immediate

WASHINGTON ROMA ZIONist ISRAEL, 666$$$999

withdrawal of tanks and artillery from residential areas and
access for humanitarian aid. Currently the plan doesn’t
include a time frame by which Assad must comply.

DEACTIVATE ARCHONS NOW!!! ( CLOCKWISE (+)
ORGONE MASTERS) -

SATAN

UN Security Council members China and Russia, as well as Syria’s ally Iran, did

SATURN 6 pointed
stARof DAVID HEXED HEXAGON, SOUL
SUCKERS, DARK ENERGY, NEG ( -) , ELECTrons,

not attend the meeting.

ANTI CLOCKWISE, ARCHONS, DEMIURGE,
Ialdabaoth http://7thfire.biz/orgonemasters.htm
Syria: Russia rejects Kofi Annan’s six-

“We intend to be friends with both sides in Syria,” Lavrov said.

The Russian foreign minister said he did not attend the summit because
representatives from Assad’s government were not invited.

Annan, who met Assad in Damascus on March 10, told the UN Security Council
in New York on Monday that there has been no progress implementing a Syria

point NO peace plan deadline BLOODY VAMPIRES! ABYSS

ceasefire.
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/clashes-acrosssyria-as-

BOUND !!!

kofi-annan-to-brief-un7608110.html // http://www.crisisgroup.org/en/about/board/kofi-annan.aspx
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http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/syria/9181439/Syria-

Nicaragua and New Guinea over the past 100

Russia-rejects-Kofi-Annans-six-point-peace-plan-deadline.html

years. http://www.rense.com/general13/tidal.htm
http://www.volcano-news.com/active-volcanoes-map/getwidget.html#VW_mCont
PLAYLIST BUSTED!!!

THORsday 04 05 2012 HAaRPER
WARS right on
schedule. harperhitlernwo http://serenity

04 01 2012- 10 ( aton nato) April Fools, FALSE FLAGS, AMERO,

streetnews.com/haarperhitlernwo.htm

and TRINITY of

The Extinction Protocol: 2012 and

QUEERS falsefoolflaghttp://7thfire.biz/falsefoo

beyond http://theextinctionprotocol.wordpre

lflag.htm

ss.com/category/volcano-watch/

-JUNO DAY ( goddess celebrations)- STARS

Scientists Warn Of Massive Tidal Wave From Canary Island Volcano

in OTTAWA CANADA CORPse. ( LIZARD

-A massive slab of rock twice the volume of the Isle of Man would break

CROWN CAPITAL) ( Scary place for a SATANIC

away from the island of La Palmaand smash into the

RITUAL SACRIFICE)

Atlantic Ocean to cause a tsunami - a monster wave - bigger

MOONday (moongod SIN) 04 02 2012 - 6/5= 11 - HAaRPERHITLER off to WASHINGTON ROMA CITY STATE to bring

than any recorded. The tsunami will have a height of 100
metres (330ft) from crest to trough when it crashes into the

in 666 SLAVERY with OBAMAnation and the CAuLDron

shores of nearby north-west Africa. By the time it reached its

of SATAN. ARIES is going to RAM u up the PAYROLL and try and

final destination, the east coast of Florida and

CHIP U with the SATANIC AMERO

the Caribbean islands, the tsunami would still be up to 50 metres

http://www.boston.com/news/nation/washington/articles/2012/03/16/obama_

high. Low-lying land in Florida would be vulnerable to a sea wave that

to_host_harper_calderon_in_april/

would inundate the mainland for several kilometres inland. Everything
in its path would be flattened. Pacific Ocean is prone toearthquakeinduced tsunamis caused by the so-called ring of fire volcanoes that girdle

20 Lies Every American Should Know! /

it. Ten lethal big waves have struck Japan, Hawaii, Alaska, Chile,

Depopulation Agenda 21 Simplified // New Madrid Fault Line Mega Quake Has
Started Sink HOLES IN CANADA 2012 Is May 2011 Pt 1 Of 2 // Part 2 0f
69
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2 // 2012 Psychic Predictions- Large California Earthquake, Hawaii Tsunami, &

URaMERIca SOLUTION = homesCOOL ur CHILDREN. STOP

Caribbean Cyclone // Dream – 2012 Catastrophic Earthquakes & Floods / / 2012

FUNDING the sewer SYSTEM of SIN and SLAVERY $$$ and it will DIE.
HUman Support Services

MEGA California Earthquake & Tsunami Cause GLOBAL Chaos //

UR CARTELS are FINISHED
GOING STRAIGHT to HELL in a HANDBASKET!
JrGenius.com INTERnationAL Schools are READY
to SHARE!
Ottawa T Party. Be THERE. Be SHARED! 555 will
destroy 666 1 horus = 10 points
CANADA’s BROKEN 8 MOON-TORI STAFFORD- RITUALLY SACRIFICED on
this DAY to SAMAEL/ SATURN/ MOLOCH via LILITH!.
Posted on April 5, 2012
SATURNday – 03 17 2012 – WHY TORI
STAFFORD HAD TO BE RITUALLY
SACRIFICED on this DAY to SAMAEL/
SATURN/ MOLOCH via
LILITH!.SATURNSAMAELSATANhttp:

http://7thfire.biz/7thfire03312012.htm

//7thfire.biz/SATURNSAMAELSATAN.

SATURNday 03 31 2012 -BELL’s BULL

htm

on TEEVEE or

WEDNESDAY April 8
2009 to THURSDAY

WISDOM? ARIESRAMRUN http://7t

April 9 2009 SATANIC Talmud- Birkat Hachamah:

hfire.biz/ARIESRAM

Blessing the Sun http://www.jewfaq.org/chamah.htm

RUN.htm

McClintic reviews her statement about Tori’s
killinghttp://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/story/2012/

UR CARTELS are FINISHED SOON! GOING

03/16/tori-stafford-friday.html

STRAIGHT to HELL in a HANDBASKET! YIPPEE!!

BROKEN 8 MOON- APRIL 8 2009 was a VERY

BELL’s BULL = RED SUN ( DRAGON/SATAN)

SATANIC ( LILITH) or HOLY DAY ( EVE) !!!
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7 SUN 8 MOON -MURDERED on 04 08 2009 = 4/8/11= 14= 5 ( 555) , Tori

http://religion-faith.com/hindu-and-hinduism/hindu-gods-goddesses/goddess-

8 years OLD . 8 MOON. Full Moon – April 9, 2009( 04 09 11= 6) ( 666

kali-maa.html

) ARIES RAM BEGINNINGs, VICTORIA, WOODSTOCK, AGE of

(YORK REGION is set up COVENANT COMMUNITY STYLE, already

AQUARIUS,FREEDOM. In this day that begins the 206th cycle of the sun

on FARMLAND, surrounded bySOVEREIGN MOHAWK and ALGONQUIN

since the Beginning, We pledge ourselves to make a new beginning: To hand on

NATIONS 7thfire.info

to the next generation an earth that is washed in sunlight, not poisoned by waste;

WORLD WAMPUM- backed by LAND/WATER and NO BULL ( just white

Talmud, the sun returns to where it was in the Heavens on the fourth day of

buffaloes :))…meegwetch) Goddess tradition

Creation, That was when God set the sun and the moon to “serve as signs

HEAVEN is on the HILL. HEAVEN is NORTH of

for the seasons.” (Gen. 1:14). So today it is in a sense theseason of the

SEVEN. orgonemasters ;; OLEE H20 ;;

seasons, the cycle of the birth of all our

See you at the FEAST. BANQUET. CHURCH of

cycles.http://www.theshalomcenter.org/node/1280 //http://cnews.canoe.ca/C

TRANSFIGURATION, Woodbine Ave. York REGION.

NEWS/Canada/2009/05/20/pf-9510591.html

little roma and the NEW AMOR.

-I CLEARLY REMEMBER A FAT COP on TEEVEE from WOODSTOCK who

Get your Study to Succeed methods READY….we’re all going back to

SAID that TORI DIDN’T DIE the NIGHT SHE WAS TAKEN, as BIG FAT

school. PROPHECYKEEPERS ;; SERENITY GLOBAL

LYING BROTHER watched theWHOLE ABDUCTION RITUAL on VIDEO

metahistory.org

CAMERA. They had not even found the body yet, in May 2009. TORI’s

Cathedral of the

DADDY was PUSHING the MASONIC CHIP after THIS POINT! D

Transfiguration Victoria Square Markham,

http://www.scribd.com/doc/85620065/Tori-Stafford-CANADA-

Ontario

s-BROKEN-8-MOON-APRIL-8-2009-was-a-VERY-SATANIC-

( donate time-100 hrs/yr=

LILITH-or-HOLY-DAY-EVE

global cooperative

The Tori Stafford

membership/no usury)

sagahttp://www.lfpress.com/news/london/raffertytrial/2012/03

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Covenant_(biblical)

/02/19453216.html

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cathedral_of_the_Transfigurat

http://watchingrobertpickton88015.yuku.com/topic/2131/Victori

ion_(Markham)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%55555555555555555555555555

a-Tori-Stafford-Stranger-Danger?page=4#.T2NrQhEgdXc
%%%%%%%%%%%%%55555555555555555555555555%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%555555555555555555

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5555555555555555
5555555555%%%%%%%%%

55555555%%%%%%%%
We are HOME FREE in SERENITY GLOBAL COOP WORLD WAMPUM

SooSingles SERENITY GLOBAL

WAY.flv

NETWORK Let’s organize activities that

http://serenitystreetnews.com/We are HOME FREE in SERENITY GLOBAL

are fun, social, empowering,
holistic and that cater to theSOO Singles.

COOP WORLD WAMPUM WAY.flv
( Jrgenius INTERnationAL S’COOLs will be moving

We are a Friendship Group. If you

into OUR NEW BUILDINGS, once our CLASS ACTION

are attached and seek fellowhip with others, you are welcome here. Just

GLOBAL LAWSUIT is completed.KALI MAA STYLE (

behave yourself. Build lasting friendships based on common interests.

she’s Roman Catholic this time round.)
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Let’s network, plan events, meetings, suggest activities. Let’s get

rapist-paul-bernardo-freemasonry-takes-good-

connected again. We are hiding…but there are Singles in the Soo.

men-and-makes-them-better/
SATANIC POLICE STATE PRIMER! –

Blessings Dana
Horochowski http://www.serenitystreetnews.info ; http://www.kanatastreetnew

CONSIDER THIS in the TORI STAFFORD
MURDER TRIAL! MICHAEL RAFFERTY and TERRI LYNN McClintic -

s.info ;
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/soosingles/

McDonald admitted today she had met McClintic twice before, when

%%%%%%%%%%%%%55555555555555555555555555%%%%%%%%%%

buying OxyContin from McClintic’s mother. It was a habit, McDonald admitted

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%55555555555555555555555555%%%

today, that became daily following Tori’s abduction. People seeking

%%%%%%

an alternative to heroin often try OxyContin. They chew the time-release
tablets for a quicker high. Some crush the tablet to snort or inject it.( MOST
PRISONERS are fed MIND CONTROL DRUGS. VOICE to

AMAZING SPEECH BY WAR // EXOPOLITICS SUCKS, Armageddon

SKULL guinea pigs).

CANCELLED- 8thfire.biz Alex Collier, New Paradigm

McClintic reviews her statement about Tori’s

FRIAday 03 16 2012 =

killing http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/story/2012/03/16/tori-

6 haarpharperhitlernwohttp://serenitystree

stafford-friday.html

tnews.com/haarpharperhitlernwo.htm

PsyWar – Wake UP!

FREE us FROM HAARP, HARPER,

There’s some bullshit going on around this case. The media has barely

HITLER, MIND CONTROL, DARPA, ELF,

said a word about the case due to a ‘publication ban’. Just like Bernardo and

FEMA, NATO, UN, VATICAN, LYING

Pickton , the Canadian authorities really know how to neuter the media

SATANIC MEDIA and the FASCIST NEW

and neatly cap an investigation. Its all about control.

WORLD ORDER.

Tori’s mother bought Oxycontin from the mother of the

WHAT a SATANIC SOAP OPERA!

woman who murdered Tori.

SHOULD WE JAIL the DRUG

The mother of the woman who murdered Tori had adopted Terry-

DEALERS or theDRUG

Lynne McClintic, and the adoptive mother was a drug

ADDICTS?!

addict and pill seller who’d allowed Terry-Lynne McClintic to become

SATANIC POLICE STATE

addicted to cigarettes and drugs while in her early teens.

PRIMER! – CONSIDER THIS in the TORI STAFFORD

The official story is that Tori Stafford’s mom visited the McClintic home to

MURDER TRIAL! MICHAEL RAFFERTY and TERRI LYNN

buy Oxycontin and noticed their Shih Tzu dog resembled her own and struck up a

McClintic — Master Mason, Serial Killer, and Serial Rapist Paul

conversation about it. That’s all Tori’s mother is willing to tell us about her

Bernardo- Freemasonry takes good men and makes them better’.

relationship with the mother of Terry-Lynne McClintic. These ladies have a

HARPER HITLER and his ETHNIC CLEANSING RITUALS for a TORY

hell of a lot in common. Both of them Oxycontin addicts. Both of them

CONservative NATION that SATAN gave him temporarily until now,

Shih Tzu enthusiasts. Plus the fact that their daughters had likely met each

since they have all been caught with their CRIMES!

other before the purported random murder.

SOULS SOLD to the DEVIL in VAIN

Something’s going on here. There was a ‘publication

http://5dterra.wordpress.com/2012/03/16/freemason

ban’ imposed on this case and trial , which was only

ry-in-canada-master-mason-serial-killer-and-serial-

recently liftedin preparation for the trial of Terry75

76

Lynne McClintic’s accomplice. There’s something Paul Bernardo-ish

some Detectives judgement about ‘Brother’ Bernardo’s suitability as a

about all this. Bernardo used Homolka to lure school girls to his

suspect? How many Scarborough Police Officers were members of

car, and then drove for miles with the abducted girl in the car.

Scarborough Rapist Paul Bernardo’s Scarborough Masonic Lodge?Is
Freemasonry the missing piece to the puzzle of how the Police could

Terry-Lynne McClintic and Michael Thomas Rafferty used
the same technique to abduct Tori, and like

have failed for so long to stop Bernardo, including the ignoring of

Bernardo, Rafferty drove over seventy miles with Tori

repeated tips about him, that has raised so many questions in the public’s

in the car. This all happened not far from

mind? –

Bernardo country around the Lake Ontario
region.

http://freemasonrywatch.org/freemasonry_in_canada.html

-all the accounts of the life of Terry-Lynne

THIS IS WAY TOOCCULTIC. THERE is MORE to

McClintic indicate thatteen aged Terry-Lynne McClintic fit the profile of

this thanBELLial mediaistelling us.

a teen-aged crack whore, and that her mother and 28 yr. old Michael

MANY CHILDREN go MISSING without a

Thomas Rafferty werepossibly pimping her out to feed their habits. The

TRACE. APATHY of POLICE-

facts surrounding this trial indicate that the mother of Terry-Lynne

Obviously aware of many missing

McClintic was likely involved in planning this. Were they planning to

people.

possibly sell Tori Stafford to some buyer in Guelph? Were they paid to

WHY is their BLACK WIDOW

procure Tori for a larger group? Or is all this

QUEEN ISHTAR ISIS LILITH- out of

just fake news designed to keep young female

JAIL if she has been murdering children in THIS

householders riveted to their television

LIFETIME!?http://serenitystreetnews.com/Evita-Pendragon-

news? I’m no Columbo or Sherlock, so would facts

Tonya-ELizabeth-Stracener-Kane-Bohemian-Grove-Ishtar-Isis-

as glaringly obvious as pointed out here go

Beelzabub-Pindar-Dragon-Lord-Draco-Red-Dragon-Nephilim.pdf //

completely overlooked by murder investigators known to go

evitapendragon

as far as collecting microfibers, fingerprints, hair, skin

SEE A PATTERN HERE with MANCHURIAN CANDIDATEs, SEX,

particles and DNA in microscopic

MIND CONTROL SLAVES?
HOW is BOB RAE related to illegitimate PAUL BERNARDO!?

detail?http://forum.davidicke.com/showthread.php?p=1060689163

Paul Bernardo and Karla Homolka Part 2
Freemasonry in Canada - Master Mason, Serial Killer, and Serial

Dr. Rauni Kilde on Telepathy, death, Haarp, mind control, –

Rapist Paul Bernardo- Freemasonry takes good men and makes

http://curezone.com/forums/fm.asp?i=1815213

thembetter’. At one point Bernardo was on the top of

LYING PO LICE and CORporations under the CONtrol of TROLLS who

the PoliceDepartment’s suspect list when he

CON U!http://www.hiddenfromhistory.org/historyfiles/audio/2007-01-22.mp3

was terrorizing women in the Toronto suburb of

The evidence published by Kevin Annett indicates that mass grave sites for

Scarboroughwith his years long rape spree. Police

the disposal of murdered women exist all over Vancouver, including

then strangely dropped him to the bottom of the list, later

at theMusqueam Indian reserve near the University of

saying they didn’t think he was a ‘credible’ suspect. Bernardo then

B.C.Forensically-examined bone remains exhumed at this

graduated to his grisley mutilation killing rampage. Did

reserve in 2004 indicate the presence of young females

the large Police Officer Masonic Lodge Membership cloud

mixed with pig remains: a fact shared with

77

78

the Vancouver police and RCMP but never acted on. Last February, when

eCONoMEEs 666$$$http://serenitystreetnews.com/moondoggeeCONoME.ht

identified crime sites containing the remains of children who died at the former

m

Alberni Indian Residential School began to be unearthed and destroyed,
the RCMP refused to stop the destruction or even conduct an
investigation into the sites.http://homelessnation.org/en/node/15946
Bariumblues.com Barium is a major component of the aerosol spraying

MARdi 03 06 2012 = 5 MARs- Pisces –

operation calledchemtrails. Our atmosphere has become a platform for some

NIMROD – DAGON – DRAGON –

of the latest weapons of war (such as HAARP). LOTS of CHEMTRAILs

goD of WAR- MARduk RA –

in SIOUX OTTAWA KANATA today! http://bariumblues.com/

MardiGrashttp://serenitystreetnews.co
m/MardiGras.htm

Willie & David Pickton, RCMP, Vancouver Police, and Government

MICHAEL RAFFERTY TRIAL today-

Murder of Women //LILITH - I HATE U- I JUST HATE THE WAY YOU

INNOCENT MAN blamed for TORI STAFFORD OCCULT MURDER

MAKE ME FEEL //Ken and Barbie Killers // The Pig Farm // Canada’s

RITUAL SACRIFICEby the ILLUMINATI for aTORY CONservative

legal system is completely corrupt

HITLER HARPER NEW WORLD ORDER not aWOODSTOCK AGE of

Digital TV, HAARP, GWEN, Silent Sound & Mind Control

AQUARIUShttp://www.680news.com/news/national/article/338033–rafferty-

Technologies Part 1 // // Killing Our Own *Full Documentary*

trial-to-hear-from-first-witness ;;

Programmed To Kill/Satanic Cover-Up Part 22 (Robert

http://live.citynews.ca/Event/Francis_DSouza_and_Cynthia_Mulligan_are_liv

Pickton) // Programmed To Kill/Satanic Cover-Up Part 13 (Paul

e_in_London_Ont

Bernardo & Karla Homolka) // Bernardo & Homolka Part 1 // Karla

(you have been warned and are accountable)

Homolka Biography Part 2 // Autopsy Presents: Paul Bernardo and

HAaRPER HITLER MAR 2 2012 YOU NEED ORGONE

Karla Homolka, Part 1 // Autopsy Presents Paul Bernardo and Karla

MASTERS is YOUR AREA to NEUTRALIZE HAARP!!!!
http://reptoids.com/ /// freedomroad888 channel

Homolka Part 2
Police Admit Using Provocateurs To Stage Riots // Stephen Harper’s

The Velon ET

Canada in 60 seconds

Threat to

Mind Control HAARP mind control used in Iraq // HAARP Or High

Humanity –AN

Frequency Active Auroral Research Program //

ALIEN

Snuff Films, Canada’s Human Trafficking, RCMP Crimes, Corporate

RACE called

Criminals, // Linda Louise Wright & The Guild Socialist Ensemble

the Velon (Anunnaki)have designs on

Recorded Live at Pickton Pig Farm / / The Canadian Corruption

our planet, and are using the

wikileaks won’t tell you / Mass Murder Ethnic cleansing American

Illuminati, the Ruling Elite and

style disguised as Democracy _ Wikileaks // These are Fallen Angels

the Masonic Order to further their

Not UFO’s – Wikileaks on UFO’s

agenda—according to author and healer,
Chris Thomas. In the interview below Chris details the true Human
Plan,Humanity’s vital role in t he universe, and its involvement with many

THORSday 03 15 2012 BE WHO YOU ARE without being
FUNDED by SATAN SIN MONEY MOONdoggie

other ET groups over the years. He then outlines what he refers to as The
Project for Human Extinction, detailing how the Rothschild

79

80

elite andIlluminati were taken over by a small number of Anunnaki and

SATURNday 03 03 2012 = 11 – ISRAEL (

‘Hathor’ Velon ETsabout 300 years

NETANYAHU ) meets with HITLER –

ago.http://www.exohuman.com/wordpress/2011/07/the-velon-et-threat-to-

HARPER inCANADA, then DAVID JOHNSTON
(governor general), then OBAMAnation to

humanity/

discuss mass genocide in IRAN and terrorist/

The Earth – A Progress Report by Chris Thomas © Chris Thomas
2012http://www.thespiritguides.co.uk/ChrisThomas/ChrisThomasProgressRepo

NUKE/ HAaRP strikes in CANADAand USA to

rt2012.pdf

instigate WW3. Sarcozi and UN
criminals PROVOKE more SYRIA

BASES 8 Chris Thomas Promo // 2012 Update Chris Thomas
Interview – 2012 Current Thinking / Soul Integration

SLAUGHTER.saturnsatanistssuckhttp://serenitystreet

SUNday 03 04 2012 - 07 / 05 = 03 06 003 = 12 = 3 - 7 SUN in
SATURN = TRINITY of VAMPIRES -(BELLial media

news.com/saturnsatanistssuck.htm
Harper should pressure Netanyahu to end the

reports-Poland head-on train crash kills 16 (7) - more

occupation ;;http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/march 3 2012

than 50

quiknote.doc ;http://www.scribd.com/doc/83495974/ISRAEL-

injured) DRACOREPTOIDUNDERGROUNDhttp://7thfire.biz/D
RACOREPTOIDUNDERGROUND.htm ;

NETANYAHU-meets-with-HITLER-HARPER-in-CANADA-then-DAVIDJOHNSTON-governor-general-then-OBAMAnation-to-discuss-mass-genocide-

Poland head-on train crash kills 16- Workers in southern

in-IRAN-a ;http://5dterra.wordpress.com/2012/03/02/israel-netanyahu-meets-

Poland have been bringing heavy equipment to the scene of a head-on train

with-hitler-harper-in-canada-then-david-johnston-governor-general-then-

collision that killed 16 people and injured 56 others in the country’s worst rail

obamanation-to-discuss-mass-genocide-in-iran-and-terrorist-nuke-haarp-

disaster in more than 20 years.It wasn’t immediately clear how the southbound

strikes-in-canada-and-us/

train ended up on the wrong track. Maintenance work was being carried out on
one of the tracks where the collision occurred, around 9:15 p.m ( 6)
SATURNday.http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/story/2012/03/04/poland-traincrash.html
Reverse speech, Sherrie Lea Laird, nindicapinion, NWO

Cut the bullshit, Israel and USA. Iran is ZERO

pawns // Reverse speech SHERRIE LEA LAIRD Armageddon Locust

threat.YOU ARE! Turn off your

Queen // Reptoids In Mexico // Lizard Man, Reptoids And

TVs. There’s nonews. It is all

Mutilations /

psyops and propaganda. OK, if that
is going over your head, it means
FABRICATED, just like the so-called
evidence they claim they have at the
UN.Same actors, people. Same agenda. Same
motives. All to destabilize Arab unity, provoke
China,Russia and Iran. Arabspring is CIA false flag. Syria is Libya Deja
Vu as you have the same actors and script being used. Iran is the fall guy. I
think everyone should start watching mainstream media like Sherlock
Holmes.
81

82

WHO is behind all

hundreds of thousands of alleged witches over atwo hundred and fifty

this? http://michellesantos.wordpress.com/2012/02/24/cut-the-bullshit-israel-

year period. Many tens of thousands of these were inGermany alone.

and-usa-iran-is-zero-threat-you-are/

-By 1625, Rosicrucian scientists had also become victims of the witch-

REPTILIAN’S BIGGEST SECRET!! (Part 2/2) Humanity’s Awakening –

hunt.Rosicrucian Family promoted tolerance, friendship, learning

Vol 3// Everything’s Backwards – David Icke (Powerful Video).

and artistry in service of truth. They regarded virtue, peace and the

FRIAday 03022012- http://www.scribd.com/doc/83363865/We-Are-Home-

purity and strength of a person’s inner spiritual life as far

Free-in-Serenity-Global-Coop-World-Wampum-Way

more important than any outer religious or political

FREE us from the VATICAN VELON

orientation. Charity or brotherly love was the most important

VAMPIRESvelonvaticanhttp://serenitystreet

of the virtues. The Family claimed its members led
the Italian Renaissanceand produced great writers,

news.com/velonvatican.htm
Voices of the New Paradigm – Chris

teachers, healers, scholars, poets, artists and craftsmen. They also claim

Thomas //Chris Thomas : Earth

credit for great charitable works and educational schemes. Robert Fludd wrote

Frequency, Soul Integration, Synthesis,

that the planetary conjugations of 1603-1604 were a sign for theRosicrucian

Velon 2012

Brotherhood to expand its membership in preparation for the great

THORsday March 1

Restoration of Arts and Sciences of the World, which they called the

2012 FREEINSERENITYhttp://serenitystreetnews.com/FREEINSERENITY.h

Instauration. The Rosicrucians believed the arrival of the
Golden Age of Aquarius would lead all men to embrace

tm
The Alchemy Key- The Mystical Provenance of the

Righteousness.

Philosophers’ Stone- Stuart Nettleton

- The Rosslyn Chapel documents probably also include the

-Church’s war on heresy and

notoriousToledot Yeshu, which the Johannites believed was

magic had begun. From 1200CE to

written by theApostle John, and the Mandaean Book of

1500CE, the Church specifically

John (Sidra d’Yahya), which says that St John erred in baptizing the false

targeted Cathars, Knights Templar,

prophet Yishu Meshiha (the Messiah Jesus), son of the devil Ruha

Jews, Muslims andGypsies. It

Kadishta. It is supposedly the Knights’ Templar true version of St John’s

accused them of witchcraft, sorcery and satanic

Gospel, which they copied from an original on Mount Athos. It says Jesus

magic. Pope Innocent VIII issued the Summis Desiderantes in 1484. This bull

Christ was a false Messiah, sent by the powers of darkness, who

sent inquisitors into Germany. The inquisitors’ manual was the

disemminated throughout the world a perverted form of St John’s

infamous Malleus Maleficarum or Hammer of the Witches. It

doctrine.http://www.hermetics.org/pdf/alchemy/Alchemy_Key.pdf

ordered: Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live

TEMPLAR TRU ; PhiloSophia

- Earlier, in 1252, the Church had sanctioned torture in Papal
Inquisitions andpermitted both secret trials and

Manly P. Hall- The Twenty-First Century- A New Beginning ( This man
has been demonized for a REASON. I SUSPECT THE VATICAN and the

execution by burning. With the aid of Malleus Maleficarum,

SATURNian CULTS)

the inquisitors ordered ferocious witch-hunts against the

FEB 23- 29 2012 // http://7thfire.biz/7thfire02292012.htm

rural classes. These peaked between 1580 and 1660. Inquisitors

SUNday 02 26 2012 = 6 BURLINGTON RITUAL SACRIFICE to ATON

and Puritans in England, Europe and America executed

AGAIN in HITLER HAaRPER CANADA. TREASONOUS
SATANISTS!BULLBELL http://serenitystreetnews.com/BULLBELL.htm
83

84

Passengers sent flying in Toronto-area train derailment that kills 3

for LONG. vampirebbqhttp://serenitystreetnews.com/vampirebbq.htm ;http://

engineers – 333666999 numerology in this GENOCIDE. F*ck your

5dterra.wordpress.com/2012/02/24/uncle-sam-samael-satan-saturn-vampires-

NWO HARPER!

still-control-the-world-but-not-for-long/

LIZARDO INVASION- Before pioneer settlement in the 19th century, the area

Pedophilia and massive-scale

was covered by the primeval forest that stretched between the

kidnapping are hallmarks of satanism, for instance,

provincial capital of York and the town of Hamilton, and

as is human sacrifice at the highest levels.

was home to various First Nations peoples. In 1792, John

Drunvalo openly and casually admitted in front of many

Graves Simcoe, the first lieutenant governor of Upper

witnesses, a few years ago, that his particular Merkaba

Canada, named the western end of Lake Ontario

meditation protocols are specifically designed to

“Burlington Bay“ after the town of Bridlington in the

get the more talented adepts directly under his control. Thanks to the

East Riding of Yorkshire, England,.[2]

internet, this comment was broadcast and he apparently lost most of his

The De-humanization

credibility. He also openly promotes the Great WhiteBrotherhood, which is

agendahttp://grandorderofdracoslayers.blogspot.com/2012/0

a high-end Illuminati organization which also directs masonry,

2/de-humanization-agenda.html

Rosicrucianism and Thoesophy as well as the newage gurus of whom he’s

Our planet, its races and its moon(s): The real

only one. After all, it’s not the exercises themselves which are ‘bad,’ but only the

history… http://hellenandchaos.blogspot.com/2012/02/normal-0-false-false-

addictive nature of the individual meditator that can allow him/her to

false.html

be ultimately scammed into being a psychic slave for the GWB.
- Collier videos are great because anyone who knows how to read

Count St

body language can instantly analyze the information, much better

Germain is a

than audio. He obviously speaks what he believes is the

common

truth and shows notell-tale signs of mind control “accesssing”

feature to all of

behaviour or lying/nervousness. “The Gods of Eden” is

these

indeed an excellent work and much of what Collier communicates in the later

organizations.

portions of the interview will and should resonate immediately. Collier is

When our friend,

genuine, at least within himself. As with anything, take in all the information, do

who ‘grew up’ in

your research and decide for

that Illuminati

yourself http://forum.davidicke.com/showthread.php?t=4855

guru stae, along

Timothy Spearman Shakes Pallas Athena’s Spear at the Twin Serpents

with Drunvalo,

of Ignorance and Vice and Wears Her Helmet of Invisibility®-

Maitreya,
Braden,

Freemason and Rosicrucian Lord Oxford Is Shakespeare

Twyman, Houston, and the rest, was inducted into Scottish Rite’s 33d

http://www.shakesaspear.com/
Alex Collier Earth Transformation // // ANTICHRIST – PRINCE

degree (he told Carol and I) in the middle 90s, Ct St Germain

WILLIAMArthur PENDRAGON

materializedin the sealed temple during the ritual, nodded his

SATURNday 02 25 2012 = 5

approval, then dematerialized. All of the high level SR masons, such

$$$ UNCLE SAM= SAMAEL = SATAN = SATURN =

aspresidents, kings, top clergy, top generals, etc., are 33d degree and

VAMPIRES still CONtrol the WORLD, but not

wear that ruby masonic ring. Theosophy is them. They. Reptoids.
85
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Plaeidian reptoids, at that. Elite. Nordics. Known as the Nagas, in

and the plantations is very important. All sown fields must be

Tibet and other areas north. Theosophy was a co-creation between

destroyed and new plantations and harvests must be prevented. What

the Owl Faction and the Nagas

lead can not do will be done by hunger and winter.” From June to

faction.http://www.whale.to/b/theosophical.html ; http://www.whale.to/b/cro

December, 40 Indian settlements were massacred and thousands of

ft121.html

their plantations were devastated. http://www.voltairenet.org/George-

The Vampire Legends of New Orleans one night he had a lady stay a bit late

Washington-guilty-of-

and out on his balcony this Saint Germaine grabbed her and tried to bite her

acts ;; http://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20100531112236AAtwNn

neck. She escaped by falling from the balcony and then ran and reported the

9

incident to the police. When the police actually decided to do something about it,
Jacques Saint Germaine had entirely vanished. They
searched his apartment and they found certain

FRIAday 02 24 2012 FREE US FROM the ILLEGAL OCCUPATION of

tablecloths and each of them laid out with large

the CONServative - HITLER- HAaRPER NEW WORLD

splotches of blood on them. They searched the

ORDER

kitchen. No sign of food or that food had ever

GENOCIDE. conscaught http://7thfire.biz/conscaught.htm
CONs CAUGHT CHEATING in SPRING 2011

been there. All they found where bottles of wine.

FEDERAL ELECTIONS.SURPRIZED? NOT!

And after pouring themselves a glass, drinking it, and

GET OFF ALGONQUIN LAND you MURDERING WASICHUS!

then spitting it out, the authorities, vouched that this
was not only wine in these bottles, but wine mixed with human

Alleged Tory voter-suppression campaign ‘a disgrace,’ NDP says – The NDP is

blood. http://brianharrison.hubpages.com/hub/The-Vampire-Legends-of-New-

linking the Conservative Party to a “dirty tricks” campaign in the last

Orleans

federal election, in which robo-calls were used to send voters to the

THE MYSTERIOUS ROSICRUCIAN WHO WAS THE FATHER OF THE

wrong polling stations.

AMERICAN REPUBLIC http://www.reversespins.com/rosicrucian.html

Basing their attacks on a report Thursday in the Ottawa Citizen,

-In The Chronicles of Saint Germain, Chelsea Quinn

the Official Opposition called on Elections Canada and

Yarbroturn the man into a humanist vampire, then

the RCMP ( ?? LIZARD QUEEN’s COPS?) to conduct

in subsequent books placed the same character in various

a full investigation and lay appropriate charges.

times and settings, ranging from Ancient Babylon to

“These tactics are a disgrace and those
responsible must be held to account,” Interim NDP

Nazi
Germany.http://vampires.monstrous.com/st_germain.ht

LeaderNycole Turmel said in a statement. “The Conservatives

m

were elected to clean up the Liberal-style scandals.

George Washington, guilty of acts of genocide – June 4, 1779, the General

Instead, they’ve made scandals of their very own.”

of the Revolutionary Army, George Washington, violated the

The Commissioner of Canada Elections, who enforces the Elections

treaty andordered the invasion of the territory of the Iroquois

Act, has confirmed in a report to Parliament he is investigating complaints

confederation. He insisted in killing as many Indians as

related to “crank calls designed to discourage voting, discourage voting for a

possible without taking into account age or sex. The survivors were to be

particular party, or incorrectly advise electors of changed polling

given as agricultural slaves to the colonists who deserved

locations.”http://m.theglobeandmail.com/news/politics/ottawa-

them “Destroying not only the men but the settlements
87
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notebook/alleged-tory-voter-suppression-campaign-a-disgrace-ndp-

old theme that pops up each time Satan, the lower Self is involved. It is the

says/article2347421/?service=mobile

lower Self that refuses to join with the inner Light.

It’s gonna be OK in CANADA first.

Lillith, (Nature) turns away from Adam Kadmon, and sticks with the lower

First Nations must RECLAIM SOVEREIGNTY.

animal urges, the Adam Belial or Samael.

This will spread in to

.”Samael is like the soul and Lillith like the body. Deeds are wrought

the US and CENTRAL AMERICA. We

by Lillith with the power of Samael” Zohar; 538, footnote 36.http://matter-

are COUNTING on NYCOLE

of-spirit.com/LILLITH.htm

TURMEL and SHAWN ATLEO to form a UNION that BRIAN TOPP so

- LILITH Jezebel “built a temple to the god of the Tyrians, which they

FEARS.

call Belus” which certainly refers to the Baal

So be it ….and so it is. MEEGWETCH. Let’s play

of Tyre, or Melqart.

already! ]

- The inhabitants of

All is SET for the OTTAWA T PARTY VAMPIRE

East Africa (Ethiopia)

BBQ.NEW YORK YORK REGION, OTTAWA,

and the Yoruba still

KANATA, KINAKWII.

trace their Ancestry

I AGAPE AMOR U CANADA.. DANA.

through the Father of

THORsday 02 23 2012 -

Nimrod (Cush).
Ethiopia was the Center of Ancient Civilization before the Great Flood and the

UFO Hypotheses– A Call To Zuni Youth pt 5 of 6 [Clifford Mahooty

End of Paradise.

Volume One] // UFO Hypotheses– A Call To Zuni Youth pt 6

Nimrod- Nimrod (”Rebel“, the Bull), a descendent of Ham, a son of Noah, was a

MERCREDI 02 22 2012 http://7thfire.biz/7thfire02222012.htm

bold man, a great hunter and builder and of great strength of hand. He founded

Credo Mutwa Prediction on next USA President and end of United

the kingdom in Babylonia, Nineveh and other cities in Assyria. Nimrod changed

States and other P REDICTIONS PLAYLIST

the Government into a Tyranny and forced men to Rebel against his own Father

US Army Are Waking Up To The TRUTH! (WAKE UP AMERICA!!!)

(Ah, Anu). He swore to build a tower, the Tower of Babylon, too high for the

MARdi 02 21 2012 – 10 – BLOODY WARs FEED

waters of a New Flood to be able to reach. The Tower of Babel, ”The Foundation

SATANists $$$$ – ATON ATEN ATOM NATO –

of Heaven and Earth“, the Gate of Bel, The Bull, was dedicated to Nimrod, also

MARduk, NIMROD anucronosnimrodhttp://7thfire.biz

called Marduk.

/anucronosnimrod.htm

- The Lawless One will yet establish a government of idolatrous

OSIRIS = MOLOCH/ SATURN/ SATAN/ tubal CAIN,

worship of himself (Rev. 13:15). It is possible that this god of the

KRONOS, PINDAR the DRAGON LORD/ LEVIATHAN)

Antichrist (though actuallySatan) will be Nimrod/Marduk that

;NiMRoD BeN KHuSH = 666

Babylon worshipped as a god of fortresses. Nimrod corresponds with the

( SIN and LILITH are Brother and Sister; (SIN =ALLAH= god) +

type of the Man of Sin who will expressly dominate as“King over all the

( ISHTAR ISIS= LILITH (darkside MOON) ;

children of pride” (John 41:34). Nimrod accurately portrayed thebloody and

LUNA ( Magdalene) WHITE MOON

deceitful Man (Psa. 5:6), the violent Man (Psa. 140:1) the Antichrist to

Lillith, proud as she was, though being made of sediment and

come. Nimrod was called a “Man of Blood”. In 1 Chron. 1:10 – “And Cush

excrement, refused to lie beneath Adam (read Atum), and ran off with

begat Nimrod; he began to be mighty upon the earth”. The Chaldea paraphrase of

an other guy named Samael (read Satan). This of course is the same

this verse says, “Cush begat Nimrod who began to prevail in wickedness for
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he slew innocent blood and rebelled against Jehovah”.2 This, coupled

when his soul comes out of the Abyss. In this way the Pagan Era, during

with the expression “a mighty Hunter before the

which themajority of mankind has been ruled over by the fallen

Lord”, suggests that he relentlessly sought

angels, will come full circle before it is brought to an end at the Second

out and slew God’s

Coming of the true Christ, the true “Alpha and

people.http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/ni

Omega,”http://www.redmoonrising.com/Giza/Asshur9.htm

mrodandbabel.html

MOONday 02 20 2012- 9 – ALLAH

Nimrod we find that he was the first

DAY satanistzionhttp://serenitystreetnews.com/satanistzion.htm

Satanically-inspired king to expand his kingdom by means of murder

( SIN and LILITH are Brother and Sister; ENLIL is SHIVA or JEHOVAH)

after the flood, which was a crime that was expressly prohibited in Genesis
9:6. Prior to the flood the fallen angels had interacted with humanity

http://5dterra.wordpress.com/2012/02/19/is-ra-el-isis-ra-elohimmore-blood-

with very negative consequences and then, after the flood, it appears

for-aton-allah-and-saturn-fallen-angel-atonists-flex-their-war-raw-weapons-at-

that Satan himself crossed this boundary again and became the

iran/

primary influence on Nimrod. Through Nimrod mankind became

SUNday 02 19 2012 = 17 - 8 MOON- ATON- NATO- AMEN RA- NIMROD-

united against the Creator, by conquest and by

TUBAL CAIN

seduction, which was a rebellion that culminated in

IS RA EL ( Isis Ra Elohim) FALLEN ANGEL ATONISTSflex their WAR (

the attempt to build the Tower of Babel.

RAW) WEAPONs at IRAN.

The “division of the nations” was the

( Protocols of SIoN – RIGHT on Schedule) IHS= Isis Horus Set

consequence of this rebellion. It was

MORE BLOOD for ATON, ALLAH and SATURN.

a judgment against both Nimrod and the

WHERE is the LIZARD QUEEN and the RAmen POPE?

entire world. A global empire was dissolved, but inits place appeared a

WHERE is AntiCHRIST WILLiAM ARTHUR PENDRAGON and

divided world of many nations and many languages, with each nation

hisSCARLET SISTER KATE?

spiritually controlled and manipulated by a fallen angelic power, who

STOP this GENOCIDE! THE PROTOCOLS OF THE LEARNED ELDERS

were themselves subservient to their leader Satan. At the Tower of Babel

OF ZION

Satan agreed to give up his united world kingdom under Nimrod in exchange for

William Hague warns Israel over Iran military action-

adivided world of many kingdoms, with the understanding that his period

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/israel/9091566/Willia

of authority over the earth would be temporary and that he would

m-Hague-warns-Israel-over-Iran-military-action.html

ultimately face judgment.

WORLD CONQUEST THROUGH WORLD JEWISH

Before his judgment, however, Satan will once again

GOVERNMENThttp://www.biblebelievers.org.au/

exercise authority over a united world empire

przion1.htm

which will, once again, be ruled by

Protocols of the Learned Elders of Sion strategies of control expostulated here-in 1897- such

Nimrod after his resurrection from

as the use of fiat paper from Zionist owned

the dead. In examining the symbol in the book of Revelation of
the seven heads that represent seven Satanic kings we find

banks to replace currency backed by gold, along with the destruction of

that Nimrod the Antichrist is the first

the nuclear family unit, control of school curriculums, the end of

and the last; he is of the seven, but also an

freedoms of any stripe, the creation of “terrorism” to frighten the

eighth, because he appears a second time

Goy into clamoring for safety over safeguarding of constitutional
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rights, etc., etc., etc. is today being followed and employed exactly as laid out

$$$ only comes with serving SATURN/SATAN/DEMIURGE/

by Zionist planners in the 19th century.

YALDABAOTH. YOUR SOUL isPAYMENT in RETURN.

While Zionists and their agents are dispersed world

GRIM REAPER strikes again.

wide, the heart of Zionism resides with those who control

MURDER? RITUAL SACRIFICE? AGAIN? to BEL -SATURNday 02 11

the state of Israel. I bear no ill will toward Israelis who do

2012= 9 Crack cocaine user Houston, 48, w as found dead under the bath

not endorse Zionism, but I am mindful that the Zionists in

water by her bodyguard in luxury suite number 434 (11) at the Beverly Hilton

control of that tiny nation have wielded enormous

Hotel on Saturday afternoon, which is said to have been littered with

influence upon American politicians who in turn, have burdened the

bottles of prescription pills. The drugs were believed to have acted as

American taxpayer with the cost of funding the strife, oppression,

sedatives, causing her to fall asleep in the bathtub once they had been

and terrorism which Israel has wrecked upon so

mixed with alcohol from the previous evenings. Paramedics battled to revive

many defenselessand vulnerable people around the

the singer but she was pronounced dead at 3.55pm (13), hours before she had

world. For the twisted minds who embrace these precepts,

been due to perform at a pre-Grammys party at the

there is no lower limit to the degree of deceit,

same hotel.

dishonesty, abuse, trickery, cruelty, or killing that

Los Angeles coroner’s office refused to comment on

theTalmud tells they that they are allowed to employ in order toachieve

rumours that water was found on her lungs,

their goals of a One World feudal society in whichmerely staying alive

indicating she had drowned. Whitney Houston’s

in order to serve the Zionist mastersand enjoy even one more day of life,

death cast a shadow over the music industry’s

will be the ONLY concern of the Goyim “workers’...Ken

most prestigious event – last night’s
Grammys. Stars lined up to pay tribute to the singer, who had previously won

Adachi] http://educate-yourself.org/cn/protocolsofsion.shtml

six of the awards, with X-Factor judge Kelly Rowland saying on the red carpet:
‘We lost our hero. .http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article2099983/Whitney-Houstons-daughter-Bobbi-Kristina-rushed-hospital-starsSATURNday 02 18 2012-= 16 =7 SUN

death.html#ixzz1mklwZOJ2

WHITNEY HOUSTON RITUAL DEATH

Twitter Killer! Jon Bon Jovi Is NOT Dead. Eddie Murphy is not dead. All

CELEBRATION toMOLOCH today. $$$ can’t buy

The Celebrities That Died On Twitter

you AGAPE

(LIST)http://globalgrind.com/node/825532#ixzz1ml8wvaYF

AMOR. whtineycrokedhttp://serenitystreetnews.com/w

They Don’t Care About Us- Michael Jackson’s video that p ed the

hitneycroked.htm

Illuminati off

http://5dterra.wordpress.com/2012/02/19/whitneyhouston-ritual-death-celebration-to-moloch-today-cantbuy-you-agape-amor-all-these-ritual-murders-and-

BYE BYE to the LIZARD QUEEN’s CROWN. CANADA is

ceremonies-to-saturn-only-feed-the-vampires/

going CANservative. toppdog http://serenitystreetnews.com/top

ALL these RITUAL MURDERS and CEREMONIES

pdog.htm

to SATURN only feed the VAMPIRES.

BRIAN TOPP NDP - you are GUILTY

MORE LOOSH you give to SAMAEL, the more POWER he has toSUCK

of SOMETHING. YOU HAVE FEAR all

more life force out of U.

over your FACE onTEEVEE.
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We are all going CANservative. JACK LAYTON SAYS SO!
New Democratic tide ebbing quickly in Quebec- With 58 MPs, the biggest

Judeo Christian goD YHWH? Sun goD amen

Quebec membership drive in the party’s history underway, and two candidates

RA?

with strong local roots in the race, the party did not come close to filling the 500

You will know them by their fruit.

seats of a downtown Quebec hall. Many of those who showed up for the debate

Iesu/Issa/Yahushua returned to teach the

had gone through the lean years with the NDP. Their mood has grown

Gnosis, the mysteries to heaven and how to

increasingly sober since Layton’s

escape the 3d enslavement of the Lower

funeral.http://thechronicleherald.ca/opinion/62935-new-democratic-tide-

EARTH PLANES of the Demiurge.

ebbing-quickly-quebec

People of Peace. The Fairy (Feather) Way. Eden

UNIONS are worthless. THEY ARE CONtrolled by the GLOBAL

originally was inside the EARTH. Cathars,

CARTELS anyway.http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAM

Tuatha de Danann, Hopi, Maya, Anishinabe and Nazarenes were some

NOTES/DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/

of the Children of the Feather.

FRIAday 02 17 2012 = 15 = 6 FREE us from the QUEEN
JAMES DRACO REPTIOD RED DRAGON
APOCALYPSE 666is000http://serenitystreetnews.com/666is
000.htm

For over sixteen centuries, the Christian Church has been preaching
its religion to the world. There is something radically wrong with a religion,
that has led its followers to such a terrible state of affairs, involving
the conversion of this planet into one vast slaughterhouse, drenched in

MICHAEL NOEL PRESCOTT 666- your plans have

human blood, resulting from the mass murder of Christians of one

been DEACTVATED. Kindly exit to a MILITARY underground base,

nation by fellow-Christians of another, each being urged on and blessed by

where you will

their own priests.

be raped and eaten by PINDAR the DRAGON LORD.

And such a condition has prevailed in Christendom ever since the

BYE BYEhttp://serenitystreetnews.com/Michael Noel

Christian religion was first created, organized and established in

Prescott 666 BYE BYE RED DRAGON.doc

the year 325 A.D. by pagan Roman churchmen convening at

http://www.scribd.com/doc/81876995/Michael-Noel-

the Council of Nicaea. This Council was presided over by

Prescott-666-Bye-Bye-Red-Dragon

the archmurderer Constantine, Emperor of Rome, who had assassinated,
in cold blood, a dozen of his near relatives, including his own wife. And

Thorsday 02 16 2012 True Christianity was practiced by Adam, Noah, Enoch
and Melchizedek. The Babylonian mystery religions are a cheap Satanic

the history of Christianity has been no more honorable than its
origin; for ever since Constantine first established it as the state religion of
Rome, it has been responsible for the deaths of over fifty million

counterfeit of True

innocent people, under the charge that they were “heretics,” because they

Christianity truchistianity http://serenitystreetnews.com/TruChristianity.htm

refused to accept the unreasonable dogmas of the church - including

Eckhart Tolle The Dao De Ching // Eckhart Tolle-Relationships

about three million women who were burnt alive as “witches” in
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comparatively recent times by men who called themselves priests of the

was Lilith,who out of pride, stubbornness and rebellious nature, abandoned

Christian religion.

Adam, and she wastransformed into a demon.

ZOE=SOPHIE=THE GODDESS (SOPHIA & MARY

Lamiai, Empousai, and Mormos: Vampires in the Ancient Greek World A

MAGDALENE) http://www.davincilegacy.com/Infringement/private/PerdueB

daughter of Poseidon, became by Zeus the mother of the Sibyl Herophile.

rown-The-heroines-are-the-Goddess.html

A female phantom, by which children were frightened. According to

Who is the Queen of Heaven? The direct translation

tradition, she was originally a Libyan queen, of great beauty, and a

of Inanna from Sumerian is Nin = Queen and An =

daughter of Belus. She wasbeloved by Zeus, and Hera in her jealousy

Heaven. Inanna is the Morning and Evening Star (Venus),

robbed her of her children. Lamia, from revenge and despair, robbed others

the Goddess of Love, War, and Fertility. She is Artemis,

of their children, and murdered them; and thesavage cruelty in which she

Athena, Aphrodite, Demeter all in one. When we know her

now indulged rendered her ugly, and her face became fearfully

story, we understand other goddesses and other

distorted. Zeus gave her the power of taking her eyes out of her head, and

traditions. http://dianewolkstein.com/inanna/

putting them in again.http://www.mythindex.com/greek-

Eve (Hawwa’; Hiywan; “living one” or “source of life”) is Adam’s wife. (a title

mythology/L/Lamia.html // http://www.timelessmyths.com/mirrors/lilith.php /

previously held by

/ http://www.theoi.com/Phasma/LamiaKorinthia.html // http://enchanteddoor

the Babylonian creatrix Tiamat).http://www.mythindex.com/greek-

way.tripod.com/vamp/greece.html //http://www.sacred-

mythology/Names-A.html

texts.com/cla/aot/laot/index.htm // http://www.writerscafe.org/writing/czahar

PISTIS SOPHIA UNVEILED by Samael Aun Weor

/297876/ //

Heavenly Isis + Osiris= Sophia+ Christos vs Earthly Abomination Isis

THE LAMIA KORINTHIA was a ghostly daemon who seduced the

+ Osiris ( Samael + Lilith)

handsome youth Menippos in the guise of a beautiful woman to
vs Nimrod + Semiramis

consume his flesh and blood. She was expelled by the pagan

( Reptilian Alien Invasion- Orion)

prophet Apollonios of Tyana who exposed her many illusions. Empousa
Legend

(Vampire), was fattening up young men with pleasures before devouring their

of

bodies, for it was her habit to feed upon young and beautiful bodies,

the

The Legends of the Jews- The Alphabet of Ben Sira (10th

Dem

century), Lilith refused to lie below when they were having sex. This refusal,

on

however, is not found in the Haggada. Speaking God’s name, she grew

Quee

wings and flew

n-

away to the Red

Who

Sea. In the

was the

desert, she had

first

spawned a

woman? Eve or Lilith?

hundred of

Lamiai (Vampires)- The Christians know only from their version of the Old

demons. Adam

Testament Bible that Eve was the first woman created from Adam’s rib [Gen 2.21-

complained to God that his wife had abandoned him, and now he was alone. God

24]. There is Jewish legend found in rabbinic literature that the first woman

commanded angels to bring Lilith back to Adam. The angels tried to force her to
return to Adam, or she would lose her children. Lilith
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adamantly refused to live with Adam. She took her revenge by killing human

Aeon, and The God. In this text, he was mostly referred to the “invisible

babies; boys when they are only a day old, while girls up to 20 days old. The only

Spirit” or “holy Spirit”. In the Gospel of the Egyptians, he is called the “Great,

way to ward her off, was to adorn each baby with an amulet with the names of

Invisible Spirit”. For the sake of convenient, I will call him Father or Spirit.

three angels; the same three angels who had confronted Lilith. So, God created

The Spirit then look in the spring of life, and by the power of His

another woman for Adam – Eve. Like in the Genesis, God created her from

thought, brought forth a feminine being, whose light was like His, and

Adam’s rib. http://www.sacred-texts.com/jud/loj/index.htm

her power was also like his. She was theemanation of Him, His feminine

-In the Gnostic Gospels (also know as the Nag Hammadi manuscripts) Zoe is the

counter-part. She was known as Barbelo, the forethought of all, and the

daughter of Sophia and was known as Eve when sent by her mother to give life to

perfect Aeon.
This is the first thought, his image; she became the womb of everything,

Adam.

for it is she who is prior to them all, the Mother-Father, the first man,
“After the day of rest Sophia sent her daughter, Zoe being called Eve, as an

the holy Spirit, the thrice-male, the thrice-powerful, the thrice-named

instructor in order that she might make Adam, who had no soul, arise so

androgynous one, and the eternal aeon among the invisible ones, and the first

that those whom he should engender might become containers of life.”

to come forth.

Nag Hammadi text, On the Origin of the World, (115:31-35). See also,

– The Apocryphon of John

(http://www.esoteric.msu.edu/Hobgood-Oster.html)

SOPHIA, THE WISDOM OF GOD

Zoe can thus be interpreted as either the daughter of wisdom or

Sophia, the personification of Holy

the daughter of

Wisdom, appears in Proverbs 8 as present

God. http://www.davincilegacy.com/Infringement/private/PerdueBrown-The-

and assisting at the Creation, and in Proverbs

heroines-are-the-Goddess.html

9:1-6 as a hostess who invites everyone to
her feast. She has been much revered in
eastern Orthodoxy. Churches and cathedrals,
The Perfect,

most famouslyHagia Sophia in Constantinople-

Invisible Spirit

Byzantium-Istanbul, have been dedicated to her. More recently, she has been

and Barbelo

understood as a feminine image of God.

Much of what we know before the creation of

Archon was used in Gnosticism to refer to several servants of the

the material world and Adam, can be found in the text,

Demiurge, the “creator god” that stood between the human race and a

titled TheApocryphon of John (Secret Book of John), is

transcendent God that could only be reached through gnosis. In this

a revelation of Jesus to John, son of Zebedee, who was said

context they have the role of the angels and demons of the Old Testament.

to have written this down.

They give their name to the sect called Archontics.

In the beginning there was only one invisible Spirit – perfect, pure,

The Hebdomad

holy, immaculate, ageless and virgin. He was the Ineffable One. He is

A characteristic feature of the Gnostic conception of the universe is the

neither corporeal, nor incorporeal. He is invisible

role played in almost all Gnostic systems by the seven world-creating

because no one can see him, yet he emanated

archons, known as the Hebdomad (?ßd?µ??). There are indeed certain

pure, immeasurable light. He is indestructible and

exceptions; for instance, Basilides taught the existence of a ”great archon”

eternal. Jesus revealed whom the real Supreme Being or

called Abraxas who presided over 365 archons (Irenaeus, Adversus

Heavenly Father (in the New Testament), as the First

Haereses, i. 24); in the Valentinian system, the Seven are in a manner
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replaced by the Aeons. These Seven, then, are in most systems semi-

in the cosmic tragedy of Tammuz. In the Mandaean system Adonaios

hostile powers, and are reckoned as the last and lowest emanations of the

represents the Sun.
Mercury. Elaios, or Ailoaios, or sometimes

Godhead; below them—and frequently considered as derived from them—comes
the world of the actually devilish powers.

Ailoein Feminine name: Jealousy. Prophets: Tobias, Haggai. From

The ancient astronomy taught that above the seven planetary spheres was
an eighth, the sphere of the fixed stars.[7] In the eighth sphere,

Elohim, God (El).
The Moon. Horaios Feminine name: Wealth. Prophets:

these Gnostics taught, dwelt the mother to whom all these archons

Michaiah, Nahum. From Jaroah? or “light”? or Horus?

owed their origin, Sophia (Wisdom) or Barbelo.

In the hellenized form of Gnosticism either all or some of these names are

The Ophites accepted the existence of these seven

replaced by personified vices. Authadia (Authades), or Audacity, is the obvious

archons (Origen, Contra Celsum, vi. 31; a nearly identical list is

description of Yaldabaoth, the presumptuous Demiurge,

given in On the Origin of the World):[8]

who is lion-faced as the Archon Authadia. Of the Archons Kakia,

Saturn Yaldabaoth, MOLECH called also Gnostic

Zelos, Phthonos, Errinnys, Epithymia, the last obviously

Cosmogony Feminine name: Pronoia (Forethought) Sambathas, “week”.

represents Venus. The number seven is obtained by placing a

Prophets:[9] Moses, Joshua, Amos, Habakkuk. From Hebrew yalda bahut,

proarchon or chief archon at the head. That these names are only a disguise for

“Child of Chaos“? The outermost who created the six others, and

the Sancta Hebdomas is clear, for Sophia, the mother of them, retains the

therefore the chief ruler and Demiurge par excellence. Called “the

name of Ogdoad,Octonatio. Occasionally one meets with the Archon

Lion-faced”, leontoeides, similar to the Mithraic Leontocephaline,

Esaldaios, which is evidently the El Shaddai of the Bible, and he is described
as the Archon “number four” (harithmo tetartos).

Jupiter Iao. Feminine name: Lordship. Prophets: Samuel,

In the system of the Gnostics mentioned by Epiphanius we find, as the Seven

Nathan, Jonah, Micah. Perhaps from Yahu, Yahweh, but possibly

Archons, Iao Saklas (the chief demon of Manichaeism) Seth, David,

also from the magic cry iao in the Mysteries.

Eloiein, Elilaios (probably connected withEn-lil, the Bel of Nippur, the

Mars Sabaoth. Feminine name: Deity. Prophets: Elijah, Joel, Zechariah.

ancient god of Babylonia), Yaldabaoth (or no. 6 Yaldaboath, no. 7 Sabaoth)

The Old Testament title God of Hosts was thought a proper name,

One of the things you will discover in the Gnostic cosmogony is

hence Jupiter Sabbas (Yahweh Sabaoth).

that you have to re-evaluate the Old Testament Genesis,
about the Creator and other celestial beings, about the

Venus. Feminine name: Sophia

roles of Adam and Eve, and the belief of the afterlife.

(Wisdom)Astaphanos, or Astaphaios.

Much of the Genesis has changed in the Gnostic texts are

Prophets: Esdras, Zephaniah. Astraphaios is

found in the Nag Hammadi Library.

beyond doubt the planet Venus, as there are

The roles of the Creator have changed as well. The so-called Creator of

gnostic gems with a female figure and the legend

this world, who is the God of Old Testament, was not the true Heavenly

ASTAPHE, which name is also used in magic spells as the name

Father or theUltimate Supreme Being that Jesus referred to in the New

of a goddess.

Testament. This Creator, or Demuirge I should say, was known by the

The Sun. Adonaios Feminine name: Kingship.

name Yaldabaoth (Ialdabaoth) is animposter and a jealous

Prophets: Isaiah, Ezekiel, Jeremiah, Daniel. From the Hebrew term for “the

god

Lord”, used of God; Adonis of the Syrians representing the Winter sun

The oldest known and well documented superstition is
that mankind can “worship” through
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stimulating the human senses. This was the method condemned by Paul to

-Sumerian myth in which the goddess Ninhursag created a beautiful

the Corinthians. It is the antithesis of “worship in spirit” or in the human mind.

garden full of lush vegetation and fruit trees, called Edinu, in Dilmun, the

The ancient stories universally see Satan using the external senses to hide

Sumerian earthly Paradise, a place which the Sumerians believed to exist to the

the Word.

east of their own land, beyond the sea. Ninhursag charged Enki, her lover

Sophia – Gnostic creation myth said Sophia was born from the primordial

and husband, with controlling the wild animals and

female power Sige. Sophia gave birth to a male spirit, Christ, and

tending the garden, but Enki became curious about the garden

a female spirit, Achamoth. Goddess of Wisdom. The World Soul was

and his assistant, Adapa, selected seven plants (8 in some

born of Her smile. Seven fold mandala represents 7 branches of

version) and offered them to Enki, who ate them. (In other

learning

versions of the story[citation needed]

ENKI and NINHURSHAG / Apollo and Artemis // He / She is Lucifer.

he seduced in turn seven

APOLLON was the great Olympian god of prophecy, oracles,

generations of the offspring of his divine

healing and disease, music, poetry, archery, and the protection of the

marriage with Ninhursag). This enraged Ninhursag,

young, who punishes and destroys (oulios) the wicked and

and she caused Enki to fall ill. Enki felt pain in his rib,

overbearing, and as such he is described as the god with bow and

which is a pun in Sumerian, as the word “ti” means both

arrows, the gift of Hephaestus.

“rib” and “life”. The other gods persuaded Ninhursag to

Apollo, another type of Sophia-Zoe, had

relent. Ninhursag then created a new goddess ( 7 or 8 to

his oracle just up the coast from Corinth. His

heal his 7 or 8 ailing organs including his rib)

name is also Apollyon or Abbadon and his

named Ninti, (a name made up of “Nin”, or “lady”, plus

most powerful weapons

“ti”, and which can be translated as both Lady of Living and Lady of the

were women and music.

Rib), to cure Enki. Neither Ninhursag nor Ninti are exact parallels of

Hermes is another model. The modern version is that God

Eve, since both differ from the character. However, given that the pun with rib is

or the audience can be manipulated by “praise.” The new

present only in Sumerian, linguistic criticism places the Sumerian account as

age goddesses being worshiped by singing (and

the more ancient and therefore, a possible narrative influence on the

selling) their songs is what incarnates them and

Judeo-Christian story of creation. Samuel Noah

is polytheism.

Kramer http://www.sacred-texts.com/ane/sum/index.htm

. Music, of course is absolutely necessary to “ascend into the presence

In Babylonian mythology, Tiamat is a chaos monster, a primordial

of God.” http://www.piney.com/DocoriginIntro.html

goddess of the ocean, mating with Abzû (the god of fresh water) to
produce younger gods. It is suggested that there are two parts to the Tiamat
mythos, the first in which Tiamat is ‘creatrix’, through a “Sacred
marriage”between salt and fresh water, peacefully creating the cosmos through
successive generations. In the second “Chaoskampf” Tiamat is considered the
monstrous embodiment of primordial chaos.[1] Although there are no early
precedents for it, some sources identify her with images of a sea serpent or
dragon.[2] In the Enûma Elish, the Babylonian epic of creation, she gives birth
to the first generation of deities; she later makes war upon them and
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is killed by the storm-god Marduk. The heavens and the earth are

Lord, was the enemy of God. He waged eternal warfare with God’s

formed from her divided body.

followers on earth (the City of Salem underMelchizedek).

http://www.scribd.com/doc/81001963/8thfire-biz-Canservatives-Serenity-

NIMROD/MARDUK also swore to build a tower so high that it would allow

Global-555-Eden-2012-Manual

him entrance into the kingdom of God, where he promised to slay God. (

http://5dterra.wordpress.com/2012/02/09/illuminati-meat-puppet-bilderberg-

MARDUK)http://ldolphin.org/Nimrod.html // http://www.experiencefestival.c

canadian-traitor-steven-harper-in-china-pushing-666-canadian-slavery-and-

om/shem

illegal-free-trade-of-our-resources/

Melchizedek is also known as Shem, the righteous son of Noah.
He reportedly slew Nimrod in battle and cut his body into pieces. He then
sent those pieces to the far reaches of Nimrod’s empire to show that God was still

THE CHRISTIAN SCHEME(13) GNOSIS AND

more powerful than man.\

CHRISTIANITY: Christos and Sophia

Nimrod’s wife was Queen Semiramis. She was the mother of harlots in

Achamothhttp://www.wisdomworld.org/additional/chris

Babylon.
Nimrod was the great oppressor of

tianity/ChristosSophiaAchamoth.html
Fallen Angels playlist // Demiurge From

mankind. Semiramus, heavily involved in “sex majic”

Wikipedia, the free

became pregnant with an illegitimate son after

encyclopedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demiurgehtt

Nimrod’s death.She falsely claimed that Nimrod

p://www.youtube.com/p/E07021846E398AED&hl

himself had impregnated her from beyond the
grave and that the child had no earthly father.

=en_US&fs=1
The Avatar Movie, Maitreya and our “New Age”

The “savior” son was named Tammuz who was slain by a wild boar, but

Dajjali

returns from the underworld each spring. Some have tried to argue that these

Religionhttp://pakalert.wordpress.com/2009/12/31/the-avatar-movie-

systems of religion form the basis for Christianity. I believe the exact opposite.

maitreya-and-our-new-age-dajjali-religion/

Maitreya also claims the title of “Avatar“. He is admittedly the servant of

Gnosticism, the belief of the Knights Templar, holds that mankind is

Lucifer inasmuch as his movement’s founder, Benjamin Creme, is an

nothing more or less than Aether trapped in a physical world and held

admitted Luciferian. Just like Nimrod was a Luciferian-Satanist and

there by Satan (they called him the demi-urge).Through multiple

his wife as well. http://et-

reincarnations, they held, a man or woman could become

ee.facebook.com/topic.php?uid=129553521398&topic=13875

purified andultimately freed from the other elements.

APOLLYON Rising Notes A book by THOMAS

-In Gnosticism, the “Demi-Urge” was Aether that got trapped in the

HORN - Thomas Horn talks about the “Gods Who

elements we now refer to as earth ( HELL/Middle Earth).

Came Down” to clone and rape human beings.

It is the Demi-urge’s desire that we should remain trapped with him

Their intent was to make hybrids they could use for

eternally.

various reasons. They could not create human beings

This is the being the Illuminati worship as Satan, a separate and distinct

but they had the technology to create human

entity from Lucifer.

hybrids. You will find of these accounts in Genesis
Chapter 6 where it speaks about the Nordic Aryan

This religious belief is not a new one. It has its roots in
the Babylonian and Egyptian mystery religions. In

Alien “Fallen Elohim Watchers.” Keep in mind

Babylon, Nimrod, the mighty hunter of the people of the

that they entered our three-dimensional world
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illegally and THEY ARE GOING DOWN SOON.

TREEE…Get your Cherokee hide to a shaman. There you will be cleansed. Not

WHAT WAS THE REAL REASON BUSH DECLARED WAR AGAINST

with the NAZIs! NEVER HAPPEN! ox d)

IRAQ. http://nazarenebloodline7777.blogspot.com/2009/12/apollyon-rising-

http://youtube.com/user/freedomroad888

notes.html

King Arthur /12 Knights / (Sun god and all the planets)? // Sunwheel

Babylon in ancient Iraq, was the seat of power of the “Illuminated

with 12 months/ astrology // Yahweh/Yaldabaoth/Archons // Pindar

One” known as Nimrod who built the “Tower of

Dragon-Lord RA Rothchild/12 illuminati Reptilian Bloodlines

Babylon.” These ancient Sumerians worshipped reptilian gods known

Adamus Illuminati Mystery Schools taught by Genetist

as the Anunnaki and the Illuminated one was their leader.

scientist Ea/Enki and sister Ninhursag/Magda/Eve here.

According the my research the creator god of all the reptilian entities

Adamus race once had the

was Yahweh Ildabaoth the Demiurge, who was the entity the Judah Jews

Illuminated teachings

worshipped as god. Jesus (Yashua) referred to these reptilian entities

from EA (serpent) or

as “SNAKES in coded language.”
When the “Global Elite” decided to go declare war against Iraq they

theEASU (teachers of
EA).Terra Papers

apparently use these coded words as a way of evoking the invitation of Yahweh

Marduk Ra cursed God and

Ildabaoth the Demiurge, Nimrod and Metatron.Babylon was the “Gate

wanted to be god Himself.

to this evil Sumerian God” The Tower of Babel was built as a portal, door or

(god=dog star

window to the dimension (heaven) this evil entity came from. The “Global Elite”

Sirius Ea/Enki father; Yahwe

need to make sure they are going to be safe going into which is why they use

h=Enlil; Magda/Ninhursag

coded esoteric language to evoke the protection from or and invitation into

mother Orion snake

Babylon Iraq.

Queen). Terra Papers

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sumer_anunnaki/reptiles/reptiles19.htm

History/memories corrupted under Marduk Ra/Ishtar-isis Terra Papers

Original/REAL Illuminati /REAL Knights Templar/ Holy Grail.

Marduk Ra/Nimrod/Osiris fake builds tower of Babel to reach Heaven.

Sangre’real. (King Arthur and 12 Knights of the Round Table. Where is

Languages confused here. Minds erased. Terra Papers

the real story? Yeshua/Iesu/Apostles and Mary Magdalene). Who is

Ritual abuse/blood LOOSH sacrifice to macrobes- Yaldabaoth/Archons

the real Merlin? Joseph of Arimathea?

(YHWH)/ Dark Energy Matter. Reincarnation. Dark Energy Matter-

Illuminatreee is Lilith, Pindar is

Demonic Entities/Reptilian Draconians keep us in a lock down grid of

Ialdabaoth? Playlist 2009 ( OPEN

fear and ignorance.

LETTER TO TREEE: Your decisions
worry me. You are headed for Revelation

Sheti Lizards (greys/stone masonsfreemasions) submit to Draconians Terra Papers

13. Be careful. Reptilians want to

Souls/light trapped and recycled in 3d to keep

CONTROL you, shut you up and take your

us enslaved in Dark Energy matter Pistis Sophia

soul. Nothing has changed. I am nagging

Pistis Sophia teaches you how to DESTROY

you because I see you going down the

Yaldabaoth (Yahweh Yaldabaoth traps souls in

wrong path. I care enough to tell you to

body/Hell. )

TURN AROUND! Will you Listen?

-
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Hepsebah http://www.sherryshriner.com/sherry/cain.htm

or Queen of the Locusts.” The name Hepsebah is a name of blasphemy and

There is currently a woman alive today who’s secret name is Hepsebah,

means “my delight is in her.” She is the physical form of the whore that

to the occult, she is the most powerful woman on earth. She is the woman

sits upon the beast. She claims direct lineage to Semaramis and is

beast. In ancient timesHepsebah was the name of the mother of

worshipped as the goddess Ishtar.

Manasseh who led the nation of Israel into idolatry and devil worship.

Evita and Arthur Pendragon Playlist

According to this former insider the entire Satanic kingdoms are a

Goddess tradition // evitapendragon // divinemothergod

matriarchal society where the women are the real rulers. Most of their

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archon

ruling class is hidden, in other words..the Queen of England bows down to

Galactic Federation Of Light Metatron December 1

Hepsebah. There are six separate kingdoms, three kings of patriarchal

2009

societies; and three queens of matriarchal societies.

-This angel has many names associated with it, that

- In the occult Hepsebah’s group is called, “The Mothers of

these evil dark organizations worship some of the

Darkness” and they are a powerful ruling class of their own,

names include Metatron, Enoch 2, Lilith (who is

their main thrust is to corrupt Christianity. Their marriages

the demoness who takes the form of anOwl)

are arranged and genetics play a big part in who gets to rule

It appears to be no coincidence that a giant owl is the statue

in their occultic hidden society. There are some very specifics

being worshipped by the global leaders in the “Bohemian

to Hepsebah’s genetics that allow her to rule over the

Grove’s” cremation of care ceremony every year. These global leaders are the

United States land area.

upper “Elite Neo-cones.” They include the Bush’s, Cheney and many political

It is suspected that this Hepsebah will be the mother of the

leaders who are on the “Who’s Who” list.

Antichrist. She is thegranddaughter of Lucifer.Hillary Clinton and

-We have to remember that Demons go where they are invited so that

Barbara Bush are both Grande Damme’s of the Mothers of

when these codes, names, symbols and rituals are used, they are in a

Darkness group, but they don’t have the power to rule over the entire occult

sense, evoking these evil gods to enter their space for various

world.

reasons. When the Bushes use these coded words regarding Iraq, they are

-Rulers needed to be able to locate Mystery Babylon in the U.S. They needed

aware that America will be entering the sacred territory of Nimrod who

theancient American Indian territorial spirits, so Hepsebah’s father is

was the ruling god of Babylon.

the top pure blooded American indian Shamman Nephilim, her mother

-DO THE GLOBAL ELITE WORSHIP OR USE THE WORD JESUS

is of the Druid counsel Grande Damme, so Hepebah carries in her the

CHRIST and WHICH GODS DO THEY WORSHIP?

power of the territorial American spirits and the ruling of the old

What people must understand is the

European ruling houses through the Grande Druid counsel. Her

word“Christ” is not a reference to

grandmother was the top Grande Damme Mother of Darkness and

Jesus (Yashua) when it comes to

carries(d) the “Great Whore” spirit passed down through the

these secret societies or the New

generations from ancient Babylon. Her mother, Lucifer’s daughter

Age movement. TheNew World

committed some kind of offense in the occult world and they stripped her of the

Order “Christ” of these secret

position of rulership, so the position was not passed onto her, instead it was given

societies refers to the “Christ
Spirit”George W. Bush made the

on to the granddaughter.
Hepsebah’s titles include, “The Great Whore”

statement that “Christ changed his life.” “ The Christian world assumed that he

“The Most Powerful Witch (MPW)” “The Locust Queen,

meant Jesus (Yashua) however once you DO YOUR HOMEWORK you will
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understand that the word Christ means teacher. The New Age and occult

Nimrod who is known as a Dragon and Queen Semiramis an Owl and

Christ is an evil entity that has many names associated with it. None of these

are in the bible…The Serpent and Owl are Samael and Lilith, the rulers

names have anything to do with Jesus (Yashua) the Christian Christ (teacher).

of the Qliphothic Tree of the Kabbalah.

The word “Creator of the Universe,” according to these “Global Elite”

Ialdabaoth (Gnostic) (from Shem ilda +

occultists, refers to the demon god Apollo and Osiris. The symbolism on

baoth)http://experiencefestival.com/shem

the Great Seal is also a reference to Apollo and Osiris who is the god

Child from the egg (of Chaos); the spirit of

of destruction.

matter, the chief of the lower ‘elohim and

-Thomas Horn talks about the “Gods Who Came Down” to clone and rape

father of the six dark stellar spirits or

human beings. Their intent was to make hybrids they could use for various

terrestrial angels, and thus one of the lower

reasons. They could not create human beings but they had the technology to

group of the Qabbalistic Sephiroth, the shadow or

create human hybrids. You will find of these accounts in Genesis Chapter 6
where it speaks about the Nordic Aryan Alien “Fallen Elohim Watchers.”

reflection on the lower four cosmic planes of the
arupa or formless higher Sephirothic range.

Keep in mind that they entered our three-dimensional world illegally

-Ialdabaoth’s mother, Sophia Achamoth(wisdom of the lower four of the

andTHEY ARE GOING DOWN SOON.

cosmic planes) is the daughter or manifested reflection of the Heavenly

-To enter our three-dimensional world they had to create Stargates or

Sophia — divine wisdom, or the mahat-side of akasa.

opening from their dimensions (heavens) into ours. Once in our three-

Therefore Ialdabaoth is equivalent to the Nazarene Demiourgos of the

dimensional world these entities are able to winks in and out of our skies as they

Codex Nazaraeus, which makes himidentical with the Hebrew Jehovah,

travel back and forth into these other

thecreator of the physical earth and the material side of the rector of

dimensions.

the planet Saturn. He is also identical withTsebaoth-Adamas, “the Pthahil

Prophecy states that in the END OF

of the Codex Nazaraeus, the Demiurge of the Valentinian system,

THIS EARTH AGE, which

the Proarchose of the Barbelitae, the Great Archon of Basilides and

appears to be around

the Elohim of Justinus, etc. Ialdabaoth (the Child of Chaos) was . . .

2012, these entities will BLINK INTO OUR THREE

theChief of the Creative Forces and the representative of one of the classes of

DIMENSIONAL WORLD AND WILL NOT BE ABLE TO

Pitris” (BCW 13:43n). In the Ophite scheme he is the first of the superior

BLINK OUT ANYMORE. They will be stuck here until they

septenate.

are destroyed by the return of Jesus (Yashua) and his forces

As a creative spirit, Ialdabaoth generates six sons (the lower terrestrial

for

angels or stellar spirits) without assistance of any female, and when

good.http://nazarenebloodline7777.blogspot.com/2009/12/apollyo

these sons strive with him he creates Ophiomorphos, the serpent-shaped spirit of

n-rising-notes.html

all that is basest in matter. When Ialdabaoth proclaims

The Draco

that he is Father and God, and that none is above

Connectionhttp://davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?t=77934&page=6

him, Sophia tells him that the first and second

Lilith was evil and seduced lovers, only to rip them up with her

Anthropos (heavenly man) are above

taloned feet. This is the goddess Cabalistic Jews from Babylon picked

him. So Ialdabaoth’s sons create a man, Adam, to

up and said that Jehovah married when he divorced

whom Ialdabaoth gives the breath of life, emptying

Shakina, his original goddess wife. Lilith is also the matron of the Eastern

himself of creative power. Havingrebelled against his

Star of Freemasonry.

mother, his production is mindless and has to be
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endowed with mind by Sophia Achamoth – a reference to the descent of

family on earth from the impending destruction. Contrasting this

the manasaputras. The man, thus informed, aspires away from his

account, in Sumerian myth it is Enki who saves Atrahasis and his family

producer, who thereupon becomes his adversary, produces the three

from the flood against the wishes of Enlil. These conflicting claims and

lower kingdoms of beings, and imprisons man in a house of clay

accounts cannot both be true if Enki and YHWH are indeed separate entities.

(flesh). Ialdabaoth also makes Eve (Lilith) to deprive the man of his

If YHWH is the spiritual source for the Hebrew tradition, and if Enki is

light powers. Sophia sends the serpent or intelligence to make Adam

the spiritual source for the Sumerian tradition, then we must face the

and Eve transgress the commands of Ialdabaoth, who casts them from

reality that one of them is lying.

Paradise into the world along with the serpent. Sophia deprives Adam

If YHWH in the Sumerian tradition is represented as

and Eve of their light power, but eventually restores this power so that they

Enlil, the adversary of Enki, then where can we

awoke mentally. Here there is much the same confusion that surrounds the

expect to find Enki within the Hebrew

various meanings of Satan and the serpent.

tradition? Perhaps we need toexamine the

Ialdabaoth, who is lion-headed or in the form of a lion, represents the

Biblical adversary of YHWH to find the

kama principle, the false light that draws the soul into matter and

answer. While Rohl equates YHWH with Enki, he

struggles against its rise again to spirit. Some Gnostics held thatSophia

nonetheless provides the following description of Enki

sent Christos to help humankind when Ialdabaoth and his forces were

that resembles this Biblical Adversary much closer

shutting out the divine light, and Ialdabaoth, “discovering that Christos was

than it resembles YHWH Himself:

bringing to an end his kingdom of Matter, stirred up the Jews, his own people,

In early antiquity this high god was known as

against Him, and Jesus was put to death” (BCW 14:161). See also JEHOVAH

Kronos or Enki, who was represented by the

Domination by Deception By Peter

planet Saturn. In later antiquity this leader of the gods was viewed as

Goodgamehttp://redmoonrising.com/Giza/DomDec6.htm

the son of Enki, and his name was Marduk, Baal, or Zeus, who were

Enlil is portrayed as angry, vindictive, abusive and cruel, and he

gods all represented by the planet Jupiter.

commits crimes including adultery, rape and genocide. YHWH is

In the final analysis this story is Enki’s story, and Enki’s great rival Enlil,

sometimes portrayed as angry and violent in the Hebrew Old

understood by so many to be YHWH the God of Israel, had to wait about

Testament, but to the Hebrews YHWH’s actions were always justified, no

fifteen hundred years before He could give His side of the story.

matter how cruel they appeared to be. For the Sumerians there was rarely any

The other “descent from the heavens” account is

justification for the rash abuses of power that characterized the rule of Enlil.

the descent of the fallen angels themselves. This is

In examining YHWH and Enki and their respective traditions one must also

portrayed in Genesis 6, and it involves unholy relations

address the fact that they make conflicting claims. In the book of

between some of the “sons of God” and human

Genesis YHWH is credited with creating mankind, while in the majority

women, a relationship which produced the

of Sumerian texts Enki is portrayed as man’s creator. Another case is the

Nephilim. From thishuman-angelic interaction the

similar tradition of the Great Flood. The book of Genesis explains that YHWH

world became “corrupt in the sight of God” and

brought the flood as a judgment upon human society that had become

“filled with violence,” which became the justification

wicked through negative influences from fallen angels. In the Sumerian

for sending the global Flood. According to pagan

accounts it is Enlil who brings the flood to cull the human

mythologies this was the Golden Age of Kronos when the gods lived with

population that had become “too noisy.” However, the book of Genesis

men during the era of thekingdom of Atlantis. However, even though it was

tells a story of YHWH mercifully saving Noah and the last righteous

viewed as an idealistic time when the “true religion” originally ruled, Greek
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writers such as Plato explained that Atlantis became corrupt in its spiritual

authoritative study The Gnostic

teachings and used its great power to dominate and abuse the entire

Religion:http://66.49.206.24/redmoonrising.com/Giza/DomDec6.htm

world.

Mosaic Law- it aims at the enslavement of man. As guardian of his sphere,

The non-canonical book of Enoch explains how the fallen angels taught

each Archon bars the passage to the souls that seek to ascend after

mankind astronomy and astrology, charms and spells, and the

death, in orderto prevent their escape from the world and their return

properties of plants and herbs. One particular angel named Azazel

to God. The Archons are also the creators of the world, except where this

“taught men to make swords, and knives, and shields, and

role is reserved for their leader, who then has the name of demiurge (the

breastplates, and taught them about metals of the earth and the art of

world-artificer in Plato’s Timaeus) and is often painted with the distorted

working them” (Enoch 8:1). In Genesis the craft of metalworking is ascribed to

features of the Old Testament God.” [44]

Tubal-Cain, a descendent of Cain. David Rohl associates this name with Bad-

The Gnostic hatred of the God of Israel extends to the very beginning

tibira, which is the second city on the Sumerian King List, following Eridu where

of the book of Genesis. Gnostic texts explain that Ialdabaoth and the

“kingship descended from heaven.”

Archons created Adam and placed him in the Garden of Eden with an

According to Sumerian accounts the great “civilizer” of mankind was the

intent to deceive him.After learning of this situation the feminine aspect of

great god Enki, the Lord of the Abzu in Eridu, who was portrayed as a firm

the “God of Light,” known as Sophia-Prunikos, acted to disrupt the

friend and champion of mankind. On the other hand the book of Enoch

schemes of the demiurge by

explains that the innovations given to mankind were used for wicked

sending an emissary of the Light

purposes. The Nephilim ruled with an iron fist, “and when men could

to bring knowledge to Adam,

no longer sustain them, the giants turned against them and devoured

allowing him to break free from

mankind” (Enoch 7:4). Regarding Azazel himself, Enoch 10:8 reads: “The whole

his bondage. This divine emissary,

earth has been corrupted through the works that were taught by Azazel: to him

according to the Gnostics, was none
other than the Serpent of the

ascribe ALL SIN.”
-The basic teaching of Gnosticism is that all

Garden of Eden, and subsequent

matter is inherently evil, which is symbolized

Gnostic sects reflected this veneration

by Darkness. Thepurpose of life is therefore to

of the serpent by referring to

transcend this Darkness by reaching towards

themselves as Ophites (from the Greek word for serpent, ophis), and as

the Light, which can be achieved through

Naassenes (from the Hebrew word for serpent, nachash). Jonas explains

knowledge, or gnosis, of Man’s true

what Adam and Eve’s “sin” actually meant to the Gnostics,

predicament. The Gnostics believed that the

“It is the first success of the transcendent principle against the

true and ultimate God is the God of Light, who

principle of the world, which is vitally interested in preventing

is purely spiritual, and has no relationship

knowledge in man as the inner-worldly hostage of Light: the serpent’s

either as a Creator of, or as a Ruler over,

action marks the beginning of all gnosis on earth which thus by its very

material reality. To the Gnostics the god of

origin is stamped as opposed to the world and its God, and indeed as a

material reality was the God of Israel. He was accepted as the Creator

form of rebellion.” [45]

and Ruler of the material universe, but he was denigrated as inferior to

The Gnostics took the idea that the Serpent was the true savior of

the God of Light and viewed as theultimate personification of evil. The

mankind right up to the life of Jesus of Nazareth, as the following text

grand scheme of Gnostic cosmology is explained by Hans Jonas in his

shows,
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“This general Serpent is also the wise Word of Eve. This is the mystery of

reconstruct subsequent events. {Thechristmas tree is in honor of Nimrod,

Eden: this is the river that flows out of Eden.

the so called sun god}

According to the New Testament, the sacrifice of Jesus did represent the

After Nimrod’s death (c. 2167 BC), Semiramis promoted the belief that

triumph of the Kingdom of God over the “lord of this world,” but this

he was a god. She claimed that she saw a full-grown evergreen tree

“lord” is clearly identified as Satan in several passages (Matthew 4:8-10,

spring out of the roots of a dead tree stump, symbolizing the

Luke 4:6-13, John 12:31, John 14:30, 2 Corinthians 4:4, etc). The Gnostics

springing forth of new life for Nimrod. On the anniversary of his birth, she

believe that the “lord of this world” was actually the Creator-God of

said, Nimrod would visit the evergreen tree and leave gifts under it.

Israel, and that the life and teachings of Jesus represented a

His birthday fell on the winter solstice at the end of December.

manifestation of the Serpent against this “God of Darkness.”

A few years later, Semiramis bore a son, Horus or Gilgamesh.

The book of Revelation explains that one day Satan and his fallen

She declared that she had been visited by the spirit of Nimrod, who left

angels will be forcefully evicted from heaven and thrown down to

her pregnant with the boy. Horus, she maintained, was Nimrod

earth, where they will be in control for only a short time before their

reincarnated. With a father, mother, and son deified, a deceptive,

judgment comes,

perverted trinity was formed.

“And there was war in heaven. Michael and his angels fought against

Semiramis and Horus were worshipped as “Madonna

the dragon, and the dragon and his angels fought back. But he was not

and child.” As the generations passed, they were worshipped

strong enough, and they lost their place in heaven. The great dragon was

under other names in different countries and languages. ” The

hurled down–that ancient serpent called the devil, or Satan, who

original cult of the mother and child, Semiramis and

leads the whole world astray. He was hurled to the earth, and his

Tammuz, became later Isis and Osiris, Venus and Adonis,

angels with him.” (Revelation 12:7-9)

the madonna and child in various cultures down to this day.

The judgment upon the “spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly

Semiramis declared that her son, Tammuz, was in actuality the return

realms” is predicted by Isaiah the prophet as one of the results of the

or rebirth of her husband, Nimrod. this is where reincarnation was born.

apocalyptic “Day of the Lord”:

And sinceTammuz was born on the day corresponding to December

The Origins of

25, this day was highly honored and recognized by Nimrod’s supporters. Note,

Christmas http://100777.com/node/

therefore, that this date(December 25) was observed in honor of the birth

1473

of Tammuz long before Christianity existed, and that it was not until

Two key figures in the origin of

many centuries later this pagan custom was “Christianized” as being

Christmas areNimrod, a great

the birthday of Christ (or Christmas day). “It can be stated they worship

grandson of Noah, and his

another Jesus“

mother and wife, Semiramis, also

Nimrod’s followers began to also worship Semiramis. And her son Tammuz was

known as Ishtar and

worshipped as well. Semiramis was revered by the people and was viewed by

Isis. Nimrod, known in Egypt as

many as a priestess and goddess. She soon

Osiris, was the founder of the first

became known as “the queen of heaven.”

world empire at Babel, later known as

Thus began the awful practice of exalting

Babylon (Genesis 10:8- 12; 11:1-9).

human deities. These false beliefs have led

From ancient sources such as the “Epic of Gilgamesh” and records unearthed by

up to the many different forms of idolatry

archaeologists from long-ruined Mesopotamian and Egyptian cities, we can

that are still practiced by different people
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today. Yes, it was through the introduction of these satanic evils and

trees and plants will die. The beautiful rainbow will disappear

the many sacrilegious practices of ancient Babylon that witchcraft,

because people will not remember to keep the Mother Earth

priestcraft, spiritualism, and other forms of paganism were

sacred and will destroy its beauty.

born.http://jahtruth.net/qofhevn.htm

Children of the Rainbow Warriors will come before all destroyed and

Santa (Satan) Claus and the Anti-

they will love the trees and the animals. They will love and respect

Christhttp://66.49.206.24/nohoax.com/component/content/article/1/25.html

each other and they will help

MARdi 02 07 2012 7thfire or

people to live in peace with all

HELL

creation. The rainbow in the
sky will return as a sign of the

FIRE http://sere
nitystreetnews.c

Creator’s grace.

om/7thfireorhellfire.htm

An Invitation to all Indigenous, Aboriginal People, and those who support our

Grandfather William Commanda of Maniwaki. An

values

Algonquin elder, he holds three wampum belts, one of which is

Kinakwii welcomes your thoughts, your ideas, your questions, your feelings, your

the Seventh Fire Prophecy belt which was made in the 1400s.

criticism, your fears, your compliments and your participation. We seek to build

His understanding of the prophecy was received from Ojibwe people in

on all Indigenous Aboriginal heritages. We anticipate that Kinakwii will become

Minnesota, Michigan and northern Ontario, and through his own

not just a nation, but a confederacy of nations.

family, which has held the belts for over 100 years.

Open Kinakwii Invitation & Declaration of Nationhood PDF

He speaks of the fact that the white race was welcomed by the

http://5dterra.wordpress.com/2012/01/17/serenity-global-cooperative-tutoring-

Anishnabek, and it was hoped in the time of the Fourth Fire that the

homecare-petcare-childcare-cleaning-odd-jobs-handy-men-gardeners-

white race would come wearing a face of brotherhood, and that

construction-workers-cooks-delivery-etc-unbeatable-rates-and-results/

the Anishnabek and whites together would form one mighty nation. This
did not happen and the white race chose the course of destruction and
death.
Today, in the age of the Seventh Fire, the races are again faced with a choice.

PAGE 1 // PAGE 2 // PAGE 3 // PAGE 4 // PAGE 5 // PAGE 6 // PAGE 7 // PAGE 8 //
PAGE 9 // PAGE 10 //PAGE 11 // PAGE 12 // PAGE 13 // PAGE 14 // PAGE 15 //
PAGE 16 // PAGE 17 // PAGE 18 // PAGE 19 // PAGE 20 //

The two roads are the black road of technology and overdevelopment
leading to environmental catastrophe, the other is thered
road of spirituality and respect for the earth. Together, people of the world
have to choose the right road, be of one mind, or the earth cannot survive.
Cyberspace will play a big role in
this movement http://aplaceforunderstanding.yikesite.com/home/the
-7th-fire-prophecy
AMERICAN INDIAN ANCIENT PROPHESY - A day will come when
the animals, winged ones and those who swim will begin to disappear.
The eagle, bear, wolf and buffalo will be scarce because people will

DEACTIVATE ARCHONS NOW!!! (
CLOCKWISE (+) ORGONE MASTERS) SATAN SATURN 6 pointed stAR of
DAVID HEXED HEXAGON, SOUL
SUCKERS, DARK ENERGY, NEG ( -) ,
ELECTrons, ANTI CLOCKWISE, ARCHONS, DEMIURGE,
Ialdabaoth http://7thfire.biz/orgonemasters.htm

become greedy and will not love each
other. The sky will become black and the
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URGENT AUDIO
OrgoneMasters.info how to make and why
Orgone and HolyHealthy Products here (available
by gifting a donation only) Samples pictures only
flyer to print revising
Jr Genius- About Colloidal Silver pdf or doc // See other free lessons
here and Cure All Disease

OrgoneMasters.info how to make Orgone Masters by
Dana Horochowski directions.

Colloidal Silver Gold Titanium Water OLEE H2O pt 1 // Jrgenius com OLEE H2O
Water and Dream Cream Pt 2

Orgone Masters Steps

Made in
cANADa!

1. Spray molds with high vibration oil.
2. Add neodyne magnet (or pure copper penny if
no magnet), then copper/ aluminum shavings to
bottom. North side down. This will allow a MAX
DIPOLE. USE this magnet part to deactivate chip
implants. ( + qi)

Orgone
MASTER
Qi Miracles

3. Add crystal that is clockwise wound and pointed upward.
Made in cANADa!
(Tighter Winding= more squeezing = more piezoelectric effect. ) COIL EVERY
quartz CRYSTAL CLOCKWISE ( RHR=right hand rule for flow of electrons (-) to the
(+) N POLE Magnet that you add. If you have other crystal types, they can rest in a
chamber of copper-coiled clockwise, winding upward like a staircase. ( eternal
PIEZOELECTRIC SQUEEZING COMES FROM RESIN AFTER DRYING)

Orgone Masters and DAISY
DOWSERS

Positive Orgone, Protection and
Shielding pdf
http://66.49.206.24/scribd.com/jrgenius for the link to
IMPORTANT FILES off server.

4. Add grounding
stones, shell, seeds to
top and sides to cover
the metals.
I add glass beads or
various other crystals
from necklaces for
different colour and frequency emissions.
ROYGBIV rainbow colors for Chakra balancing. If
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you are going to do that, then they have to also go on the magnet side. Lay down the
coloured beads or crystals and the magnet N + down first, then coiled crystal, and
shavings around it. Amethyst is great for psychic attack prevention. Amethyst can also
be added and coiled like clear quartz. ( Purple is High Frequency vibration so it can
activate dna to that level.)
5. Add hardener to resin. Cover with resin ( outside). Pour, let sink in then add to top it
off. Cover crystal so that it is not bare.

Copper scrubbies to cut up ( Dollarama). Aluminum shavings -call scrap metal dealers
or metal fabrication companies in your area first. or buy shavings at
http://66.49.206.24/orgonecrystals.com/
Use good oil for molds ( extra virgin olive oil/rose oil/ almond oil), not cancer causing
vegetable oil. Silicone molds are best ( Dollarama)
or Value Village.
Add a shell and/or
non hybrid seed
for life force
energy. Shell has a
fibonacci
sequence that is
found in all living
things as they
grow. ( Mean
GOLDEN RATIO of PERFECT LIFE FORCE and

6. MAGNETS attach to railings on highways, stair wells, electrical boxes, fences, some
utility poles and death towers, etc. They attract negative energies into the orgonemaster
and are processed out the tip into positive orgone.
KEY- orgone is generated by a combo of inorganic metals and an organic matrix.
Glass beads are much like fibreglass resin. (your body is an organic matrix, so DAISY
DOWSERS act like orgone generators on your body. The crystal is coiled in a clockwise
motion in copper wire for +qi. Dowsers need to be cleansed in PURE incense smudge
and charged in full sunlight and/or moonlight.
(sweetgrass, cedar, white sage are my favourites
http://sacredfeathertraders.com/)

GROWTH. )
Add Grounding stones so you don't have to bury the orgone and the charges will keep
clearing and reviving. Stones and shells are in Dollarama. Seeds can be
bird/medicinal/spice. NO MONSANTO seeds- they have a reverse spin that produces (
-) ORGONE or Qi.

See Orgonecrystals.com (
MY FAVOURITE)
http://66.49.206.24/orgonecry
stals.com/catalog/crystals/quartz_brazil.html
or Jim Coleman crystals love them too
http://66.49.206.24/jimcolemancrystals.com/quartzpoints/qtzptspou
nd1.htm- buy Item # JP-L-BZ $8, or Item # JP-MR $15
Applied Magnets ( cylinder neodynium magnets. NORTH SIDE
DOWN, attach to metal surface to prevent slipping and away from
pointed tip of Quartz) http://66.49.206.24/magnet4less.com/index.php?cPath=1_11

Use your intuition. ALWAYS wrap the quartz crystal from FLAT to TIP
CLOCKWISE (your hand is moving in a clockwise direction, so that it gives out +
/NOT - orgone.) Binding the crystal in copper wire controls the hyperinfinity and
POLARITY in crystals, so they don't access all dimensions, including the lower/negative
ones.
Avoid phallus shapes. I DO NOT MAKE PYRAMIDS (ego,masculine, phallus/
fission/ explosive E). Just an ignorant flip of the magnet, crystal or coil in the wrong
direction and you can be bringing in a whole STARGATE of unwanted visitors. They
will increase the dipole in the orgone. Jehovah Witnesses and Rocky Mountain Mystery
School have pyramids. Lucifer portal. ( - +)Ascended Masters in 4d drama...beware.

Fibreglass Resin- auto parts-Bondo Fibreglass resin ~ $20 Canadian Tire/ Walmart $17
Copper Wire - 18 gauge or 22, TimBr http://66.49.206.24/corfil.ca/ . Some people like
to match the length of the wire with the same length of a chosen frequency like the Great
Pyramid, but I AM not into calling in anything that is related to those pyramids. I prefer
to magnify PRANA- LIGHT and AGAPE AMOR, so I put my intent into the wire,
regardless of how long it is. Measuring is too left brain for me. FEEL your HEALING.

I know pyramids can heal, but make them
yourselves if you want
HEALing,
not lower ASTRAL Visitations.

...Like Sherry Shriner's Orgone
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Stuart Wilde suggests chamomile tea and lavender essential oil for the ghouls in your
fractal reality

Blaster JEHOVAH DRAGON JERK and his GRAYS.
ByBAAL Belters are in for a real SHOW~! You wanted Yahweh...you
are going to get him. Paid for $$$ by you$$. I told you so!
Run Shriner Run...you will have angry customers, not to mention
other entities blasting in your vicinities.

The snakes feed on human emotional energy as well (fear, anger). They're soul eaters.
Black tourmaline + mica works great against dark siders when used in orgonite. It
grounds their negative energy and can also reflect it back on to them. I also use rose
quartz.

Your god is a DRACONIAN. Heaven help your children!

Crystals love to be squeezed, and not just in your
hands. Most crystals were born deep underground
under great heat and pressure. They feel at home in
orgonite since the resin contracts when it cures,
thereby permanently squeezing the crystals and
creating a piezo electric effect. A great example of
the piezo electric effect is earthquake lights. In other
words the crystals ramp up, and they never run out
of power. A nice side effect is that the crystals
continuously clear themselves under this effect at
the same time amplifying the metaphysical
properties of the gemstones in the pendant. http://educate-yourself.org/

Orgone
MASTER
Qi Miracles

Dome energy is female energy/ WOMB/
FUSION /GROWTH/ MATTER from
ENERGY/ mother/EARTH/ SPHERE/heart
chakra. Flat topped orgone is FEMALE DOME
ENERGY orgone because the energy radiates in
all directions, far and wide.
LOVE/LIGHT/HEALING is shared equally.
It is not a STARGATE.

-piezoelectric effect was discovered in 1880 by the Jacques and Pierre Curie brothers.
They found out that when a mechanical stress was applied on crystals such as
tourmaline, tourmaline, topaz, quartz, Rochelle salt and cane sugar, electrical
charges appeared, and this voltage was proportional to the stress.Piezoelectric materials
The piezoelectric effect occurs only in non conductive materials. Piezoelectric materials
can be divided in 2 main groups: crystals and ceramics. The most well-known
piezoelectric material is quartz (SiO2). Quartz SiO2
Introduction

CLEANSE crystals in pure water ( rose
oil/water has high vibration life force energy) or
meditate with them in your bath, if you are healthy and clear of demonic attacks. Charge
them in high sunlight 11 am to 1 pm and then full moon 11 pm to 1 am ( moon energy is
feminine)

Others have suggested
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The trigonal crystallized silica of SiO2 is known as Quartz and is one
of the most common crystals on earth's surface. It has an hexagonal
structure made of , Quartz is a very pure crystal and contains only traces
of other elements. Natural quartz contain: Al3+: 13 to 15,000 ppm,
usua
lly
only
100 ppm , Fe3+:
Ti4+: P5+: H+: Li+:
Na+: 9 to 1400 ppm
K+: 3 to 300 ppm
Density: 2.65 g/cm3
Mineral class:
Oxides/hydroxides
PiezoelectricityQuartz shows a
strong piezoelectric
effect perpendicularly to the prism axis. Applying pressure on a quartz crystal
generates an electrical polarization along the pressure direction. Alternatively,
applying an electrical tension leads to a mechanical deformation of the crystal.
http://66.49.206.24/piezomaterials.com/
-Although the magnitudes of piezoelectric voltages, movements, or forces are small,
and often require amplification (a typical disc of piezoelectric ceramic will increase or
decrease in thickness by only a small fraction of a millimetre, for example) piezoelectric
materials have been adapted to an impressive range of applications. The piezoelectric
effect is used in sensing applications, such as in force or displacement sensors. The
inverse piezoelectric effect is used in actuation applications, such as in motors and
devices that precisely control positioning, and in generating sonic and ultrasonic
signals.
What can piezoelectric ceramics do ?
Mechanical compression or tension on a poled piezoelectric ceramic element
changes the dipole moment, creating a voltage. Compression along the direction of
polarization, or tension perpendicular to the direction of polarization, generates voltage
of the same polarity as the poling voltage. Tension along the direction of polarization,
or compression perpendicular to the direction of polarization, generates a voltage with
polarity opposite that of the poling voltage. These actions are generator actions -- the
ceramic element converts the mechanical energy of compression or tension into
electrical energy. This behaviour is used in fuel-igniting devices, solid state batteries,
force-sensing devices, and other products. Values for compressive stress and the
voltage (or field strength) generated by applying stress to a piezoelectric ceramic
element are linearly proportional up to a material-specific stress. The same is true for
applied voltage and generated strain.
If a voltage of the same polarity as the poling voltage is applied to a ceramic element, in
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the direction of the poling voltage, the element will lengthen and its diameter will
become smaller. If a voltage of polarity opposite that of the poling voltage is applied,
the element will become shorter and broader. If an alternating voltage
is applied, the element will lengthen and shorten cyclically, at the
frequency of the applied voltage. This is motor action -- electrical
energy is converted into mechanical energy. The principle is adapted to
piezoelectric motors, sound generating devices, and many other products.
There are three common types of thermosetting resin to choose from:
epoxy, vinyl ester and polyester.
Fibreglass Resin ( BONDO)MOST COMMON and has glass which is
CRYSTALINE-To form fiberglass, thin strands of glass are separated into
minute fibers. These fibers retain the properties of glass, but can be pliable and mixed
with other products. Fiberglass can be combined with a wide range of materials,
depending on the desired end product. When mixed with resin, fiberglass becomes very
thick and is temporarily quite malleable.
Moldmaking, molding and laminating operations can be performed with any system.
Epoxy is the higher performance and higher priced system. It is used in weight critical,
high strength, and dimensionally accurate applications. Vinyl Ester resin offers
corrosion resistance, heat resistance and is blended for toughness. Polyester resins are
less expensive, offer some corrosion resistance, and are more forgiving than epoxies. For
this reason, they are the most widely used.
Epoxy vs Vinyl Resin-The number of links of epoxy molecules is to a kevlar fiber
would be much harder to count than the number of links made by vinylester resin to a
kevlar fiber. Epoxy ( yellow) resin has more bonds of elasticity, so it will PULL/PUSH
more on the CRYSTAL. Vinylester resin is just easier to use at the factory level but
nowhere near as strong as epoxy resin. The cross linking is just not there in
vinylester resin and the kevlar fibers can pull out of the glue more easily when stressed.
http://66.49.206.24/redrockstore.com/resin.ht
m
Quartz crystals have piezoelectric
properties; they develop an electric potential
upon the application of mechanical stress.
Major varieties of quartz
Chalcedony Cryptocrystalline quartz and
moganite mixture. The term is generally only
used for white or lightly colored material.
Otherwise more specific names are used.
Agate Multi-colored, banded chalcedony,
semi-translucent to translucent
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Onyx Agate where the bands are straight, parallel and consistent in size.
Jasper Opaque cryptocrystalline quartz, typically red to brown
Aventurine Translucent chalcedony with small inclusions (usually mica) that shimmer.
Tiger's Eye Fibrous gold to red-brown colored quartz, exhibiting chatoyancy.
Rock crystal Clear, colorless
Amethyst Purple, transparent
Citrine Yellow to reddish orange to brown, greenish yellow
Prasiolite Mint green, transparent
Rose quartz Pink, translucent, may display diasterism
Rutilated quartz Contains acicular (needles) inclusions of rutile
Milk quartz White, translucent to opaque, may display diasterism
Smoky quartz Brown to gray, opaque
Carnelian Reddish orange chalcedony, translucent
Dumortierite quartz Contains large amounts of dumortierite crystals
Natural quartz crystals are almost always qi dipoles. When a crystal has one end
smooth and pointed, and the other end rough, it is usually the smooth end which is
positive, and the rough end which is negative. This situation, with one end rough and
one smooth, is the most common

Now we curl the wire so that the two ends come together and it becomes a
continuous circle. As soon as the ends touch, two currents of qi begin to flow through
the wire. Positive qi flows from the positive crystal pole to the negative crystal pole,
and negative qi flows from the negative crystal pole to the positive crystal pole
The end of the magnet which points north is called its north
pole, and the end pointing to the south is called its south pole.
Given any magnet, its north pole, by definition, is the end which
will attract a compass's south pole, and repel a compass's
north pole. Back about 1600 Gilbert discovered that whole
earth is a magnet, and that one pole of the earth was far to the
north and one pole far to the south. Since the north pole of a
compass points to the northern pole of the earth, the northern
pole of the earth is really a magnetic south pole (a historical paradox).
magnetic lines of force. Each of these lines of magnetic force has a
direction, and to see which way any given line tends at any given point, all
one has to do is to place a compass at that point. The compass needle aligns
itself with the magnetic line

two stone dipoles. If you touch the two positive ends together, or the two negative ends
or poles together, then negative qi is generated. If you touch a negative pole to a
positive pole, a positive qi charge is generated
MAGNETS and NORTH POLE positive qi is
streaming out from the north pole of the magnet, and
negative qi from the south pole. Neodymium
magnets are part of the rare earth magnet family and
are also called NdFeB magnets (NIB) because of their
composition: Nd = Neodymium, Fe = Iron, and B =
Boron.
- use a magnet with the north and south poles marked
(easiest method!); - use a compass and the needle that
usually points to the north will point to the south
pole of the magnet.

Orgone is the Universal Life force, the basic building
block of all organic and inorganic matter on the material
planet. Coined by Dr. Wilhelm Reich, Orgone has been
called Chi, Prana or simply the Force

Most of the ancient healing practices, shamanism, religious miracles,
special power of priests and their spiritual work, are unthinkable without the use of
orgone energy mp3
-Cleans the air and helps you breathe better. Orgone can help those with asthma and
those with breathing problems.

positive pole of a qi dipole is brought to the south pole of a magnet, or if the negative
pole of a qi dipole is brought to the north pole of a magnet, positive qi is generated (at
the point of contact). If a negative qi pole is brought to the south pole of a magnet, or a
positive qi pole to the north pole of a magnet, then negative qi is generated.
If a qi dipole is placed directly over a compass or bar magnet, aligned with the compass
needle or bar such that the positive qi pole points north and the negative pole points
south, positive qi is generated (in center of the stone or dipole): in the opposite case,
when the positive pole points south and the negative pole points north, negative qi is
generated.
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-Eliminates toxins, poisons and
radiation from the air
-Defeats chemtrails and keeps
your skies clear.
-Promotes natural health, keeps
you from catching every flu virus
under the sun. Stops headaches
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and migraines, improves overall health.

With FEAR, the auric field is greatly diminished, thus leaving the individual open to
NEGATIVE energy attacks or dis-ease.

-Knocks out bad thunderstorms before they get to your area, chills out tornados
headed your way. Those areas gifted with Orgone suffered the least amount of damage
from Hurricanes.
-Nullifies the effects of the strong subliminal messaging NWO towers erected
everywhere. Stops ELF (Electromagnetic Low Frequency) attacks

CATS are the best reptilian detectors and reptilian busters known to mankind. They
have been known to wake up female abductees moments before the onset of a reptilian
abduction or rape. http://66.49.206.24/tearingdownstrongholds.com/mindcontrolbartley.htm
SPIRITUALIST CHURCH OF CANADAhttp://66.49.206.24/spiritualistchurchofcanada.com/. I recommend seeing someone along
these lines if you are getting attacked by entities. Once your aura is strong and clear, the
orgone can be a shield that can strongly work with you. If you are angry, drinking,
drugging, having sex without love, etc., then the orgone can only protect you so much,
because your aura is wide open for access to all the negative energies. Namaste Dana

-Helps you sleep better. Stops sleep abductions.
-Repels anything evil and keeps it away from your yard, home and family!! Emits
positive energy, evil can't stand being around it!
What is Orgone? Read the article from the Idaho Observer at
http://proliberty.com/observer/20030512.htm

CanadaStreetNews.com - August 11, 2009

ORGONE (LIFE FORCE) THEORY OF
OPERATION
Electricity, magnetism, gravitation, elf waves, cell phones,
radioactivity, etc, are all invisible energies on the physical
plane of existence. They all give off vibrations. Some of these man made vibrations
are harmful to humans. Wilhelm Reich called them DOR (deadly orgone). The
strength of these EMF forces diminishes with the square of the distance traveled. LIFE
FORCE is also invisible. It is not man made and can even be directed mentally. The great
shamans, medicine men and healers of all times used their minds to send LIFE FORCE.
Many sensitive people can feel this force.
Orgone Masters have Neodyne magnets that suck in the Dead
Orgone Energy (DOR). The metal shavings in the resin collect
the DOR. The copper coiled Quartz Crystal converts DOR to
Positive Orgone Energy (POR)LIFE FORCE ENERGY.

4 horsemen, hyperinfinity of crystals, orgone, reptilian
bloodline Illuminati; Eunice Kennedy Shriver, Arnold
Swartzenegger, Maria Kennedy Shriver, imbreeding
reptilians, ritual sacrifice, JFK sacrificed for wanting to get
rid of Federal Reserve, Ashkanazi Jews vs Semetic Jew,
Queen Lizardbeth, Tim Rifat, Occult Science, wars, demonic
access in crystals and bones/blood (will power manifests thru
blood ritual alchemy)
http://66.49.206.24/serenityglobal.com,
http://66.49.206.24/canadastreetnews.com,
http://66.49.206.24/jrgenius.com

Protect yourself from Psychic attack! // How to release a negative entity from your
sphere
Do this before you go to sleep, take time to do this, really focus but don't concentrate too
much. When I do it I not only feel like I've had a really good nap, but that I have a lot
more energy and life than if I hadn't done it "maybe something isn't able to leech the
energy in the night?"

NEGATIVE Energies are
neutralized. Gives the area a
protective AURIC FIELD.

Pendulum Dowsing Getting Started // Pendulum Charts How To // Use a Pendulum
to Test Orgonite
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http://uboslav.com Use a pendulum to test the power of orgonite. The more the pendulum
swings in a positive fashion, the more powerful the orgone device is.
NO one has all the answers. Yes...we have a creator who loves us. There is good and
bad in everything. DRAGONS, Humans and reptilians included. KEEP AN OPEN
HEART to BROTHERLY LOVE. Honour the SPIRIT in all.

have been betrayed. But please, let's not give up on each other. We are capable of being
heroes. We can save the world, and our freedom. We must believe in each other, and in
ourselves.
http://66.49.206.24/bibliotecapleyades.net/andromeda/esp_andromedacom_1aa.

BY GIFTING A DONATION ONLY. Orgonemasters call 416 419 9023

WE ARE AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL FAIL! WE ARE
AWAKE and your NWO plans WILL FAIL! WE ARE AWAKE and
your NWO plans WILL FAIL!

www.Orgonemasters.info, http://66.49.206.24/audio.htm,
http://66.49.206.24/canadastreetnews.com/BeckProtocol.htm, Colloidal Silver Gold
Titanium Water OLEE H2O ( Oxygen, Living Essential Elements Water)
demonstration with Silver Pulsar first and showing survival components such as
Oxygen Bleach,

416-419-9023 GTA /
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Gold plated or Titanium Plated quartz crystals which rebalance the water. Herbal
teas, back to ways of Mother Earth, Survival with serenityglobal.com going local and
global thru barter and trade. http://66.49.206.24/orgoneinfoandproducts.htm,
http://66.49.206.24/canadastreetnews.com/BeckProtocol.htm,
http://66.49.206.24/serenityglobal.com/,
http://66.49.206.24/jimcolemancrystals.com/aurora/aquaaura.htm for gold quartz crystals,
http://66.49.206.24/jimcolemancrystals.com/aurora/titanium.htm , colloidal wire global
company see http://66.49.206.24/alfa.com/, http://66.49.206.24/sotainstruments.com/

Made in cANADa!

HUman Support
Services 1/17/2012 http://serenitystr
eetnews.com/humansupportservice.ht

Jrgenius com OLEE H2O Water and Dream Cream Pt 2 OLEE H2O Colloidal
Silver Gold Titanium Water and Dream Creams Jrgenius.com, fun at home with cold
pressed oil like extra virgin olive oil to make home creams. Beeswax and coconut oil to
make chapsticks, aromatherapy and water ( Olee water) for your own perfumes.

m
SERENITY GLOBAL
COOPerativeWE have many talents and services, ready to meet all your needs at
an AWESOME RATE.
Tutoring, homecare, petcare, childcare, cleaning, odd jobs, handy
men, gardeners, construction workers, cooks, delivery etc

Owen James- Spiritual Healing, Medical
Intuitive, Psychotherapist, Past Life
Regressionist TORONTO CANADA, Contact
Owen at (416) 598-3331 or Toll Free at 1-888509-9999 http://globalpsychics.com/enlighteningyou/spirituality/spiritual-healing/owen-james.shtml

UNBEATABLE RATES and RESULTS.

416 419-9023

- this time in which we now live is and will be known in our future as
the end of the innocence. We, as a planetary race, must commit ourselves to the idea
that truth must survive. We have major challenges to face, and what ever is the truth,
we must do all that is necessary to stick together. We have been torn and tattered, we
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;

705 254 5823

; jrgenius@yahoo.com ;

COMMUNITY CURRENCY COMPATIBLE
DANA
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Ste Marie Ontario. Taught Math,
Science and Vocal Music for the York
Catholic District School Board from
1989 to 2003.
Built her own
education system in 1995 and
continues to advocate her revolution
in holistic education.
Presently single without family
commitments, Dana spends time
networking with others who desire a
solution to the problems that currently
face us. She speaks out for an
independent Canada.
Dana believes that the education
system is failing the youth by
suppressing pertinent information.

Dana Elizabeth Horochowski, B.Sc.,
B.Ed., RNCP, RMMS teacher, and
owner of Jr. Genius Educational
Services Inc.
416-419-9023 Toronto, Ont.
Toronto Centre
http://7thfire.biz/
http://8thfire.biz/

IDEALLY,
she
encourages
independent thinking, an integral
media, community cooperation and
trade, environmental responsibility,
the eradication of poverty and
addictions, world peace and an
accountable, honest and reduced
government serving the people.

Her focus is to help solve the
problems of our under employed, reeducate and re-train people and create
new economies and micro-industries
that promote an independent healthy
Canada; one that can help show the
rest of the world how to live in peace
and prosperity.
The Focus of this FEDERAL PARTY
is to re-educate the masses as
efficiently and as quickly as possible,
since New World Order Tactics are
quickly overtaking our world.

\

With a background in Biology and
Ecology, Dana consistently researches
alternative energies, organic foods,
holistic health and healing, as well as
issues related to global warming and
the environment.
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agenda. She has been educating
others about these dangerous issues
through her website
www.holyhealthy.com.
She works closely with Toronto Street
News (a unsuppressed newspaper,
sold by the underemployed) which is
posted currently on her website at:
www.canadastreetnews.com.
Global Solutions
Serenity Global Network
(www.serenityglobal.com)
-bartering and trading for
those who are concerned about
globalization and the control of our
economies.
-community currency compatible --globally accessible to other small
businesses, entrepreneurs and
communities.

Global Problems
Since

BIOGRAPHY of DANA
HOROCHOWSKI
Educated at the University of Western
Ontario, Lakehead University, and
continuous education in Nutrition,
Holistic Health and Healing. Born
February 12, 1965 to immigrant
Polish parents and grew up in Sault

She believes in the Restoration
of Jurisdiction for First Nations and
has worked closely with the
Anishnabe as a teacher and in
community involvement.
Having
spent time in rural communities, Dana
has seen the decline of agriculture and
manufacturing due to Free Trade.

1998,

Dana has been
investigating
the
source of our global
problems and trying
to
bring
these
concerns
to
the
attention
of
the
education system, the government,
media, religious leaders, concerned
parents, students and other citizens.
By truly understanding where the
problem lies and by accepting that
there is a problem, only then can we
make significant changes towards
remedying the situation. Currently
our bureaucracy fails to tell us the
truth about what is really going on.
Dana opposes the North American
Union, NAFTA and the globalization

-produces independent thinkers who
are whole minded, healthy and
balanced.
-education centred around the
individual.

I SEE, I DO, I TEACH
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Method
EVERYONE is a STUDENT.
EVERYONE is a TEACHER.
-Students (of all ages) learn to live
holistically with nature and others,
implementing organic gardening and
food prep, practicing optimal health
and healing and learning alternative
science technologies.
- Students learn how to build and
market their own small businesses and
integrate into a community network
-caters to all income levels,
-education becomes a community
commitment. All ages involved
This revolution in education is
economical, highly effective,
empowering and Earth Friendly.
http://8thfire.biz/

FEDERAL PARTY.
THE PARTY MAKING A DIFFERENCE
in the NOW!

http://7thfire.biz/

Integrity in MEDIA
www.canadastreetnewscom
-to expand Canada Street News for
national distribution,
-supported by small businesses, the
Canadian voice and the integrity of its
content.
-to develop an independent television
channel that reflects integrity and is
not suppressed.

Government, Monetary
and Judicial Systems
-Complete openness and absence of
secrecy,
full
accountability,
accessibility, and representation are essential
to the integrity of the system.
-100% INTEREST FREE Money to eliminate
POVERTY and create ABUNDANCE
-ELIMINATION of INCOME TAX (which is
currently used to pay off the national debt
which is a result of USURY (interest on
money)).
Make the SERENITY PARTY an official
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